
48.68% 406

8.03% 67

6.95% 58

30.34% 253

16.31% 136

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 834 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 834  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 Business owner 2/8/2017 4:28 PM

2 Submitting comments from a group of parents regarding proposed busing. 2/8/2017 4:23 PM

3 Parent/Grandparent and tax supporter of UCDSB 2/8/2017 4:13 PM

4 former employee, graduate, children have graduated, grandchildren attending Seaway 2/3/2017 11:44 AM

5 graduate, children attended IPS and Seaway 2/3/2017 11:42 AM

6 My spouse and I both attended Seaway as did all of our children. 2/3/2017 11:33 AM

7 I am a former student, a parent of students, and a potential grandparent of future students. 2/3/2017 11:22 AM

8 I am a former graduate, then parent at Seaway and then employee of UCDSB 2/3/2017 11:20 AM

9 I have had children in the system. They have graduated and gone on to get degrees from different universities. 2/3/2017 11:12 AM

10 feedback from the intermediate students of Seaway 2/1/2017 6:21 PM

11 graduate, children are graduates 2/1/2017 5:50 PM

12 graduate 2/1/2017 5:11 PM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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13 I have family attending UCDSB. 2/1/2017 2:56 PM

14 Seaway Graduate 1/31/2017 11:45 PM

15 I was previously a student of a UCDSB School 1/31/2017 1:51 PM

16 I am the third of four generations to attend schools in SD&G as well as a child, spouse and parent of teachers in
SD&G.

1/31/2017 10:22 AM

17 Our family have all attended Seaway My husband and I, our children, many of our nieces and nephews. Our siblings
all attended as well, as have their children.

1/31/2017 10:21 AM

18 I have been a volunteer coach for years 1/31/2017 10:05 AM

19 Former student of UCDSB [Osnabruck District High School], and grandparent of students currently attending Rothwell-
Osnabruck, Ingleside. Former resident of Morrisburg, whose children attended Seaway District High School.

1/31/2017 9:23 AM

20 I am a former student of UCDSB with family & friends currently attending/working for UCDSB 1/31/2017 9:10 AM

21 I did attend and UCDSB school and I live in the community. 1/30/2017 7:32 PM

22 Former UCDSB student 1/30/2017 5:18 PM

23 Former parent of students at UPDSB 1/30/2017 4:03 PM

24 I am a retired employee who lives in the community 1/27/2017 10:24 AM

25 I am a former student who attended Seaway with my siblings - my children attended Seaway, and my grandchildren
will be attending Seaway. I am also a retired employee

1/27/2017 10:15 AM

26 my husband, and I and our children are all grads of Seaway DHS 1/27/2017 10:06 AM

27 am a retired educator. 1/27/2017 9:26 AM

28 Seaway District High Alumni. 1/27/2017 8:43 AM

29 I am a grandmother whose grandchildren attend a school in UCDSB 1/27/2017 6:18 AM

30 but I have children that may be attending in the future 1/25/2017 2:03 PM

31 I have friends and family living in the community whose children attend UCDSB schools 1/25/2017 11:52 AM

32 I am a former student who hopes to have my future children attend. 1/24/2017 7:41 PM

33 bus driver 1/22/2017 8:41 PM

34 I am a Grandmother of students attending schools 1/21/2017 12:22 PM

35 I am a community member who will be adversely affected by the loss of Seaway District. The loss of business as a
result of the school closure will have serious negative implications for our business. Local business will suffer, many
risk closure which will have a ripple effect on the community. This will lead to closure of the elementary school in a
year or two.

1/21/2017 8:42 AM

36 grandparents of children attending currently and parents of children who graduated 1/20/2017 10:20 PM

37 Grandparent 1/20/2017 10:17 PM

38 I am a volunteer 1/20/2017 2:55 PM

39 I own a business in the area and have no children currently in the school system at this time. 1/20/2017 2:51 PM

40 I am a grandparent of children attending schools in Iroquois. 1/20/2017 2:26 PM

41 Family to students 1/19/2017 3:20 PM

42 I was a student at Seaway Distric Highschool. 1/19/2017 3:19 PM

43 my children attended MPS 1/18/2017 11:35 AM

44 I AM A PROUD MPS PARENT 1/18/2017 11:25 AM

45 My grandchild attends Seaway High School. 1/18/2017 11:12 AM

46 Will be registering my child 1/18/2017 11:11 AM

47 I am a parent who has had students go threw school public and high, and they have had a 1st rate education. I
contribute this to the fact that the teachers actually new there names and cared about whether or not they learned and
cared about their future. Their education was second to none, I felt that they got the best care .

1/18/2017 11:09 AM
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48 Former Seaway District High School graduate 1/18/2017 11:00 AM

49 I am a parent registering my child for school 1/18/2017 10:58 AM

50 Graduate of an UCDSB secondary school 1/18/2017 10:01 AM

51 I attended an UCDSB school 1/17/2017 8:42 PM

52 Former Student 1/17/2017 7:58 PM

53 graduate of Seaway 1/17/2017 7:40 PM

54 Iroquios and District Business Group 1/17/2017 9:03 AM

55 Dundas Federation of Agriculture 1/17/2017 9:02 AM

56 Community member whose children and grandchildren attended MPS and SDHD. 1/14/2017 5:36 PM

57 Also former pupil of UCDSB schools and parent if a future UCDSB student 1/14/2017 12:39 PM

58 Catholic school parent from Morrisburg. 1/13/2017 6:52 PM

59 My kids are in the catholic school 1/13/2017 6:30 PM

60 I have children at a Catholic school. 1/13/2017 3:53 PM

61 Children I know are in the public school system. 1/13/2017 3:05 PM

62 I was a parent of children attending Seaway District High School 1/12/2017 4:19 PM

63 tax payer, home owner, resident, concerned citizen 1/12/2017 10:39 AM

64 Grandparent and former student with UCDSB 1/12/2017 8:55 AM

65 Seaway Alum 1/11/2017 9:14 PM

66 Home owner 1/11/2017 4:51 PM

67 I am a previous community member. 1/11/2017 3:45 PM

68 I am a graduate living in the community 1/11/2017 1:55 PM

69 Former student future parent 1/11/2017 12:54 PM

70 Former student 1/11/2017 10:38 AM

71 I am a UCDSB school alumni. 1/11/2017 9:12 AM

72 I was a student at a UCDSB school 1/10/2017 10:39 PM

73 Someone who used to attend Seaway 1/10/2017 10:21 PM

74 Previous UCDSB student, looking to have my children attend a UCDSB school. 1/10/2017 10:18 PM

75 I am a former student and plan to live and raise my children in Iroquois and send them to seaway 1/10/2017 8:59 PM

76 I am a grandmother with grandchildren at UCDSB school. 1/10/2017 8:36 PM

77 Former student looking to return to the community as an adult. Lack of local educational establishments will impact my
decision to return to my hometown.

1/10/2017 8:10 PM

78 Graduate of Seaway 1/10/2017 7:55 PM

79 Community member, former graduate of Seaway, would like my future children to attend Seaway High School 1/10/2017 7:26 PM

80 I have attended Seaway District High School, and my children attended Seaway, and now my grandchildren will soon
attend Seaway. I am also a retired teacher of UCDSB

1/10/2017 7:16 PM

81 formal Seaway District high school member now in university 1/10/2017 6:56 PM

82 I am a former student and parent of former students 1/10/2017 1:28 PM

83 Concerned citizen 1/8/2017 9:07 AM

84 Proud parent of a former Seaway Honour student. Former parent council co-chair. Former employee. Concerned
community member.

12/20/2016 5:45 PM

85 My child is an employee , and my grandchildren attend Iroquois Public school 12/20/2016 5:44 PM
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86 My husband and I are grandparnets of a child that attends Seaway District High School. The same school that our
children, and their father attended. They are very involved in the community.

12/19/2016 11:20 AM

87 i am a retired employee who worked for UCDSB and a parent of Seaway DHS graduates. 12/15/2016 10:39 AM

88 I am a retired employee who worked for UCDSB and a parent of Seaway graduated 12/15/2016 10:38 AM

89 i am a concerned citizen who believes that shutting down schools will affect the well-being or our children and hurt the
economies of our communities.

12/11/2016 4:18 PM

90 former student of ucdsb 12/9/2016 8:34 PM

91 Former graduate of South Dundas District High School 12/8/2016 1:02 PM

92 Seaway graduate 12/7/2016 10:11 PM

93 Former student 12/7/2016 9:03 PM

94 Grandmaother of kids at IPS.... 12/7/2016 9:00 PM

95 Seaway Graduate, future kids to attend Seaway 12/7/2016 3:03 PM

96 i live in the community and will have children attending seaway in the future 12/7/2016 1:19 PM

97 I am a grandparent of students at UCDSB schools 12/2/2016 10:40 AM

98 My interest stems also from my years as a , , , community activities, , and parent. 11/23/2016 2:51 PM

99 My children are graduates of Morrisburg public school and Seaway District High 11/23/2016 2:26 PM

100 Former Student 11/23/2016 1:47 PM

101 Grandmother of children who attends Seaway District School and Iroquois Public School 11/23/2016 1:43 PM

102 I am an alumnus of SDHS, as are my children and am a parent of a employee in the UCDSB. 11/23/2016 1:02 PM

103 I am an alumni I have a child who will attend a ucdsb school ( provided Seaway does not close to students). 11/23/2016 1:01 PM

104 Retired employee 11/23/2016 12:49 PM

105 I am a grandmother with children attending IPS. I am a retired employee with the UCDSB. 11/23/2016 12:47 PM

106 Unspecified 11/22/2016 3:50 PM

107 Former elementary school principal for UCDSB 11/16/2016 5:16 PM

108 I am a community member with two children who graduated from Seaway District High School. My husband attended
Morrisburg High School, since closed.

11/14/2016 1:47 PM

109 Former student and parent of former students 11/10/2016 10:09 PM

110 Seaway alumni 11/10/2016 8:10 PM

111 St. Lawrence Medical Clinic 11/9/2016 10:09 AM

112 Unspecified 11/8/2016 12:47 PM

113 Unspecified 11/8/2016 12:44 PM

114 unspecified 11/8/2016 12:31 PM

115 Both my sons are graduates of Seaway......both loved their time there and both continue to belong to and give back to
the community.

11/5/2016 3:58 PM

116 Past Graduate 11/3/2016 9:34 PM

117 Past graduate 11/3/2016 9:32 PM

118 I am a grandmother who had 3 children of my own who went to Seaway High School. Now I have 2 grandchildren
attending.

11/3/2016 6:41 PM

119 I went to School at Seaway District High School. 11/3/2016 10:05 AM

120 I am a former student at both Morrisburg Public and Seaway District High schools. 11/3/2016 6:04 AM

121 J 11/2/2016 10:25 PM

122 Who myself and my husband attended these schools as well as our children. 11/1/2016 8:35 AM
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123 Former student 10/21/2016 8:39 AM

124 Grandparent and community member with children going to these schools 10/19/2016 7:20 PM

125 Alumnus 10/19/2016 5:31 PM

126 Former student and community member with ties to the area 10/18/2016 10:06 PM

127 I am: former student, former parent of kids who attended Seaway, a current grandparent of kids who attend Seaway 10/18/2016 10:51 AM

128 I am a parent whose child will be attending one of these schools. 10/15/2016 10:15 PM

129 I was a student that attended a ucdsb school from kindergarten to grade 12. 10/14/2016 11:59 PM

130 Graduated student of 2014 10/14/2016 10:54 PM

131 I used to attend a UCDSB high school. Seaway. 10/14/2016 9:41 PM

132 Seaway District High School Alumni 10/14/2016 9:25 PM

133 Aunt of 4 kids who will be affected 10/14/2016 8:13 PM

134 Former UCDSB Graduate 10/14/2016 8:06 PM

135 Graduate of a school on the potential closure list and a member of the community that the school resides in 10/14/2016 7:36 PM

136 Former Seaway student 10/14/2016 4:39 PM
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 834 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00%
834

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 834

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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3.37% 23

7.48% 51

60.56% 413

28.59% 195

Q11 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 682 Skipped: 152

Total 682

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q12 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 82 Skipped: 752

# Responses Date

1 Mistakes, pointed out to the Board at the time, were made during 20/20 when FI was placed in Iroquois, leaving MPS
in direct competition with a catholic school. Because MPS became a core school, the catholic school gained students.
So, I am not convinced that you will actually listen to suggestions this time, but dual track schools should be run in
both villages. Very few students will take a bus to Prescott (it is already a 35-minute bus trip from Morrisburg to
Iroquois which is actually a 10-minute drive by car.) So what will be left of the PUBLIC system?

2/8/2017 4:33 PM

2 Seaway doesn't have enough students to offer all of the programs that it should. When I was in grade 12, I had to be
in a split math class that taught two completely different subjects. As a result, each class only received half of the
necessary lessons and teacher attention. Seaway's numbers have only diminished since then. The music program has
now been greatly reduced, which is quite frankly unacceptable. There are very few options available for students who
want to focus on the trades. There is a lack of AP courses to choose from for students who wish to further their
education. We don't have a football team. Or lacrosse. Or others that a larger student body would make possible. With
a bigger school, we could have an up-to-date technology lab that would provide a strong foundation for today's
changing world. While it is emotional to consider closing Seaway, we have to consider the well being of our children. It
is irresponsible to keep open an institution that lacks the opportunities our children require. We are only hurting their
future prospects by clinging onto the past instead of looking toward the future.

2/3/2017 11:18 AM

3 I certainly understand how a secondary school cannot function at a capacity that is not close to 100%. When my
youngest was in Seaway in grade 12 had to take an online course for a math class that was needed for university but
was not offered at Seaway due to lack of numbers. My child is a great student and found the course extremely hard to
do. These online courses start later than the beginning of the semester and end earlier. The deadlines for assignments
are very tight and the ability to get help from the instructor is very limited. There were times when my child had not
heard back about a question on an assignment and the due date for the assignment would have passed with no
resolution. Living in a rural community should not restrict university bound students from getting the in-class education
needed in high school to succeed at post-secondary education. The current 4-12 model for Seaway that is currently
being discussed in meetings would not address this lack of programming in the secondary grades. The numbers of 9-
12 students would not change. Not having a local high school in the community should not be an issue for people in
South Dundas. I know that most of these people went to Seaway and feel an attachment to it but I certainly do not see
the Separate Board having a problem with no local high school in South Dundas. St. Joe's and St. Mike's are both
doing extremely well and parents of the students who live in South Dundas are willing sending them on bus rides to
larger cities. Please do the right thing and proceed with your recommendations.

2/3/2017 11:13 AM

4 Closing Morrisburg ps 1/31/2017 8:26 PM

5 I am favourable to the rebuilding or renovation of Iroquois public school. 1/31/2017 8:16 PM

6 Closure of Morrisburg public 1/31/2017 8:01 PM

7 well if Morrisuburg public has had horrible principles in the past and parents have pulled their kids already then yes the
numbers will be down and also it doesn't have French Imersion wich a lot of parents want. Iroquois public offers
French impersion.

1/30/2017 7:40 PM

8 Closing Morrisburg PS is understandable if it will be merged with Iroquois. Closing Seaway is ridiculous and will
negatively impact the South Dundas.

1/30/2017 6:58 PM

9 Not completely opposed to the closing of Morrisburg Public School, as they have a Catholic school in town. 1/30/2017 4:31 PM

10 I have filled out this survey before and so will not go into why I agree with the recommendations again. My issue right
now is that the ARC meetings at Seaway are being seen as a way to support the town and show solidarity against the
closure of Seaway. This is a small community. I would certainly not be comfortable going to the upcoming meeting on
Jan 31 and letting people know my feelings supporting the closure. I would also not want to show up at the meeting
have the assumption made that I was against the closure by my mere presence.

1/27/2017 12:50 PM
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11 I agree with Seaway being closed and with the students being disbursed to both South Grenville and North Dundas.
More students equals more academic diversity in our high schools. I agree with IPS being rebuilt to accommodate a
larger population.

1/27/2017 6:25 AM

12 Have JK-3 in IPS and Grades 4-12 in Seaway Morrisburg Public School stays open with French Immersion being
taught in that school.

1/25/2017 10:24 AM

13 I support the closing Morrisburg Public School and bringing those children to Iroquois instead to attend school. 1/24/2017 7:44 PM

14 I agree that it does make sense to look at consolidating Morrisburg PS and Iroquois PS into one building. Perhaps
looking at a JK-5 model in the school that is in the best location with the least amount of upgrades needed.

1/24/2017 6:26 PM

15 The closure of Morrisburg Public School is the only Draft recommendation favourable to me. Seaway District High
School should not be closed. The creation of a K-12 school on the site of Seaway/Iroquois Public School would be a
much better choice, or alternately creating a K-4 site at IPS and a 4-12 site at Seaway. K-12 students already ride on
the same buses, why not have them in the same school? People in South Dundas do not want to their children to
have a lengthy bus ride to get the same class and course options in a different setting. How can our kids have after
school jobs? Seaway DHS would not be on the block for potential closure if the Top of Funding it receives was
included in the original calculation. The South Dundas Community supports Seaway. There are $46000 in Graduation
Bursaries given to SDHS grads. A summer golf tournament raised $26 000 for sports programs at Seaway. The
community both depends on, and supports our high school. As a parent of a child with special needs, I don't believe
crossing county lines to got to another school is reasonable. My child struggles with the length of their current bus ride,
if transit time increased my child would likely become a problem for the bus driver, or experience undesirable physical
or emotional outbursts just because of the increased travel time. It would also be difficult for provision of services for
children with special needs or disabilities if those students resided in SD&G but were attending school in the county of
Leeds Grenville. Has anyone thought about the impact of that? Our children have K-12 busing already and most of us
are quite happy with that, it would be simpler to send them all to one large new K-12 school, or continue the shared K-
12 busing to Iroquois and split the schools K-4, 4-12. As a parent of a special needs student, I have specifically
chosen to live in this community and have my child attend Iroquois Public school, and eventually Seaway because they
are smaller, rural schools. Rural schools matter! One of the ONLY reasons I choose to live in this community is
because of the schools here. There are absolutely NO services locally for my child. We travel to Ottawa for many
services because none of those services are available here. Children like mine have social deficits, and sensory
issues that make a smaller, rural school a better choice for them. They are part of a community of people who know
and care about them. If they were to attend a larger school, they would not likely get the same social benefits of feeling
like they belongs or is a part of the community.

1/20/2017 2:57 PM

16 I believe that our older students are more resilient than our younger students. They often choose to play sports, work
and even attend schools in other communities. They are preparing to leave their peers and their communities in the
near future to attend post secondary or to enter the workforce. Furthermore, as a parent of a student, I have
experienced first hand the programming difficulties Seaway is having. My child was pulled out of not one but two of
their compulsory courses this year due to cap issues. They have had to complete an online course with no prior online
course experience. I can only imagine what the programming issues will be over the course of the next few years
should Seaway not increase the number of high school pupils they have in their school. They do not need to fill the
building with students in grades 4-8, this will not solve the programming issues at Seaway. They need more students
in grades 9-12 to help meet the educational needs of these students. Secondly, my child has special needs. Moving
school would be very disruptive for them. They have come to view IPS as their second home. Furthermore, the
proposals to make Seaway 4-12 would mean my special needs child would have no contact or interaction with peers
of their developmental age. This type of environment is not favourable to our special needs child.

1/20/2017 2:53 PM

17 I do not support these recommendations 1/19/2017 3:17 PM

18 I truly believe that seaway should stay open as a highschool. I think it crazy to have children on longer bus rides. They
will have to get up earlier and get home later. Plus I think there will be more sick kids. Plus there will be lots of jobs
lost. Stop thinking of your self. Think of what the kids need. I think morrisburg public should also stay open its a
smaller school with a lot of heart. The staff there knows all the kids well. And they do so much to the local community.
I have been taking my child there and I have been driving them to school cause no bus will take them to the school
that they have grown to love and would be heart broken if it closes. I work full time and the days I can't pick them up. I
have a wonderful lady that takes care of them in my.home and picks them up at the school and treats them like they
are one of her own. Wake up before its too late

1/18/2017 11:08 AM

19 I agree in merging Morrisburg and Iroquois Public Schools. If there is empty space at both schools then merging them
MAY make sense. It would only work if there is a suitable building constructed to accommodate the larger student
body.

1/18/2017 10:12 AM

20 One K-6 school gor the area. 1/18/2017 4:43 AM

21 I would be in favour of closing Morrisburg Public School. 1/17/2017 8:42 PM

22 Draft 2 or Draft 3 1/17/2017 8:24 PM
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23 I am not supportive of a 4-12 model that is being proposed. This will not improve the programming at the high school
level.

1/17/2017 8:13 PM

24 I am in favour of closing Seaway 1/15/2017 8:45 PM

25 Combining Iroquois and Morrisburg public schools if there is a surplus of empty spaces between the two schools 1/14/2017 12:43 PM

26 Morrisburg Public closing 1/12/2017 12:56 PM

27 Close Seaway, keep Morrisburg 1/11/2017 4:44 PM

28 All elements are favourable to me. 1/11/2017 10:48 AM

29 Kids shouldn't have to leave their community schools 1/11/2017 9:48 AM

30 I do not support closing Seaway District High School. However, I do support the closure of Morrisburg Public School. I
do understand the need to downsize. Nonetheless closing Seaway, leaving no high school in South Dundas and
sending the students off to South Grenville or North Dundas will completely cripple South Dundas. Not to mention the
effect on the students with long commutes every morning and afternoon. Students moving from Morrisburg to Iroquois
or Iroquois to Morrisburg is long enough, but putting students on buses from Iroquois to South Grenville and
Morrisburg to Winchester is far to long (not to mention the congestion it will put on Highway 31). After I graduate from
university I plan to have children in Iroquois or Morrisburg. If their only option is to go to South Grenville or North
Dundas I would rather send them to St. Joseph High School in Kemptville.

1/10/2017 10:50 PM

31 from Iroquois 1/10/2017 10:39 PM

32 1.a. "Southern boundary is below Route 401" Students from Morrisburg, or even farther west, will have to make an
exceptionally long bus ride. To drive from Morrisburg to Prescott (South Grenville D.H.S.) it takes ~30min. On a bus,
that can easily be 45-50minutes. Is it really fair for students to spend an hour and a half on a bus per day? Living in
Morrisburg, sending a 4 year old on a bus with grade 6 students is worrisome, especially when the ride can exceed
30minutes (my bus ride was 35minutes from Morrisburg).

1/10/2017 10:28 PM

33 Students in grade 7-12 attending North Dundas. Different boundaries need to be considered to accommodate students
living in Morrisburg. North Dundas is closer geographically than Sourh Grenville. This should also include students
living along the number 2 outside of Morrisburg. Brinston Road could be a boundary.

1/10/2017 9:26 PM

34 None 1/10/2017 9:01 PM

35 I think that combining Morrisburg PS and Iroquois PS is a good idea. 1/10/2017 8:08 PM

36 I agree that Iroquois requires refurbishing. They are in need of a sufficient gymnasium (perhaps one with a partition)
that would allow all classes to have QDPE each school day. They are in need of additional classrooms, a proper
sensory room and a proper learning resource space.

1/10/2017 6:17 PM

37 Closing 1 and mixing these students into (Jk-6) at the other 2 schools is probably for the best. Closing the High school
is straight up silly. My kids do not attend this school district, but i have several friends and associates whose children
do attend these affected schools. It certainly makes me think more than twice about moving to the area

1/10/2017 4:53 PM

38 Very few are favorable. What is the cost to keep the status quo and build a new HS for all of Dundas county in the
area of Williamsburg, compared to the cost of doing multi renovations now and still facing some of the same problems?
I suggest status quo and spend the next 2 years outlining a plan for a new central high school and determine where
best to position the old schools as elementary, either standard or French immersion. The new high school could be up
and running in 5 years and we'll have an extra year to figure out the most cost effective and least disruptive solution.

1/10/2017 1:18 PM

39 The closure of Seaway District High School and movement of students out of the township will have an impact on our
community (eg., students, families, business, real estate and future infrastructure). My husband and I came to this
community as retirees. I cannot claim to know how UCDSB works or the resources required to operate a school. In
this day and age I can understand the need for review; Ontario is not the province it once was. I don't understand why
the architects of this review did not consult the rural community during its design. You prepared your
recommendations without any input from the members of the township, counties, students, residences, businesses.
Your recommendation to close Seaway is based on stats. I reviewed the same stats for North Dundas High School
and there appears to be little difference in their enrolment pattern when compared to Seaway. Yet, you recommended
to close the school located in the middle of a rural community and keep open the school in the middle of a farmer's
field. I hope you can understand why I cannot support your recommendation to close Seaway District High School.

1/10/2017 1:09 PM

40 Closure of Morrisburg Public School 1/10/2017 9:24 AM

41 I don't want seaway to close 12/14/2016 11:37 AM

42 it dosnt matter 12/14/2016 11:36 AM

43 the closing of seaway, and the students on northern side being moved to NDHS 12/13/2016 11:08 PM
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44 I believe that Morrisburg or Iroquois be closed(preferably Iroquois). MPS be upgraded and expanded and offering
French Immersion(this helps the economy of this town and will still enable the future housing expansion to continue. I
wish to have Seaway HS upgraded and continuing to offer 7-12. If this high school closed it would have an extremely
negative impact on the economy of Iroquois and South Dundas. It would be disastrous also to families and children of
the area in regards to adding stress!!

12/9/2016 5:19 PM

45 In proposal #1 - (a) and (b) are the same. In proposal #2 I support early immersion and relocating the students to the
'defunct' Seaway High School. I would prefer not closing Seaway at all as it will have an impact on the community and
promoting business and families to the area. I believe busing will be a big issue in the closing of Seaway. Which child
wants to sit on a bus for over an hour?

12/9/2016 3:04 AM

46 I support Seaway D H S to stay opened along with I P S I love the the idea of expanding Seaway D H S' grade levels
to 4-12

12/8/2016 8:47 PM

47 Closing MPS to bring students to IPS 12/8/2016 6:41 AM

48 Closing Morrisburg 12/8/2016 5:53 AM

49 I find part 2 b) for continuing to offer early immersion as a compliment to the regular English/French program. 12/7/2016 9:08 PM

50 I would like to propose that Seaway be 4-12 IPS be JK- 3 Close Morrisburg Public and those students come to IPS 12/7/2016 9:05 PM

51 I do agree that MPS should be closed and the students moved to IPS. I DO NOT agree that Seaway DHS should be
closed.

12/7/2016 8:43 PM

52 I would like my child to remain in a K-6 school environment. We have known for some time that MPS was having
trouble with enrollment and that the students were choosing to attend IPS for French Immersion. I think by combining
the two schools it will provide better options for our core students. For the time my child has been in school at IPS the
class has been in a 3 way split. I believe that by merging the two schools we will have more core students, and thus
better class options for our core students. I believe that our intermediate and senior level students are more resilient
and will respond to the change a lot more easily than our younger students who are just beginning their educational
careers.

12/2/2016 10:42 AM

53 I am a parent of a student at Seaway District High School & former employee with the UCDSB. While I do feel that the
funding system is flawed in many ways, at the end of the day it is what it is... in saying that I understand why it would
make sense to amalgamate SDHS and NDDHS but am curious as to why you picked ND as the new school location?
Seaway is a newer building (they are basically the same size) and Seaway offers students a lot more access to
opportunities for coop placements (at local businesses and the public school next door etc.). It also has access to art
programs like Upper Canada Playhouse (which is a 10 drive away) and an out door rink, golf course and beach for
fitness and recreational activities, to name a few. North Dundas is smack in the middle of nowhere surrounded by
grave yards and a donkey farm? Many of ND students work in Morrisburg also because of the limited student
opportunities in that area? Although part of me understands & agrees with the reasoning behind your decision to
consider amalgamating smaller high schools, I do feel you need to rethink location (not just because I have a child that
attends) but because it needs to make sense for kids and does impact the community and local businesses greatly
whether you want to take that into consideration or not... because at the end of the day, communities do still need to
support the school (especially now with more and more reduced funding) and if you continue to move in the direction
you are... you won't have a community to support.

11/23/2016 1:37 PM

54 I do not support the closing of Seaway......close some of the smaller schools like Benson PS. The board have kept it
running for a long time with miminal students but bare in mind that the old Cardinal Starch Plant, Casco and it's sister
Plant ( not sure of the plants name, Kogin and the correct spelling ) have paid the heating bill for all the past years.
Living in a small town and hearing all the talk....... If the UCDSB close RO in Ingleside and Seaway, the parents of
most of these students WILL, send the children to the Catholic Board and then, the UCDSB WILL have a lot more
empty space in their schools......is that what they want. I sure how someone reads comments like mine.....

11/23/2016 12:47 PM

55 Closing Morrisburg PS. 11/21/2016 9:41 AM

56 Combining both Morrisburg and Iroquois Public Schools into one. The boundary for children attending Seaway District
needs to be rethought. Or perhaps even having all grades attend one school. J-K to Grade 12. This is done in other
areas.

11/19/2016 3:27 PM

57 Close Morrisburg, move the students to Iroquois 11/17/2016 4:51 PM

58 I believe keeping Seaway open as a high school but adding grades 4-12 in the one building. K-3 could stay at Iroquois
Public School . Therefore reducing busing times of students, keeping students future business leaders in our
community. I realize there needs to be something done but taking out Seaway is not an option. Why bus kids so far.
How can you expect them to sit in class and learn after sitting on a bus for over an hour? We are not promoting
learning or a healthy lifestyle with all of this sitting. this would wipe out our community. Why are we being punished
because we live in a rural community?

11/15/2016 2:46 PM
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59 I only understand the closure of morrisburg public school. I would support relocating all kids to both iroquois and
seaway schools. Split them up however you wish at both schools. This enables south dundas to maintain their high
school and provides the community a strong foundation of schools in which to build on. You now need to find a way to
market yourselves better and pull and keep Morrisburg kids from the catholic board.

11/10/2016 8:46 PM

60 Email Received: I wonder how much thought has been put into the demographics of our community in regards to the
closing of Seaway. Seaway High is bulging at the seams in our Transportation, Construction and Coop programs.
Seaway is a school of 280ish grade 9-12’s. That means that well over half of our students are taking one or more of
these courses at one point during the school year. If the bulk of our students are to go to South Grenville, they are a
school of more than double our population. They have the same amount of tech courses as Seaway in regards to
those subjects. Where will there be room for the Seaway kids in those programs? I was told they have an extra 2
shops that have been mothballed because of lack of interest from their students. I was also told that Plant and
Maintenance is taking over that space for storage or something along that line so that will be the end of that
opportunity. Our co-op program is strong because of the terrific employers who take on theses students. That will be
lost if this goes through. They say that bigger schools have more programming???? Maybe for the academic students
(who are well taken care of here I might add) but what about the workplace or College kids? The bulk of our students
will go to college or the workplace. Many of our students rely on these courses and only come to school because of
them. Closing Seaway would not only mean not having a school in the community, but would mean there would be a
number of dropouts and a number of students who will not have the carrot they need to achieve their high school
diploma. We would be doing a huge injustice to these kids by forcing them into programs they have no interest in or
would not benefit them in the least. Our board’s motto has always been “Students First”, not in the Seaway case. I
wish you would reconsider supporting the closure of Seaway. The way I see it closing Seaway makes absolutely no
Sense. I am just trying to pass on some information you may not be aware of.

11/8/2016 12:48 PM

61 Closing schools is not something that generally appeals to anyone but I feel that if we need to make some
concessions, pooling MPS and IPS into one school is something that we could live with. I say this with the
presumption that Seaway District High School remains open. Morrisburg and Iroquois are not that far apart and I feel it
is not that far to bus young children. We should also keep in mind that there are some parents in Morrisburg who would
prefer to keep their young children in Morrisburg, meaning that they would move into the Catholic School system....
thus reducing the volume of public school kids moving to IPS.

11/4/2016 3:28 PM

62 To shorten the travel times for students re-investigate the geographical guidelines on who goes where.Ur suggestions
show a general lack of empathy for those involved.Maybe a program of home schooling might be considered as an
alternative. A travel time guideline must be established for the students.Then start Ur review within these guidelines. In
all honesty Ur suggestion are somewhat heavy handed and could have been presented in a more CANADIAN WAY.

11/3/2016 6:02 PM

63 I support the recommendation that Morrisburg and Iroquois Public schools be merged. I support the recommendation
that "Iroquois School continue to offer Early Immersion as a compliment to the Regular French/English program".

11/3/2016 1:06 PM

64 I do NOT support the closure of Seaway. This school is vital to our community. Closing it would be devistating.I
strongly urdge your reversal of this!

11/3/2016 10:07 AM

65 Close morrisburg public. Bus kids to Iroquois public. Making Iroquois public a k-3 school. Combine the 4-12 at Seaway
Keep Seaway open!!!!!!!!

11/3/2016 8:07 AM

66 I support the closure of Morrisburg P.S. and the movement of those students to IPS. 11/1/2016 8:40 AM

67 In the interest of improving efficient use of schools in South Dundas, I would support the consolidation of MPS and IPS
IF the facilities for K-6 students are appropriate. I do NOT support moving kindergarten and primary students into
Seaway.

10/26/2016 12:09 PM

68 Close the school 10/25/2016 9:20 PM

69 support putting morrisburg public and Iroquois public schools into one school. 10/23/2016 3:48 PM

70 If the schools have empty rooms in them, then it only makes sense to combine the schools. 10/21/2016 9:33 PM

71 I suggest that you look into the prospect of giving Morrisburg public school an immersion program. Combine Iroquois
Public with the high school making it a (K-12) school Or Making Iroquois a K-3 school and moving the 4,5,6 to the
high school. Making Seaway a 4-12. We need our local high school in this community for many reasons that have
been already established. I strongly recommend that you enlist some mental health professionals to report on the
effects of moving our high school children into another environment. Considering that this group of youth is our most
vulnerable. Consider that 5 percent of our males and 12 percent of our female youth deal with depression at some
point in their lives. Depression is triggered by loss. There is no greater loss than school environment and friends. We
have a very serious crisis in this country with youth suicide. This recommendation will and can only contribute to this
crisis. For a board who claims to put children first this recommendation goes against that statement.

10/19/2016 7:11 PM

72 I think that it is a good idea to put morrisburg and iroquois schools into one. 10/17/2016 3:03 PM
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73 I feel option # 2 turning Seaway into a k-12 would be your best model and could use RO to model this change. I
believe your rural schools are being overlooked and compared to Urban models which is great disservice to the
communities you serve. I believe South Grenville should also be turned into a K-12 model, RO should remain a K-12
and that a consideration should be made to turn NDHS into a K-12 also. K-12 means looking to the past to create the
future

10/16/2016 1:59 PM

74 I support the Iroquois and morrisburg school joining. I do not agree with closing the high school, in order for new
families to move into south Dundas we cannot close the only high school in south Dundas.

10/15/2016 8:09 PM

75 Building a new public school to accommodate both Morrisburg and Iroquois Public Schools. Leaving Seaway District
High School ALONE! Boundaries don't make sense.

10/15/2016 8:33 AM

76 As an educator who has some understanding of the funding model, I appreciate that you are trying to do the best with
the money you are provided for the ministry to create a board where the funding is directed to student learning rather
than building costs. My concern is the ripple effect on the community. Schools have to be planned as part of the
community, not just as an isolated institution.

10/15/2016 1:05 AM

77 Having one elementary school in South Dubdas makes sense....particularly since many students attending Iroquois do
so for the immersion program. After immersion was placed at Iroquois, an imbalance in school populations was
created since many families sought to place their children in immersion.- Iroquois is noon over capacity while
Morrisburg is under capacity.

10/14/2016 11:10 PM

78 None. But, if there has to be a change made, send all K-3 students to Iroquois Public and Grade 4-12 to Seaway.
Closing down the high school would be a mistake for the students and for the municipality.

10/14/2016 10:31 PM

79 Combining Morrisburg and Iroquois public. With French immersion programming still available. 10/14/2016 8:10 PM

80 Close Morrisburg PS to have them join IPS 10/14/2016 7:05 PM

81 Why not close some of the schools that have a low enrolment, it is not practical to keep them running with so few kids.
( Benson Public and Manord Public ) Close Morrisburg Public and bring the rest of the students to IPS. Keep Seaway
operating, it is insane to close the only High School in South Dundas.

10/14/2016 6:13 PM

82 I support putting portables at Iroquois Public and moving all students from Morrisburg Public to IPS. Rename IPS. If
the board is concerned with getting funding for schools, having a school with parts that date to 1957, and 8-9 portables
will assuridly cause funding for a new elementary school.

10/14/2016 4:30 PM
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Q13 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 343 Skipped: 491

# Responses Date

1 Keep these schools open; FI in both elementary schools (MPS/IPS) 2/8/2017 4:33 PM

2 To improve, consideration should be given to keeping a secondary school within each municipality. There should be a
least some consideration to programming. French immersion hasn't been offered at all schools in the past, allowing for
increased enrollment. Money has been spent foolishly. With schools closing as part of the Boundary 2020 process,
board positions were created for principals, etc. Major upgrades have been made to buildings slated for closure. Low
enrollment is a reality but mismanagement is also a reality. If I can send my grade seven student to a Catholic school
in Morrisburg for grades seven and eight, why would I put my child on a bus to Prescott? We will be switching school
boards. It's really the only choice.

2/8/2017 4:27 PM

3 Busing safety is one of many reasons the residents of South Dundas say their children will not attend school in
Prescott. Please consider the comments below in reaction to STEO’s plan to bus students daily on the 401. The
stretch of Hwy 2 between Iroquois and Prescott winds very closely along the river and is not much safer. “No one
wants children on the 401 highway to go to school!! It will be over an hour for many children to go to school and that's
one way!” “What about the icy conditions like Monday morning when buses ran.. Look what happened to the KBD
truck on the 401 on ramp in Iroquois.” “What about special needs children who already have a difficult time sitting still
for that long? My child is on the bus for 45 minutes as it is and its a 10 minute drive from my home to the school. There
is no way they can keep busing under an hour. 401 is no place for buses full of children. This is part of the reason we
moved to a rural area. The board will never act in the interest of our children. In this respect and others.” “it's not right
to be bussing children 2-3 hrs to school everyday!” “Well my child is NOT riding on a bus on the 401, especially in
winter. Way too many large tractor trailers on the highways these days. Too dangerous.” “Especially without seat
belts. That's just not right.” “Absolutely not happening.” “I just can't imagine this happening. Are they crazy?? School
buses should not be using the 401 on a daily basis!” “IF Seaway closes and R-O Stays open, my kids will move to R-
O. If Seaway and R-O close, CDSBEO here we come. We had our kids there before and they'll go back. And I know a
lot of families here are saying the same.” “I drove by this on the way to the airport. School transportation was running
this day and it was a little icy. When I heard yesterday that they wanted to use the 400 series highways to transport
our kids, all I could think of was this truck in the ditch...he slid off the ramp due to a little ice....not enough to call for a
'snow day'.” - Eastbound 401 on ramp at Carman Road, Iroquois, is closed this morning. A tractor trailer is on its side,
tow trucks are on scene “I don't even know what to say, this is ridiculous!” “I hope they plan on installing seatbelt to
keep the students safe on the highways. What are the plans when the highway is closed or the bus is stuck on the
highway behind an accident? Not impressed with this” “there is just no way i want my kid riding in a school bus with
no seatbelts on that highway..no way at all..id move first and i live in our 4 generation home.” “My children are all
grown up! I work in Prescott 3 days a week! During the winter months, I tend to take Highway 2....I can go at my own
comfort zone pace! If you take the 401...it still takes me 25-30 minutes! Okay, I will admit I am not going the
100km/hour. I have opted many times to sit behind a transport that seems to be all over the road....if I pass, YEP, I
floor it to get pass! Not what I would dream of for a bus full of children! Just saying!” – “I will also share, that a couple
of weeks ago it was white out conditions on the 401....I got off in Cardinal...Highway 2 bright sunshine...I am so not in
favour of this commute for kids...whether the 2 or especially 401” – “ ..... I totally agree with kids on the 401! My kids
are all grown up...but, this is not a scenario I would want for my children. I was on student council at multiple schools.
Not liking this at all!” “This is horrible! Let's put our children on the busiest unsafe highways in the area in buses that
don't have seatbelts and most can't do the speed limit! [What] is wrong with these people!” “That is 2 hrs a day.10
hours a week. 40 hours a month.400 hours a year. Just say it, FOUR HUNDRED HOURS a year. Might as well put
teachers on the buses and drive around all day. Waste of a childhood.”

2/8/2017 4:26 PM
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4 Email Received: I am writing to you today in light of the recent discussion regarding the proposed closure of Seaway
District High school and the perceived notion that our parents are dissatisfied with the program options that are being
offered at Seaway. It is my understanding that the board is using a survey that was conducted to justify the closing of
Seaway District High School. I have no doubt that the data shows more program options and the end to double and
triple grading was a front runner in the concerns of the people. What I take issue with is that now the concerns are
being used to rationalize the closure of Seaway. This is an unjust argument. The data and programming wishes of
some people have now been taken and been molded and manipulated to fit into the boards conclusion as to why
Seaway must close. I'd also like to mention that the documentation that I saw only had two participants involved.
Please tell me that this was a typo because how could this possibly be a sample of what the majority has
expressed?? We are looking to draw more programming options TO Seaway......Not to, in fact close it. Would it be
nice to have a few little "perks" regarding programming? Sure!!. Most important to us is the preservation of our school.
As long as the core subjects are covered I have no problems with my child having to take an online or e course as it
pertains to individualized learning. God knows with the monetary value and resources the board has in its technology
department this should not be a problem. I also must address the issue of double and triple grades. There seems to be
a perception in the community that this issue is happening only in small schools, which is another reason for closure.
Lets be real here!! Double and triple grading is happening in our largest schools due to our French immersion
programs. When there is only a handful of children who opt not to take immersion these kids are often pooled together
to make a combined class. Usually a triple grade. This is happening at Nationview, a school (not proposed to close)
and at Iroquois Public, a school that is in fact pretty full. How many large immersion schools have double and triple
grades? My point is, is that any "data" can be molded to fit someone's agenda. I would like to see the supporting
documents that were used to determine the results of the survey. Another real issue that needs to be addressed is the
fact that without the MOE grants being offered this proposed closure of Seaway would NOT even be a reality. The
ministry is offering free money to boards but first they must close schools. We in South Dundas say.......KEEP your
money MOE. We want our school, we want our community and our children deserve it. We owe it to them.

2/8/2017 4:22 PM

5 Leave the children where they are .....I for one will pull my child out of the ucdsb and put in the Catholic board this is
so ridiculous

2/8/2017 4:20 PM

6 Splitting students ,and lifetime friends, to different locations not a great idea. There will be far too much time spent on
buses.In extreme cases children will spend 3-4 hours per day on the bus (Winter conditions maybe longer).In our
case we have a grandchild living just north of 401 & in west side of South Dundas who would have to travel all the way
to North Dundas. After school activities will pretty much be wiped out.Sports and after school jobs would be wiped out.
The economic blow to the area would be devastating. The Iroquois area has been growing quickly over the past few
years.These are some examples of growth are in early stages. -Ross Video (who already employs a couple hundred
people) is planning a large expansion -Swank Construction is planning to construct 200+ new residential units
,between Morrisburg & Iroquois -Third High Farms has grown to employ dozens of people -KBD Transportation has
grown to over 60 -LLoyd McMillan Equipment is growing quickly and also has created 50 or so jobs -I am currently
working with a Toronto developer to bring some much needed services along highway All of these examples do & will
employ people with school aged children. Perhaps expanding Seaway to K-12 classes would be a reasonable choice.

2/8/2017 4:14 PM
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7 Email Received: I am writing as a community member and a parent to children in this community. Please vote to
rescind your vote tonight. It would be great if you would take the appropriate time to consult with the communities
affected by your recent proposal to close thirteen plus schools. Giving these communities less than a month to come
up with feedback, options that may not have be considered etc.. at the beginning of a school year which is hectic for
families as it is is not fair. Public consultation is not one or two meetings and only at two of the schools. There should
be a public consultation at each school ,do not forget in the rural areas public transportation is non existent and not
everyone drives or those that do drive own a vehicle. I had sent an email to your email box set up for public input and
have attached here as well for your review Many years ago my husband and I moved to Morrisburg. We did so
because the cost of living was much lower here than it was in Ottawa. For many years we continued to commute to
our jobs. I then found employment that allowed to be here to raise my children and finally get to know the community
that we had chosen to call home. When we moved here there were twelve schools in the Dundas Family of schools.
Maple Ridge, Dixon's Corners, Inkerman, Elma, Morewood, Nationview, Winchester, North Dundas, Seaway, Iroquois,
Morrisburg and Chesterville. Five of those schools have already been closed. Two more schools are now on the
chopping block. That will leave five schools in the Dundas district. This number does seem reasonable on the surface
when you take into account the population numbers, surplus space etc.. What leaves me puzzled is the fact that North
Dundas will have four schools and South Dundas will be left with one. I have read the numbers in the large report that
show that Seaway is a 60% capacity and Iroquois is at 105% and Morrisburg is 48% . What strikes me as odd is that
capacity of North Dundas is not given. Later on in the report we do see that South Grenville is at 51% capacity. Based
on current numbers they could actually accommodate all of the Seaway students and be at 87% capacity. So why not
keep all the Seaway kids together. Because I can not see North dundas numbers I wonder can they be closed and
can all the students be accommodated at Seaway or can they be split between Seaway and Tawgi. I noticed in the
proposal a K-12 model was suggested as an option for both Seaway and South Grenville. The model has been a
success at Rothwell-Osnabruck yet you are going to send the 7-12 to Cornwall and close Longue sault which is at
capacity and ship them to RO because RO is not at capacity. Seaway sits on a large parcel of land with Iroquois that
could easily accommodate an expansion to allow Morrisburg, Iroquois and Seaway to become one. It would not have
to be done after the end of this year. RO could be enlarged to keep the 7-12 and accommodate Longue Sault. South
Grenville could become a K-12 and address your closures in that feeder class as well. I firmly believe K-12 should be
your rural model of the future. Let's be honest is this not how the school systems started so many years ago.
Sometimes looking to the past is the best way to move forward towards the future. I have watched Williamsburg turn
into a smaller town, Bank closed, Canadian tire moved out. The township relocated and then they tried to take the
Library away. Have you asked yourselves what kind of impact the closure of theses schools will have on the
community's as a whole. Will certain business close down due to lost revenue from the high school kids on their lunch
hours? Will parents who do not drive or do not have transportation move closer to the new schools. Right now there is
no late bus for students who stay after school for sports, band, groups etc.. It is not like Ottawa where there is public
transportation as an option for children to get home. They either walk or have to rely on parents who can get them
home or friends parents. Right now it takes me eight minutes to pick my child up from band and eight minutes to get
home. It will take me 20 plus minutes each way to South Grenville. I am still committed to my children but will I be
able to keep up with the extra wear and tear on my car. Is taking 40 minutes away from my work feasible. How many
people are left wondering these same things. You are thinking of great we can save $111,000 in busing and I am
thinking will you use some of that money to provide late buses.Are you really looking at the big picture. I have tried not
to touch on the emotional issue and stick with numbers and demographics. But I have to tell you I have children. My
one child started at Seaway and is already "freaking" out about being split up from the core group of friends and this
has been the "best" school ever. My child finally is happy. Another starts high school next year and is also upset that
the core group of friends will be sent to NDHS. We have a very busy extra curricular life and while we say we will
arrange for these friends to continue to get together regularly will it actually happen. My other child who has years
before even having to worry about this is also worrying about being spilt from friends. Believe I know this reason is not
logical but my children come first and this is what they are saying.

2/8/2017 4:10 PM

8 I realize that we cannot not afford to have partially filled schools, and there is a decrease in the number of students,
but to make students change schools is ridiculous. My children are at Seaway and if you close it they will be attending
St. Mike's in Kemptville. There is more offered more there than at North Dundas. Where I currently work either school
is easy to drive to, in order for my child to be involved in after school programs. North Dundas is in the middle of
nowhere, surround by cemeteries. What is there for students to do on their breaks? You are also destroying
communities. Why are the schools in South Dundas the ones effected? Why nothing in North Dundas.

2/8/2017 4:06 PM
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9 Email received: Re: Saving Seaway District High School I was one of the many students who attended Seaway when
it first opened. My friends and I were coming from Morrisburg High School with fears, excitement, anxiety and
anticipation. I look at my three years at Seaway as some of the best years of my life!!! We met friends that first month
that I still meet with regularly, no matter how far away!!! Seaway was like my second home - academics, sports,
activities, dances - everything that comes with high school I loved!!! And the greatest part was, all the kids that
attended Seaway were at farthest twenty minutes away, so parents were able to pick us up after Driver’s Ed, volleyball
or dance committee meetings. When I consider what the Board is trying to do by closing a wonderful school like
Seaway, I wonder what they actually considered, or are their decisions made only through finances. Have they
considered???? 1. they will split these children up again, after attending Morrisburg or Iroquois Public or St. Mary’s
Catholic - they could end up going to three different high schools, while possibly only living a few miles apart. Some of
my grand-children, because they live north of Highway 401 will be sent to North Dundas, approximately 36 km away,
while my other grandchild, who lives not far from them will be sent to Prescott. 2. Seaway often receives a number of
students from St. Mary’s in Morrisburg, whose parents choose to send their children to a local high school like
Seaway, rather than bus them to Cornwall. If Seaway closes, how many parents will choose to send them to Prescott
or North Dundas - probably none - they will lose all those students. With this possible closure, the school board is
literally throwing students to the separate system. 3. those tax dollars will also go with the children to Cornwall? 4. with
no local high school in the area - parents are likely to send their children to the local elementary separate school, and
then continue on into their high school system. 5. the cost of busing - right now there are children who walk or are
driven to school, because the distance is small. Sending them to North Dundas or South Grenville - every child will
have to be bused. 6. the real estate will be in difficulty as Morrisburg or Iroquois cannot offer a local high school. How
do you attract new families to the area with no local public high school? 7. the population of Seaway is comparable to
North Dundas. Seaway is situated in a village, while North Dundas is on a rural highway, where all children have to be
bused. North Dundas is only a few minutes from Russell High School or Tagwi, and yet there is no consideration of
closing North Dundas and busing them to nearby schools? or South Grenville - was there any consideration of those
students being bused to Brockville schools? 8. the economy of our villages - our local businesses support our schools,
as do the school students and parents support our local businesses. And you think it’s a good idea to take an entire
student body, away from their community, their teachers, their friends, everything they are familiar with and stick them
in a brand new school - where they are the new kids, knowing very few others - and initially dividing all those kids into
two groups - you’re not even sending them to the same school - you are dividing them again - some to North Dundas
and some to South Grenville where they become divided again - some of these kids have been together since four-
year-old kindergarten. And you propose to divide and send them into new territory where they don’t know the school,
its routines, its teachers, its students, nothing. A new school where the clubs, the sports teams, everything is already
well established! Do you think our kids are going to be welcomed? You are uprooting and upsetting these great kids,
sticking them in a new situation and telling them to be happy! Would you be? Would your kids be happy? Would you
do this to your children? And the Minister of Education came to Eastern Ontario in January to tour some schools slated
for closing, but did not attend at either of our South Dundas school slated for closing!! Where was the Minister??
Bigger isn’t always better!! If you need to fill the school - open the school up to the grade fours, fives and sixes from
Iroquois Public - just leave our Seaway alone!!

2/3/2017 11:47 AM

10 KEEP SEAWAY OPEN!!!!!!!! If Seaway closes it affects my family in the following ways: -our child will lose the part
time job; but would not be home in time to work at the job. -our child would not be able to do after school sports as
both parents work and are unable to pick up from a school that is further away - As parents we enjoy going to school
assemblies to see our child's achievements. We would not be able to do this as the new school would be located too
far from our places of employment. -our child would be taken from a group of friends attended school for an entire life.
If Seaway closes the decision has been made to enroll our child in the Catholic Board. If we have to send our child on
a long bus route, we may as well choose the place that our child is going to be educated, and sending to a school with
lower EQAO scores than our current school is NOT even an option. Then would also remain with the core group of
friends as they have all decided to attend the Catholic Board as well. I believe UCDSB is shooting themselves in the
foot trying to save money. I'm afraid they will see a mass exodus of students who are enrolling in the Catholic Board.

2/3/2017 11:38 AM
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11 I have had experience with and participated in developing similar reports. Here are my observations on what
information has been made available. 1. I see no indication that a scientific/engineering approach was taken for
solving the problem of empty seats. By that, I mean no long-term (20 years or more) modelling of demographic
changes to South Dundas (or the entire UCDSB area) and the ideal geographic placement of schools as a target for
what today's recommendations are working towards. The report is focused on the short-term, immediate problem of
too many seats. What happens if the student population continues to shrink or alternatively, grows? 2. I have seen no
information on sharing facilities with co-terminus school boards. 3. In the present and future economy, language and
math skills are essential in the workplace, in farming and in post-secondary education. To date, I have only seen
comments from UCDSB officials that discount the importance of EQAO scores. At the same time, UCDSB officials are
bemoaning the loss of students to other boards/schools (that boast higher EQAO scores) and hope that this ARC
process will result in increased enrollments. 4. The proposal for closing schools does not provide any information or
attempt to quantify the economic, social and cultural effects on the communities affected. 5. The proposal for closing
schools does not provide any information or attempt to quantify the effects of longer travel times, loss of part-time job
opportunities, reduced access to extracurricular school activities (both athletic and activity based) on the students
affected. 6. It has been revealed that all three schools in South Dundas qualify for 100% top-up funding due to their
distance from alternatives. With these information gaps closed, my recommendations for improvements are:
Improvement 1: Implement sharing of facilities with the co-terminus boards. In this era of declining enrollments and
increasing provincial budget deficits, having two or more schools in close proximity, each belonging to different boards
is not an efficient nor effective use of limited funds. I appreciate that this will be a difficult negotiation. Improvement 2:
Investigate revenue generating opportunities (e.g., leasing of unused space) for the schools in South Dundas with
businesses, community groups and municipal governments. Improvement 3: Prepare a long-term plan using
mathematical modelling and demographic information from sources such as Statistics Canada for the educational
facilities in South Dundas and across UCDSB. The following is quoted from the Statistics Canada website: “Statistics
Canada research analysts provide objective data analysis, policy relevant socio-economic, macroeconomic,
demographic and health modeling, and can undertake data integration services to shed light on emerging socio-
economic and health issues.” Improvement 4: Incorporate the information on top-up funding to the analysis of the
three South Dundas schools. Improvement 5: Quantify the economic, social and cultural effects on the communities
affected by school closures. Improvement 6: Quantify the effects of longer travel times, loss of part-time job
opportunities, reduced access to extracurricular school activities (both athletic and activity based) on the students
affected. Improvement 7: Describe how the new proposals will improve the success of our students and increase
capture rates. Finally, prepare a new analysis that incorporates these 7 improvements and decide if the original
recommendations still make sense or develop new recommendations.

2/3/2017 11:37 AM

12 While I completely understand that fiscal responsibility is key to operating schools, I can't support the complete closing
of two schools - especially so close together. I honestly don't have a specific recommendation to improve on the
current plan, I just know the ripple effect it will have on our communities and it saddens me deeply to see the town I
grew up in (Morrisburg, so thriving) turn into a ghost town. Even without a specific direction to offer, surely it's obvious
to me that without schools the doctors, police officers, retailers won't see a reason to settle here. It's going to be too
complicated to have their family needs met. Already the planned subdivision in Morrisburg is on hold...for shame.

2/3/2017 11:21 AM

13 Support villages and rural life in south Dundas; reduce time lost on transportation; schools closer to home; 2/1/2017 8:32 PM

14 Email received: On behalf of intermediate students and staff at Seaway district high school we would like to take a bit
of your time, so that we can tell you about how closing Seaway would change the lives of all the students who attend
this amazing school. 1. Make Iroquois seem even smaller: It's no secret Iroquois isn't already a small town, but just
imagine if there wasn't Seaway, the town stores would lose profit from the student's lunch money and possibly shut
down. Younger families wouldn't consider moving here because there isn't a high school to put their children in. 2.
Transportation: Most kids wouldn't live close to the school they would be attending. It would be difficult for parents to
pick up their children for after school activities. Students wouldn't have as much time to complete class assignments.
Bussing would become longer therefore more expensive. 3. Emotion and anxiety: Moving schools is very difficult
because you have to adjust to all the teachers, students, and new building-especially if you don't have your friends.
Another thing to think about is extra-curricular activities. It's very difficult to put yourself out there but even harder
when your friends aren't there to join you. 4. Friendships: From kindergarten to grade 7 we've made friends that we
intended to end school with. We are with them 5 out of 7 days of the week, we couldn't imagine leaving them. We
most likely wouldn't be able to see them. Most students would have a difficult time adapting without their friends; which
could potentially impact their studies. 5. Teachers: Not only will the schools shutting down affect the students it will
also affect the teachers. Most of these teachers have been at Seaway for several years, and if you were to close
Seaway that would affect them and their friendships that they have made over the years greatly. Most of the teachers
have children so changing their location would change their family's schedule. This would affect their family's time
together, they would have longer drives and less time to do their work. With smaller schools teachers have the chance
to talk to their students more one on one. Throughout the past years we have developed many irreplaceable
friendships. Do you realize how difficult it would be to leave Seaway and part with our friends and memories? Our
experiences at Seaway are unforgettable, the teachers here are always willing to help and guide us on the right path.
The students here are very kind and unique. If you shut Seaway down it would be like shutting down a part of us.
Sincerely, Intermediate students at Seaway

2/1/2017 6:22 PM
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15 Email received: The following comments are as a result of my attendance at tonight’s public meeting for ARC 2A at
Seaway District High School. 1. All of the presentations were done in a reasoned, calm and professional manner. The
presenters deserve to be thanked and congratulated. 2. The overflow audience indicates the importance of this issue
to the local residents. 3. Deficiencies in the UCDSB report and proposals were identified as regards the funding for the
three South Dundas schools. 4. The divergence between the values espoused in the USDSB’s Our Living Credo and
the negative impacts on students and the community from the recommendations was highlighted. I believe that the
information available on the UCDSB website and tonight’s presentations would lead a rational person to conclude that
the recommendations contained in the UCDSB report concerning Seaway and its feeder schools be rejected.
Furthermore, I believe the information presented indicates that Seaway is viable and other options exist to achieve
higher occupancy rates at Seaway and its feeder schools.

2/1/2017 5:51 PM

16 I hope that the trustees will take into consideration the negative impact of closing Seaway District High School and
Morrisburg Public School will have on all the residents of South Dundas, the Upper Canada District School Board, the
businesses of South Dundas, and most importantly the students of Seaway District High School and Morrisburg Public.

2/1/2017 5:11 PM

17 Leave Seaway Highschool open for Grades 7-12. North Dundas is too far by bus . The students will be exhausted.
They will not be able to learn properly.

2/1/2017 2:56 PM

18 The closing of seaway high school would be detrimental to the community. Many students already spend long hours
on busses that could be used more productively. More importantly the school offers quality instruction in a small
community wich allows teachers to know the students better and therefore provide more individualized instruction.

1/31/2017 8:16 PM

19 Reduce driving time for students on a bus 1/31/2017 8:01 PM

20 I DO NOT SUPPORT ANY CLOSING OF ANY SCHOOL!!! Children should be educated in the community in which
they reside. People are not going to move to this community if their children cannot be educated here. Business will
suffer, they cannot employ students of age and students won't be able to make extra money to help build self esteem
before going out into the world to be on their own. Business won't locate here and some may move out of the area.
Real Estate will drop drastically!! I don't want my taxes to be going to anywhere outside of Iroquois!!!

1/31/2017 3:16 PM

21 Take a look at the number of students coming up through the public schools in each area and adjust the closings
accirdingly. Seaways current numbers may be "slightly" low but will be much higher in the upcoming years and it
seems ludicrous to send these students miles away to Prescott or North Dundas. Especially if these buses will be
taking major highways to save on time. This not only endangers our children but prevents them from finding part time
jobs and participating in extra curricular activities before or after school. Use your head when making that final
decision! These are kids we are talking about; not money or numbers!!!! This will not only affect our families, but our
communities as well.

1/31/2017 1:59 PM

22 Do not close any of the schools as they are an integral part of our community. I moved back to Iroquois so that my
kids could attend IPS and then Seaway. This way they are close to home, can participate in after school activities and
acquire a part time job when the time comes.

1/31/2017 1:31 PM

23 Don't close seaway 1/31/2017 1:13 PM

24 Add early immersion to MPS and those students attending IPS from Morrisburg could then go back to MPS where they
would see an increase in student numbers, use part of the high school to host a daycare like MPS currently does,
which will attract younger families into the area

1/31/2017 12:21 PM

25 Keeping the three schools in South Dundas open ... is the only option and whatever means to do so that can be found
should be looked at. Having read as much as possible on the entire issue, makes one question the so-called empty
spaces, especially at Seaway. As a grandparent I am totally against having my grandchildren bused any further than
they currently are and any suggestion of putting any children on buses running on the 401 is absolutely out of the
question. We select the people on our school boards to do the best possible for our children, and putting them on
buses for extended periods of time and on dangerous highways is not "doing the best for our children". Extremely
disappointed in the Upper Canada District School Board....along with the province and its lack of consideration of rural
Ontario. This province is destroying rural Ontario and one can only hope that the people of our local schools boards
that represent us...will stand up against this assault.

1/31/2017 12:21 PM

26 Take time to reconsider the impact this will have on students and communities. I think you are moving too quickly.
Postpone making a decision for a few years.

1/31/2017 10:44 AM

27 This school is an integral part of the community and could be used for many other programs as well as provide
excellent education to our students. Taking these students from a close protective community and sending them into a
bigger town environment with no family, neighbourhood feeling will affect their sense of security. This will also impact
the learning environment and outcome for our most vulnerable young people. Small communities are not cities and
one size does not fit all. Please consider saving the students and communities before trying to save money!

1/31/2017 9:59 AM
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28 Thought should be put into LONGER time period projections of population growth, movement of students from
Elementary schools to High School level. More importance given to time consuming busing of children depriving them
of family time, recreational time as well as time & energy for homework. The entire "picture" needs to be considered -
including the overall effect on the community growth, social life, & economy. I feel that the reasoning is not broad
enough, not long range enough.

1/31/2017 9:33 AM

29 Keep Seaway open and have either North Dundas or South Grenville come to Seaway. Offer french immersion in
Morrisburg Public.

1/31/2017 8:06 AM

30 Think about the community, you remove the local schools and these small rural towns no longer become an attractive
place to move to , to bring businesses too or even medical professionals, basically gonna ruin SD&G counties

1/31/2017 7:20 AM

31 Combine IPS and MPS. Keep SDHS open. Review other high school enrolment numbers. Why are parents choosing
to send there children to Catholic high schools (in Cornwall or Kenptville) vs. Seaway?

1/30/2017 8:05 PM

32 If Seaway High School is closed it will have a very detrimental affect on our community. Families with children will
move out, businesses that rely on student help will be affected, the health of the kids will be affected, they won't be
able to participate in after-school activities, the schools are the heart of our community, our biggest employer, Ross
Video, needs young families to supply workers for his business - he may move out of Iroquois and he employs about
800 people. There goes our community down the drain. Swank's building company was going to build 200 new houses
and other dwellings near Morrisburg but without schools he is holding off on this project. Leave things the way they
are. We need it and like it that way.

1/30/2017 6:09 PM

33 Need more ideas regarding keeping Seaway open so high school students do not have to attend school in Prescott. 1/30/2017 5:22 PM

34 I believe that students in rural and small town schools should be both accommodated and protected from these
measures. I understand that economics drives governmental decision-making, but student welfare must come first.
Children need to know that their needs matter. Shunting them around like this sends the message that they don't
matter.

1/30/2017 4:50 PM

35 Finding a way to keep a school open for our kids in our community would be an improvement. 1/30/2017 4:42 PM

36 I do not support the closing of Seaway High School. I think it will, on average, increase already long bus rides, and
divide the South Dundas community. If necessary, move some more grades into Seaway to increase usage.

1/30/2017 4:31 PM

37 The closure of Seaway as a high school is not a valid recommendation for this area. Splitting up local kids and
shipping them off to other communities, some outside this County is not something that supports what is best for my
child or any other child. The notion that they will get better programming, is simply that a notion until the board
demonstrates that it would be to my child's advantage to attend one of these other high schools. To that end, it should
be up to the board to demonstrate to parents that there is a tangible benefit to shipping children long distances, on
buses to these other schools. Until that benefit is shown you are simply sacrificing my child to benefit the board's
infrastructure vision. I am satisfied that the programming offered at Seaway will sufficiently meet my child's needs. If
Seaway High School closes, my child will not attend high school within the UCDSB. My child will go to St. Mike's in
Kemptville as I am situated equidistant from it and North Dundas. With both Seaway and Morrisburg Public School
qualifying for top up funding, a fact that was omitted in the initial draft document. That is a huge reason that neither of
these schools should be identified for closure. Morrisburg Public School has been hit hardest locally by decisions
controlled by the Upper Canada District School Board. With the loss of grades 7-8 and the the loss of french
immersion programming combined with it being located with in a couple of blocks of a Catholic School that is making
good business decisions, Morrisburg is suffering the consequences. To be fair, the board should give Morrisburg a fair
chance to redeem itself, in spite of all the board has taken away from it. With this area poised for growth it would serve
the board best to give Morrisburg back French Immersion, give Morrisburg back a community-minded, school and
student-supporting principal and give it a chance to take back some of what it has lost to board-driven decisions. By
offering French in Morrisburg, it is offering something that a competing Catholic School doesn't. Morrisburg is the
business centre of South Dundas, and will continue to be long term. Keeping it as a feeder school for Seaway will
serve the board well long term, and go a long way to keeping Seaway in a community where it serves as an important
economic driver. With Seaway and Morrisburg both qualifying for top up funding, the only reason I can fathom that
Morrisburg was on the chopping block was to work towards a new build at Iroquois. I am happy to see everything stay
status quo, including Iroquois Public. That building is bursting at the seems, but it won't be if French Immersion is
given back to Morrisburg, as it should be. The only real need of IPS is a gymnasium. But that need becomes less
immediate if the number of children attending drops slightly. The school condition improvement funding program has
been used to complete a handful of important renovations and Seaway, Morrisburg and Iroquois. It is my understanding
this fund is meant for schools that are not intended for closure. Again, this fact makes me question how any of these
schools ended up in this board proposal. Use of these funds suggests that the board does not intend to close these
schools or that they are misusing funds. (My belief is it is the former and not the latter.) Also, in many discussions, the
weight of the survey has been mentioned. I would just like to say that input from these surveys is important, but it is
important to keep in mind, that the sample size does not instil much confidence in the results being reflective of the
community's true wishes. In short, truly build for the future. Make decisions that will allow our schools the opportunity
to grow. Closing doors here will only contribute to building a solid future for the Catholic school board in this area.

1/30/2017 2:50 PM
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38 We are writing to express some concerns we have with the school closures in South Dundas, specifically the proposal
of the ARC to impose a 4-12 model at Seaway D.H.S. We as parents are concerned about the implications this would
have on our elementary students. Here is the list of the educational, social and developmental effects we feel will
result from integrating our young vulnerable students into a high school setting. - Dividing primary and junior students
would separate siblings at young ages - Students as young as eight years old would be moving over to Seaway -
Students with special needs who are not developmentally or emotionally at their age level would lose the option of
interacting with younger students and be forced into an older environment - Having siblings at different schools would
cause daycare issues for families. One of the benefits to families with students at IPS is that we have an onsite
daycare that provides after school care for students in grades JK-6 - Our Parent Council has been active in
fundraising and purchasing educational resources for IPS. How would these resources be divided between primary
and junior students? - Elementary students find comfort in the familiarity of the staff and the building itself. How would
this affect them if they were being sent to a high school at such a young age? - The atmosphere and co-curricular
activities at IPS are developed for elementary students. How would Seaway ensure that our young students would still
have age-appropriate opportunities? - How is the high school building going to be modified to meet the needs of
younger students? How would junior students spend their recess? Will the playground equipment be moved? -
Intermediate parents were reassured that their children would be kept separated from high school students. Are they
aware that their children would be moved and sharing space with high school students to accommodate the junior
students? - Businesses are worried about the impact of the high school closing, but not having a K-6 school in the
community would also have a negative impact. Families would not want to move into an area where their young
children were separated and had to attend a high school beginning in Gr. 4. A 4-12 model does not exist elsewhere in
the board - The transition from primary to junior would now become one from primary to high school - Most importantly,
filling Seaway with elementary students will not resolve their high school programming issues The ARC meetings have
neglected to include the impact a 4-12 model would have on our primary students. Furthermore, we feel that the focus
of the meetings has been on high school parents, and has not included or sought out feedback from IPS families. We
feel the current ARC survey needs to include an option for parents to express their opinion on a 4-12 model. We also
feel that an information letter needs to be sent home to all parents informing them of the changes that could be
affecting their children should a 4-12 model be implemented at Seaway. We do not feel that this information has been
effectively communicated with families. These families need to have the opportunity to express their opinions in
regards to the potential placement of their children in a high school next year. We appreciate you taking the time to
hear our concerns and we hope that they are given the same consideration as the proposals in support of Saving
Seaway by making it a 4-12 school.

1/29/2017 9:31 PM

39 Closing the public school in Morrisburg and busing our children to another town. It will force us to move. We live in
rural Ontario by choice. To give a small town upbringing for our children. Being independent and walking or biking to
school is a big part of that life style. You are condemning our children to MONTHs of time on the bus through their
scholastic life. You are stealing our children's time for your inability to work a budget. must we be forced to move 3
times to stay local to a school ? K-6 or even better K-8 in the local public schools, then a short bus ride to the next
town for HIGH school is an acceptable compromise we have made for decades. Now you want them on the 400 series
highways with trucks that weigh 60 tons going 105 KPH without air bags let alone seat belts ? Are the closed schools
guaranteed to reopen after 2 years when savings from all the busing turns out to be a fantasy? What about all the
daycare space and other uses that are being not counted in favour of the school using the highly suspect formula
provided? These recommendations could be improved by turning to investment in the community, and trying new and
innovative funding methods.Please Give a 2 year moratorium on closures, to allow the community a chance to look at
local funding initiatives that may help offset some of the cost.

1/29/2017 8:03 PM

40 Ensure they are actually based on current data re infrastructure. The numbers re building viability do not include
recent renovations. Our trustee assured us they did, but investigation revealed it did not.

1/29/2017 7:52 PM

41 Should the school be closed, we do not feel it is appropriate for our children to be forced to attend South Grenville in
Prescott just because we live on the South side of the 401 in Morrisburg when North Dundas is much closer! If this is
the case, we will be sending our kids to the Catholic school board!

1/29/2017 10:02 AM

42 Closing all these town schools will lead to the decline and death of all these towns. No one will want to move to towns
with no school for there kids to go too. Plus there are hardly any jobs in these areas and by closing/ merging of the
schools will lead to less jobs and more people leaving the area to find a work.

1/28/2017 9:32 PM

43 These schools are all amazing! I attended seaway! And they had taught me a lot!! You are going to shut these schools
down, and drive families away from the local communities, which they are needed in the communities to support
everyone! SO NO I DO NOT AGREE WITH THE CLOSING OF ANY SCHOOL

1/27/2017 9:46 PM

44 Seaway should not be on the list to be closed. In the original draft recommendations there was a mistake with the
funding numbers.

1/27/2017 7:19 PM

45 I believe Rothwell HS is slated for closure, therefore I think the students from Rothwell, who live closer to Seaway than
to Cornwall should be bussed to Seaway. I also believe that students, who live nearer to Seaway than to Prescott,
should be bussed to Seaway. I feel it is essential that Seaway not be closed, not only for the impact it will have on the
communities, but also on the students themselves.

1/27/2017 10:24 AM
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46 I like my school. i don't want to take a bus cause I get to walk to school with my mom and sister. I am a good student
at MPS. I love to read and play with my friends. We do nice things in our class like the caterpillar project at the start of
school. I really like my french class cause i get to use different words and talk different too. My school is a good place
to come and play with my friends and learn things too.

1/27/2017 10:20 AM

47 Don't close Seaway - look at the recommendations that have been presented to you, and if need be make Seaway a
grades 4-12 school and Iroquois a Kindergarten to grade 3 school. don't close Seaway!!

1/27/2017 10:16 AM

48 Email Received: To Our Representatives at all levels of Government. I am a retired high tech founder & executive
(_________ - public company on TSX & NASDAQ with $100M+ annual sales - taken over by _____in 20XX). I moved
to retire in South Dundas (Morrisburg). I am writing to express my concern with respect to how proposed school
closures in our region (South Dundas) will have an extraordinary negative impact on the future of the area. The
proposal to close Seaway District High School in Iroquois (the ONLY high school in the Township) is totally
unacceptable for so many reasons. I believe that the following links best express the major local concerns about
impact of the proposed closure of SDHS in Iroquois. • Doyletech Report on South Dundas School Closures -
Economic Impact submitted 19 Dec 2016.pdf (attached). Also see:
http://www.cornwallnewswatch.com/2017/01/09/school-closures-would-bebig-hit-to-south-dundas-economy-15-17m-
says-consultant/ • ‘A downward spiral from which South Dundas will not be able to recover’: Dundas Federation of
Agriculture – Letter to the Editor, Nation Valley News See: http://www.nationvalleynews.com/2017/01/16/downward-
spiral-south-dundaswill-not-able-recover-dundas-federation-agriculture/. • The proposed multiphase Dutch Meadows
residential development on the west end of Morrisburg is on hold pending the outcome of the proposal to close
Seaway District High School. See: http://www.morrisburgleader.ca/2016/12/07/swank-housing-development-up-inthe-
air/ • Ross Video may kibosh Iroquois expansion if school board pulls plug on Seaway District High School, CEO says.
See: http://www.nationvalleynews.com/2016/11/21/ross-video-may-kibosh-iroquoisexpansion-if-school-board-pulls-
plug-on-seaway-district-high-school-ceo-says/ I believe that the political representatives of this region at all levels of
government have a responsibility to ensure that decisions like these properly take into account all aspects of the
results of their actions. I trust that this information is useful and that you all will be properly briefed to ensure that the
right decision is made.

1/27/2017 10:05 AM

49 Keep Seaway District High School open. It is a much better school than South Grenville; the bullying that happens at
South Grenville does not happen at Seaway; the teachers are more understanding and compassionate, and the
quality of the teaching at Seaway is second to none. How many physics teachers would illustrate gravity to students by
playing with furbies and dancing? How many French teachers would discuss The Bachelor every day in French,
encouraging shy students to speak French out loud for the first time? The recent passing of a teacher was a tragic loss
to the entire teaching community, but was also a heavy blow to the students and alumni of Seaway District High
School. This was an inspiring teacher who always brought out the best in students. That kind of support and
encouragement does not exist at South Grenville. Do not send our children there!

1/27/2017 9:41 AM

50 I feel the board should consider the high advantage of having our rural schools. Is bigger always better for the
student? Morrisburg Public could be used to educate grades JK to grade four . This would make Morrisburg a primary
school. Last year this school had upgrades done. Why would you want to build a mega school in Iroquois? In future
years the students in the public school will need a high school.

1/27/2017 9:27 AM

51 There is no way south Dundas should not have a high school in it, putting kids on the bus, takes them away from after
school jobs, sports ext,,,, I have seen the Prescott high school and is in very poor condition and seaway has had new
windows new roof and is a much better school.. Maybe you should save some money and close Prescott school send
some to seaway and the others to brockville. I went to seaway, my husband went to seaway and my children went to
seaway, A great small school where you know everyone. You want super schools, all you are getting is TROUBLE,
more drugs, gangs ,,, I do not think the government is really thinking of the people and students, because in the long
run this will cost the government a lot more money. I really think they need to review what their plans are and save the
small schools so children can get the help they need to succeed in life, put them in super schools and they get lost...

1/27/2017 9:16 AM

52 I think that Seaway should not be closed. I do not agree with busing students 1 hour to North Dundas or Prescott for
there post secondary education.

1/27/2017 8:49 AM

53 I do not agree that students from IPS be relocated to Seaway. It's too big and cold and not a welcoming and relaxing
environment for young children.

1/27/2017 6:25 AM

54 You could actually consider the impact your decisions will have on all of the involved students and their families as
well as all of the communities involved. These recommendations do not support the focus on education of our
children. This is just economics without any value. You need to give this up & focus on the actual work that needs
doing --educating our children!

1/26/2017 8:24 PM

55 I do not support these draft recommendations. As a former student at Seaway District High School I believe that
students have a better learning experience in their own community. Busing them to an alternative location leads to
overcrowding and a disruption in their personal and professional lives.

1/26/2017 1:38 PM
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56 What if we made Morrisburg PS French immersion and that would help eliminate the strain on Iroquois PS and then
help with the space issue at MPS. I feel that if we close MPS, we are going to lose the students to the Catholic school
in Morrisburg.

1/25/2017 9:09 PM

57 Don't take away the smaller schools because besides being on the buses for longer periods of time , our children are
not gonna get the proper help necessary for their learning. If you have a smaller group of kids in a classroom with a
teacher then the kids are apt to get the help they need if experiencing problems understanding a certain subject.
Parents are less likely to want to move into a small community if there is no school for their child to attend therefore
this will hurt the community . Also if these kids need to be bused father away they are likely to have to get on a bus
earlier therefore losing sleep and not being able to have a healthy breakfast before school.

1/25/2017 3:28 PM

58 I have two major concerns about the recommendations, first, in closing Seaway DHS students would be required to be
bused even further to attend a UCDSB school. I feel that this is unacceptable and not in the best interest of the
students or the community. These students are already on buses extremely early in the morning for long periods of
time and adding additional time to that is unacceptable. It is my belief that if this is the only option to students, parents
will look to other boards who are more willing to accommodate students and their needs. My second concern is the
closing of a school and movement of students prior to approval for a rebuilt. It is premature to talk school closure and
movement until all variables are known. The board should be taking their time and exploring all options and ensure
complete information before making decisions.

1/25/2017 1:56 PM

59 Don't close schools 1/25/2017 1:43 PM

60 Make Morrisburg Public a primary school grades JK to grade 4 with French Immersion. Iroquois Public grades 4 to 6.
Leave seaway high school as is. Consider the students of Morrisburg and the loss of taxes when parents opt to send
the children to the Separate Roman Catholic School in Morrisburg!! Consider the masive law suits if the board has to
face one bus accident!! Mega schools are better financially but not better for the student!! More subjects may not be
offered to the bus student in Prescott or at North Dundas!!! Please consider the students and small communities not
Just the MONEY!!!

1/25/2017 1:16 PM

61 Have JK-3 in IPS and 4-12 in Seaway 1/25/2017 9:07 AM

62 By closing Seaway District High School, the community would be crippled, and surrounding communities would
become ghost towns over the next few decades. Adults pay taxes so that children can attend school in their home
communities. Closing schools is not the answer.

1/24/2017 7:36 PM

63 Keep Seaway DHS open. Perhaps a 4-12 model. 1/24/2017 7:33 PM

64 I do NOT support the closure of Seaway DHS. It is a school that thrives in the middle of Iroquois. The students benefit
by being able to walk to school, by walking to the nearby beach and parks for their science experiments, partnering
with IPS for different projects, having our students with special education needs be able to walk to the post office and
grocery store with their teacher for everyday living opportunities...the list goes on. The school also offers local
businesses co-op students and customers at the grocery store, Macs Convenience, and restaurants. Seaway DHS
should remain open. The hallways are not bare, the majority of classrooms are used, and the programming there is
second to none with the High Skills Majors having some of the best numbers in the province.

1/24/2017 6:26 PM

65 I support none of the draft recommendations. The schools in South Dundas should remain the same within this area.
Closing schools within Brockville and Cornwall and consolidating students makes far more sense. When schools are
closed in more urban areas and children can walk an extra 5 or ten minutes up the street without long bus rides, this
option makes far more sense. South Dundas is a growing area and the children deserve to remain in the area where
they live, period!

1/24/2017 7:20 AM

66 Closing the school in South Dundas will not only affect the students but also the community at large. We CAN Not let
this go down with out speaking up for our town. It will have a negative imapct on everyone and may actually collapse
the town. We can save these schools and it will not be a difficult sell, here are the things that I would like to point out.
1. MPS be given the french program and enforce the boundaries for busing that were put in place for a reason. 2.
SEAWAY be given the TR LEGER learning program that will be moved out of South Dundas and will minimize the
amount of students from the local town not able to access the out of town locations. There are some programs running
of people that require they go to the actual class at least 1 hour a week to check in and get help. People have jobs and
may not have access to a car to go and check in with their studies and then get to work when buses only run in the
morning and 6 hours later.

1/23/2017 3:32 PM

67 MPS needs to be offered the extended immersion program the same as IPS and it should have been done before this
point. We are also on par to receive our top up funding and could use the that to bring in more programs or
adventurers for the kids. we need to get this sorted out for the best father students not just the dollar amounts. also it
costs more to close these schools then to keep them operational and it would seem that not many want them closed.

1/23/2017 2:11 PM
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68 Okay l will do this in point form, just to keep it short and sweet. 1. MPS receives the Immersion program the same as
IPS and we are able to release tips of the over capacity strain on there building plus save on busses. All students are
to go to their designated school no grandfathering. and no i don't care where the babysitter is IPS can have a before
and after school program the same as MPS. PS should also use the on site daycare for MPS students and not the
Catholic school. 2. Seaway receives the T.R Leger program to keep it in South Dundas. We are losing it to Winchester
which will only hurt the people who are trying to finish their education or better the chance in the job market by taking
extra courses. We need to give people access to education at all steps in their lives.

1/23/2017 11:11 AM

69 Morrisburg Public Grades JK-6 Seaway High Grades 7-12 1/22/2017 8:45 PM

70 Morrisburg Public School should receive French Immersion to increase student enrolment closer to capacity. This
would draw students to the school from the Catholic Board (St. Mary's) as well. Iroquois and Seaway should remain as
they are now. Both Morrisburg and Seaway get top-up funding from the government to assist with costs and this would
continue because of the distance from the next nearest schools that offer the same programs. Seaway needs to
remain open as students should not be transported for hours on a daily basis. This will reduce the amount of time
students have for after school activities as parents would need to drive that same distance for pick up. After school
jobs would be lost as students would have additional time on a bus and then homework would need to be completed.
Students' health, both physical and mental, would be impacted as well which will lead to declining grades. They will not
be able to fulfill their potential if forced into longer transportation rides. Programming at Seaway is very comparable to
that of South Grenville and North Dundas. With that being said, longer bus rides are NOT necessary along with the
negative impacts that they will bring to our students as well as the environment. I have read the Board's initiative to
reduce busing in order to save the environment and this seems to contradict it in every way. Seaway students are
successful graduates who go on to be very active members of our community. The building at Seaway is in much
better condition than that of South Grenville. The separation from peers will also be a very traumatic and emotional
event that can be and should be prevented with the top-up funding that Seaway is eligible to receive. We are funded
and should not be on the chopping block. With the course calendars being similar, the transportation time being way
too long for students and damaging our environment when we bus a whole high school population, the loss of
relationships with peers, lost time in extracurricular activities and jobs to support post-secondary goals for a promising
future, plus the decline in overall health (mental and physical) and the loss of the ability to focus on academics all adds
up to NO benefit to closing Seaway District High School. Seaway also connects to our community in multiple ways.
This cannot be lost as it promotes students to invest in the place where they live and it creates the volunteers within
our community. This is the essence of character education that schools and the Board itself encourages for the youth
of today. Many of Seaway's students are placed in co-op positions within their own community to strengthen this bond.
The community also supports Seaway students and it is a reciprocal relationship. I know the "community" aspect has
been removed from the formula for consideration, however we must ask ourselves, "Why??" The community promotes
character education, the community gives $46,000 for graduation bursaries annually, and the community raised
$26,000 in a golf tournament to support Seaway students. The Board wants to focus on the benefits for students and
the financial aspects of closing schools, however the "community" seems to do both of these quite well in my opinion.
The community teaches students how to be involved, active members and it gives financial support in a BIG way for a
smaller community. We must also pause and consider our students who have special needs in our schools. It requires
a lot more time than what we have been given to successfully transfer a student with special needs. These students
have become members of a smaller school community in which they feel safe and they belong with the support of the
peer group that has been with them for their whole education. The staff who work with these students in particular also
form strong bonds which help them be successful in the school environment. We cannot expect a successful transfer
without time and well thought out steps as to how to continue their success at school. A smaller school setting is also
beneficial to all students, especially students with special needs.

1/22/2017 12:45 PM

71 Seaway DHS is vital to the community. Closing this school not only impacts the individual student but their whole
family and the community. I think the quality of life for the people and the area will suffer.

1/21/2017 10:19 AM

72 I would suggest that if you are closing most or all of the schools in South Dundas, that the residents in that area
should not have to pay school tax, and that portion of the tax be given to the township, and they can organize their
own schools, and provide teachers and look after the upkeep of the schools they now have. That way they could
combine all classes in one school from K-12 if needed. If the population grows and they need more space, they will
have to plan for that at the municipal level. If we can not attract young people to the area, the seniors living in the area
are going to be in need of someone to run the stores and homes and all other things that go along with this being a
retirement area. If the few jobs that we have in the area now go away because they have no schools to send their
children to. The seniors will be destitute, with no stores, Medical facilities, senior care homes and all the other things
that make a community work.

1/21/2017 8:19 AM

73 Make Seaway DHS a Grade 4-12 school. Close Morrisburg Public and send JK-3 to Iroquois Public and all grade 4-12
to Seaway DHS. Children JK-12 are already transported together. This will eliminate a bus run as Morrisburg Public
has a 9am start time vs. Iroquois PS & Seaway DHS 8am start.

1/21/2017 7:50 AM
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74 I feel that transporting students on a long bus run when there is a school in their community is a negative option. As a
high school student, I road the school bus daily and found there was more problems with the 1/2 hour ride than there
was daily at school. What is being proposed is probably closer to an hour each way. 2 hours wasted and valuable time
for students. I feel Seaway should remain open. Both for students and community. For the same reasons I feel that
Morrisburg Public should remain open. If you close Iroquois Public, you are allowing both communities, a school. The
high school could accommodate the upper grades and the lower grades could be bused 10 minutes to Morrisburg.

1/20/2017 10:29 PM

75 There have been alternative options already proposed for your consideration i.e. grade 4-12 in Seaway DHS 1/20/2017 10:25 PM

76 Why can't city kids be bused out to the rural areas to keep them out of temptation, decrease congestion in towns? 1/20/2017 7:10 PM

77 There will be a tremendous negative impact on the communities of Iroquois and Morrisburg if we lose our schools.
Make Morrisburg a Kindergarten to grade 5 school and Seaway a grade 6 to 12 school. That way each community has
a school. Why renovate the high school to accommodate the younger grades while you renovate or add to Iroquois
Public, then turn around and close Seaway High? Think of the expenses. Also think of the impact of our students who
will experience longer hours on busses as well as separating them from their childhood friends if Seaway closes. How
can they get after school jobs or take part in after school activities if they are spending extra time on busses?

1/20/2017 5:27 PM

78 Leave things the way they are 1/20/2017 4:41 PM

79 Do not close Seaway High School it is too important to the students of South Dundas. 1/20/2017 4:04 PM

80 Make mps French immersion 1/20/2017 3:58 PM

81 We have such a wonderful school in Morrisburg with amazing staff and programming. We enjoy smaller class sizes
and have so many different resources to help the kids and their families make the most of the school year. We enjoy
hot lunch menus from a local restaurant where everything is hand made on a daily basis for fresh healthy food
choices. The community ties are strong partnering with many of the local organizations such as the Hartford,Lions club
and Upper Canada Playhouse. Free activities to enjoy in walking distance of the school such as the splash pad park
and skating rinks. I can't even imagine that the cost of closing these schools is worth losing all of these things.

1/20/2017 3:31 PM

82 You can't expect teenagers not to withdraw from school when they are forced to bus for goodness knows how long. 1/20/2017 3:18 PM

83 I am writing to say we should keep Morrisburg public school open. There are many students that need personalized
learning plans and are doing so well in their current schools that are familiar to them and have made friends in their
classroom. The timeline that is suggested for this process seem to be very short. We need to think o how this will be
affecting all the students in the schools and not just what the numbers suggest is "right". The rural schools are being
thrust under the same umbrella as all the other schools and this isn't what is in the best interest of the students or the
communities. The schools in smaller communities are the heart and soul of towns. It is what brings new families,
businesses and professionals into these rural areas. The community has shared hard fast relationships with the
schools students for over 30 years. There is a great opportunity to add to the wonderful curriculum already in place at
MPS with a French Immersion program. The french staff is above and beyond anything that could be asked for and I
am sure that they are eager to extend the french language to their students. I know that they would be up to the task
of extending the program as they are always taking on extra tasks with a friendly smile. Please consider all these
things when you make your decision concerning our students and community.

1/20/2017 2:59 PM

84 I bet you have heard this already but I just want to say that we don't have no car and i cant get my kids form another
town if they get sick. I figure that we will need to go to the catholic school cause it ain't easy for me to get around. my
kids have special needds and can't be on a bus without a teacher or someone for them. The people working at the
school in morrisburg know me and my kids and i won't get to talk to the teachers when i pick them up so i can hear
about there day or anything that i need to no good or bad. it aint' annoys thing to think about

1/20/2017 2:58 PM

85 DO NOT make Seaway a 4- 12 this is unfair to my children. 1/20/2017 2:57 PM

86 The recommendations could be improved by increased consultation with the South Dundas community and seriously
considering alternative options presented by those in the local community.

1/20/2017 2:57 PM

87 My child is in a class of 35 as of now at Iroquois Public. I don't see a surplus here. If Segway closes, their bus ride
would be incredibly longer than it is now. We reside at one address and their father resides at another. What would
happen then?? How will these children, with extensive bus rides home, ever have after-school jobs or have time for
homework??

1/20/2017 2:54 PM

88 I do not want my school to close. These recommendations will not make a positive change in any South Dundas
residents life. This recommendation is not good for any member of the community. This will cause a negative spiralling
effect to the community as a whole. I vote NO.

1/20/2017 2:52 PM

89 I am a student that will be effected by these changes. I vote NO to this recommendation. I will not learn better after
having to ride a bus for an extended length of time. I will not be able to walk over town to my par time job after school,
I will no longer be able to walk over to my piano lessons or to my grandparents home where I help out. Please do not
close Seway. There are no positives to this recommendations, to the school or the community.

1/20/2017 2:47 PM
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90 I do not support the draft recommendations. I do not want my grandchildren travelling out of the county to attend
school. A longer bus ride , earlier start times and a longer day is not going to help them. I thought the school board is
to be looking out for the kids well fair. How is this recommendation going to help. Also this is going to harm our
community and South Dundas as a whole. There is nothing but negative thoughts and effects from this
recommendation. Leave our schools alone.

1/20/2017 2:30 PM

91 Keep the Morrisburg school for JK through grade 4. Keep Seaway open for grade 5-12. Close Iroquois Public School. 1/20/2017 2:29 PM

92 I as a parent do not support the Draft recommendations. I also feel there must be an error in the information since A &
b report the same information above in the statements 1&2. I do not want my children travelling long distances to
school. I feel the longer bus rides, early times to get up and home later, longer periods of sitting will by no means help
my kids regardless of your suggested " better programming". I feel that South Fundas was over looked entirely. Our
community will be hit hard in many ways if this recommendation is to happen. I vote NO.

1/20/2017 2:24 PM

93 Leave as is as our public school is at the Max and will be attending High school. Receive supplement income by
holding more adult classes

1/20/2017 2:21 PM

94 I am totally against any closing of schools in the South Dundas County.I do not feel kids travelling farther and longer
bus rides is appropriate. Look at the map. It is totally ridiculous to close Seaway. It won't matter what the programming
consists of at a different more populated school if a child is too tired from a long bus ride, and sitting all day.

1/20/2017 2:16 PM

95 I fail to see the benefit of closing schools in South Dundas at a higher cost than operating as they have been. We love
our schools and the programming is amazing. Mps would greatly benefit from an opportunity to have the extended
programming for their French classes. We could successfully help elevate the over population in Iroquois if we were
given the chance.

1/20/2017 1:35 PM

96 I do not find it reasonable to bus Grade 7-12 students an extended distance to other schools or to create a boundary
for students forcing them to attend only 1 of 2 choices.

1/20/2017 12:14 PM

97 I do not believe that the schools in South Dundas are eligible to be up for debate in this process because of the recent
changes to some of the figures that were presented in the first draft proposal. A resent interview has stated that the
nearest elementary school must be no more than 10km away. The distance from MPS to IPS in the most direct route
exceeds that guideline that was set out. We can make better use of MPS by walking it into the immersion program
stream. We would be filling class and guaranteed drawing on the local Catholic school with no immersion program.
We could also have some of our "lost" students return to their home schools to even out the over flow numbers at IPS.
There should be an end put to cross boundary busing and the grandfathering. These are 2 problems that need to be
evaluated. There is no way that we would have had this problem 10 years ago. The process has gotten amended to
the point where it is now working against us and not for us.

1/19/2017 3:18 PM

98 Be honest in your fact getting to begin with when planning. 1/19/2017 3:17 PM

99 I have just seen an incredible amount of french stingers on my Facebook feed as I am a parent of a few students that
are enrolled at the moment. I have more to still come through but they are not old enough at the moment. Where are
the students that are supposed to go to MPS but have been travelling to IPS for the French. We have boundaries for
each school lets use them and we will not be closing any school as IPS has been listed at over population by +10%. I
know we can shuffle things out and we will be able to have the best Immersion french programs at both MPS and IPS
giving us a leg up on the Catholic school which in Morrisbrg isn't offering or planing to offer French in an extended
format. Are you picking up what I am putting down here...

1/19/2017 3:16 PM

100 Where is the proposal for keeping MPS and giving an extended French program like in Iroquois. We have been
waiting and waiting for it to be offered in Morrisburg and now we are going to lose our smaller class size which
promotes more 1 on 1 time with the teacher. We can not give up our school with such deep roots in the community to
send them on a bus, and to a more populated building. We have a fabulous splash pad and park just down the street.
The kids have enjoyed walking adventures to the park in the warm months and it is a wonderful memory they can take
with them through their lives. The retirement homes directly behind the school let the students form bonds with a
different generation and learn from them what only someone who has experienced it can. The school extends some
wonderful holiday project with the residents such as Halloween costume walk and the Christmas card program. There
are many community members who take the time to read and introduce themselves to the younger kids making it
possible to get to know the police, fire, and regular parents. We have an arena directly across the street which offers
students the chance to do some free public skating. Many of the students also skate after school and go all over
Ontario competing at different events. Upper Canada Playhouse is a short walk to see some live action story telling
that some of the kids are not able to see. we don't take a bus saving money for other great opportunities. The
students enjoy eating a Christmas dinner provided by a local group of church ladies. I know that this provides some
with the only Christmas dinner they will have. The amazing group at the Lions club in Morrisburg has built an ice
cream stand down by the water and there is nothing better than a trip to the ice cream shop and a play at the park for
any student young or old. There are so many great and valuable amenities her in Morrisburg and taking away the
public school is like removing the heart of our community.

1/19/2017 3:12 PM
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101 I do not approve because the students who are having trouble learning will not do well if moved to a different school
and new teachers and new students. I also think it will contribute to more BULLYING

1/18/2017 11:35 AM

102 I would like to propose that MPS be given the option of French Immersion programming. We have no other school in
the town offering extended french to their students and we would really be able to draw families into the school. There
are extra rooms to have this program start even if it is just with the 4-6 students at first. I personally know of some
Catholic school families that would be very interested in an immersion program. We need to give the school the very
best chance to succeed before it is too late.

1/18/2017 11:35 AM

103 I am writing this for myyoung child as they wanted to tell you something. I don't' want to go on the bus. How will my
teacher know where I am if I take a bus cause I am a walker and they won't know where I am. I like when we go for a
walk to get ice cream like last year. I don't get to skate but my sibling get s to go and i want to go too when I get big
cause I know how and I can show my class how to get up if they fall. I think my teacher know how to skate. Will you
still come to my class and read with us? Can you still come to my school like you did with my sibling I have to stop
because if they switch to and out of town school I will not be able to do all of the volunteer work that I have enjoyed so
much and I cant' look at my children and tell them that.

1/18/2017 11:34 AM

104 I don't' see why you want to close down Seaway. I have received a far superior education form my years there then I
would from any other school that I would be forced to go to. Our programs are amazing the staff is friendly and knows
your strengths and weaknesses. They can guide you while they make you think it is your idea and that is what most
teenagers need as they try to navigate through some of the hardest years of their lives. We have higher marks then
South Grenville which is where I would have to attend. I would take a bus over an hour to a school that is below the
current one I attend lose my chances at after school employment that will greatly affect where I can go to University. I
am hoping to return here after to find a job. I was born and raised here and now I am not sure what to do. My entire
future hangs in the balance of 1 vote.

1/18/2017 11:31 AM

105 These proceedings have gotten out of hand. There is new information being presented frequently that Seaway District
High School should not ave been a part of these proceedings to begin with. I am of course pointing to the incorrect
figures used in the original draft. We are talking about not only the students but also a community. Seaway is a big
part of Iroquois. The students not only have a great re pore at the school but are a big part of the community. The
students spend lunch money at local small businesses daily. The co-op program help small businesses as well as
teaching the students life skills. I would venture out to say that removing them from the community will have a
devastating impact. We will see businesses lose monies spent by students as well as local businesses needing to hire
a new employee that they may not be able to afford driving the business into financial uncertainties. We have already
heard from a business owner that they will have to reconsider the expansion of their business, possibly moving to the
USA. We the people will lose our livelihood and have no choice but to commute or move to find new work. We will not
be able to attract the people we so desperately need in out towns, Doctors and medical staff. I am asking you to look
at the entire picture as you make your decision. This is not just about a high school, this is about a town and its need
to thrive.

1/18/2017 11:30 AM

106 I think we need to review what has been outlined in the report. There are some huge factors in the report that seem to
have been reported wrong. The numbers used in some of the calculations are off, I would like to ask that this process
for SEAWAY/MPS/IPS be stopped. We do qualify for top ups and therefore should have never even been in the
proposal. I don't think that closing schools in Dundas and then having to admit and oops would benefit anyone
involved. We have a very dedicated team of parents and students and we are all working together to make sure all the
proper information is used to determine the school life of the children. I hope that all will take the concerns of this
survey into consideration so that the best choice is made using all the most up to date information. There is no going
back after a school has closed.

1/18/2017 11:28 AM
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107 I believe that Morrisburg Public School is not being seen to its full potential by the UCDSB. We would benefit a great
deal with the Immersion program being added to our school. We had wanted Immersion in place before our principal
retired. We have lost our direction on this matter welcoming a new principal and doing the teacher shuffle every year. I
do believe BTW we should not be pushing our teachers in and out and in again. I grew up with the same teachers as
my siblings did. I wills save that for another time though as we have more importation things to discuss. We have a
great community that helps raise funds so that a financial strain is not on our families and no one will miss an
opportunity to make a memory. The students have a great relationship with the retirement complex and do many visits
and activities with the residents that may not have many visitors. The crossing guards know the kids and parents and
can call all of them by name. We knit together a blanket that is more of a family then a learning institution. The
secretary can call my children by name, know their siblings and just who to call when they are sick. We have access to
FREE activities that are a short walk away. I will name a few the splash pad, local arena, and the water front ice
cream shop. These cost families and school nothing a true rarity in this day and age. We have local heroes read with
the children which helps them form a bond with authority figures such as OPP officers, Fireman and EMT's.
Introducing these figures to children may make the difference in the life path they chose. (pause for reflection) I can
also speak from personal experience as to what some would deem a short distance or regular bus ride. I can't imagine
being on a bus and feeling the need to get out and not be able too. I sent my children to a school in town so I can be
close and get them at any time. I for went the early immersion program because that would take them farther away
and it will add more students. I am TERRIFIED at the thought of sending them out of town. I will send them to
Catholic school to keep them close to their home and tied to their community. I hope that you will consider the points I
raised. We WANT immersion programming. We WANT to stay tied to our community and all the opportunists that it
provides our school. We are eligible for top up funding. I leave you with these words from the late John Lennon and
the great Paul McCarthy. When I find myself in times of trouble Mother Mary comes to me Speaking words of wisdom,
let it be. And in my hour of darkness She is standing right in front of me Speaking words of wisdom, let it be. Let it be,
let it be Let it be, let it be. Whisper words of wisdom, let it be. And when the broken hearted people Living in the world
agree, There will be an answer, let it be. And though they may be parted there is Still a chance that they will see
There will be an answer, let it be. Let it be, let it be, Let it be, let it be. Yeah there will be an answer, let it be. Let it be,
let it be, Let it be, let it be. Yeah there will be an answer, let it be. And though the night is cloudy, There is still a light
that shines on me, Shine until tomorrow, let it be. O, will I make up to the sound of music Mother Mary comes to me
Speaking words of wisdom, let it be. Let it be, let it be Let it be, let it be, Whisper words of wisdom, let it be. Let it be,
let it be Let it be, let it be, Whisper words of wisdom, let it be.

1/18/2017 11:27 AM

108 i do not support taking my child out of town where they will have less walking opportunities to things like visiting the
retirement home for Halloween Christmas and other special occasions to learn and grow with the community. We have
a brand new splash pad that is only a very shot walk down the street. It doesn't require any fundraising to use and all
the students can enjoy a day there. The parents won't have to find the money and in our community we raise a lot of
money to cover the costs of field trips and other activities so no child is left out. We enjoy public skating at the arena
that is literally across the street. We can even watch a hockey game when the High school kids are playing. We keep
in touch with our community members and enjoy a lot of support from them. We have a special Christmas dinner put
on and paid for through a local church. This is sometimes the only Christmas dinner our students receive. I am
fortunate to be involved in the community and with Morrisburg Public. I hope you will consider all the points I have
wrote, there will be great loss not only to the students but to their families and our community to lose what I and many
other consider the heart of our future.

1/18/2017 11:24 AM

109 I enjoy walking with my children to school, we take time to discuss their day and any other activities that we may be
doing. My children have pleaded with my not to make them take the bus. I have had my child in tears over the thought.
I will not force them too take the bus. I will have to look at the Catholic school option. I would like to know what will
happen to students who like mine are not thrilled on taking the bus even a short distance. We have many special
needs students at Morrisburg Public and how any extra vans cars or other will be put on the road? The new Carbon
tax, was that factored into the proposal? I believe that any money that would be spent on this could be better used in a
better way to help students stay in MPS. I can't imagine what the impact will be on the kids health, not being able to
walk to school. That may be the only exercise they do in a day. I am aware of bulling on buses as well. I would like to
know how you can ask someone to spend anytime in a situation that they don't feel safe. What about parents who
require after school care but don't have access to a car. Will the students stay at IPS and have a late bus home? Will
the parents have to figure out how to get their child home each day? I hope that you will read all of my concerns and
address them at the next meeting.

1/18/2017 11:23 AM

110 "Asked about whether longer bus commute times for students might negatively impact their health, _________ said
there are guidelines in place for students to be able to access schools within a certain range." Seaway DHS and
Morrisburg PS both qualify for the extended top-up funding for distant schools. If school boards are bound to honour
these guidelines then Seaway and MPS should not close. So.....what now?

1/18/2017 11:21 AM

111 I would have liked for the school to remain open and the way it is... that is the reason I chose this school for my child 1/18/2017 11:20 AM

112 I want to stay in Morrisburg where my family are. I don't want to go to Iroquois I hate the bus. 1/18/2017 11:19 AM
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113 I just think it's not right that they are trying to close so many schools. I understand the costs of running a school are
becoming higher and smaller schools are having a hard time affording air conditioning and heating and such. Although
they are trying to take us from anything we've grown to know. Personally I've been going to seaway just like my
siblings who have graduated and become successful because of the assistance of seaway. Seaway is a great school,
one I want to graduate from, along with all of my peers. Going to a different school at this point of my life to leave
behind so many memories. The thought of completely starting over at another school and graduate somewhere other
then seaway just breaks my heart. Seaway is home to not only myself but my friends, and the people at seaway who
over time have become family. Now I ask you how am I suppose to move to another school and make nearly the
same relationships with teachers and staff that we already have. I'll tell you its next to impossible. I think instead of
closing all these schools we should be getting communities together even more to bring more awareness to what's
going on and maybe star fund raisers. Something to save our schools.

1/18/2017 11:18 AM

114 Why are their no surveys that can be filled out for people that do not have a computer? Not every family or person has
a computer. You would likely get more input if there were printed surveys at all these meetings that people could take
home and send in. This should have been done when this first started. South Dundas will have suffer the most in this
closure of two schools, especially the High School. Students will lose after school jobs. they will have longer bus rides.
won't be able to join in activities after school if both parents are working, people won't move to the area if there is no
High School and know the students are on the bus longer. Has any one thought of how this will effect the
communities? Just some of my thoughts on the situation.

1/18/2017 11:12 AM

115 The idea of keeping Seaway a functioning school is without a doubt the best option. Separating the new (grade 7)
students from their friends (due to borders) at an already vulnerable time to even start attending high school will bring
poor results. At the beginning of the next academic year I as a parent will have children in multiple grades. The
comfort level as a parent knowing that the oldest would be on the bus to ensure the youngest found their way etc. Is
being taken from me. Children may be resilient but too much change at once can only cause regression. Turn Seaway
into a K-12 school using Iroquois Public as extra space if needed (the two schools are only divided by a track) To look
beyond the impact on the students, the impact on families period is at stake, parents of the students, community
members who are parents and teachers, local business, community impact financially and population. Tax payers
whom are paying a portion of their South Dundas taxes to the public school system and will potentially have their
children as students in North Dundas or North Grenville. I do not support the proposed changes and without a doubt
would like nothing more that the schools in Iroquois (both of them ) to continue functioning in their originally intended
capacities.

1/18/2017 11:05 AM

116 The process you have started will lead to many parents choosing to send their children to Catholic schools. The
province has indicated it suggests that the school boards work together to address underutilization concerns. As such,
I would argue that Morrisburg has a perfectly good school, albeit a Catholic one. This gives parents a choice to send
their kids to the Catholic school, or bus them 12 km to Iroquois. Close Morrisburg Public School. Seaway District High
school is another matter entirely. You CANNOT close the only secondary school between Cornwall and Prescott. The
community would suffer terribly, and kids would be sent on long bus rides for nothing, as programming at SGHS and
NDHS wouldn't actually improve all that much. Hour plus bus rides for kids are simply unacceptable. The time lost with
families, the time lost to do homework, the time lost for after school jobs, or play, or sports... it's just too much of a
cost to bear. Turn IPS into a K-3 school, and Seaway into a 4-12 school. __________ says its doable. I don't have to
tell you that every situation has pros and cons. A larger school with more programming is attractive in some ways, but
a strong community minded smaller school has just as many or more positives. A child's education is not limited to the
school experience, yet that is what you are trying to impose on our kids.

1/18/2017 10:57 AM

117 What is the big rush? These are very significant changes that will have a huge impact on our whole community and
should be carefully thought out. The immediate closure of any school will cause a lot of upheaval in everyone's life,
even for those not directly involved. We should take the time to consider all the implications of blindly following these
recommendations. Big, shiny, new schools are a nice idea but not at the price of decimated rural communities. I don't
want my children spending their non-school hours riding a bus when they could be playing sports, participating in
extra school activities or working at after school jobs. In fact, the last place I want my kids spending time is on a bus. It
is bad for their physical health ( cold and flu germs in enclosed spaces, no exercise) and can be hard on their mental
health (bullying has free reign without supervision). The less time on a bus the better, for any child. I choose to live in
a small town because I prefer that life for my family. Closing our schools is tantamount to closing our communities.
Please don't do it.

1/18/2017 10:50 AM

118 I've been going to I.P.S. I have friends that get bullied a lot. One gets bullied on the bus and the bus driver can't do
anything about it. Why is that? And, I have another friend that has disabilities. Think how bad it would be if they went
to a new school with more people. Think about relationships. If you shut down schools, you're ripping friendships
apart.

1/18/2017 10:47 AM

119 Keep all three schools open. 1/17/2017 9:21 PM
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120 We have some great options to keep all the schools in South Dundas open for the students and community.
Morrisburg public is eligible for funding and would do very well with the addition of immersion French program. The
community has amazing opportunities for the students from public library, retirement home, splash pad, upper Canada
playhouse. These are all a short walk from the school. We have a daycare that is so popular the Catholic school
students are using it. We could make it a public school system daycare only. So many options let's not sell the school
short with these closing procedures.

1/17/2017 9:02 PM

121 I think that combing the two pbs is fine but do so in Morrisburg where they can offer more community support to them.
K-5 or k-6 Leave seaway as a 6-12 school or 7-12

1/17/2017 8:47 PM

122 I would suggest to join both the Seaway District High School and Iroquois Public School properties to accommodate all
of the students (Morrisburg PS, Iroquois PS and Seaway DHS) and possibly build on to one of the schools (Iroquois
PS?) if a little more space was required. One of the benefits to this would be that the students would not be on the
buses as long (compared to if they were transported to Prescott). I also feel that the students would be more inclined
to participate in after school programs as well. As far as the notion that students would be missing out on specialized
courses/curriculum, I don't buy that argument. Students nowadays have the opportunity to take courses online as well
as video conferencing. If this was done, it would cut down on travel times, transportation costs, etc. Keeping a public
school and high school in the Township of South Dundas would also help this area to grow and develop and in turn,
would help the population of the schools to expand. I believe the proposed closures would have a drastic effect on our
area.

1/17/2017 8:42 PM

123 Make Seaway DHS grade 4-12 and Iroquois Public K-3 1/17/2017 8:16 PM

124 We need rural schools to support the farming community and small business in the surrounding villages. 1/17/2017 8:03 PM

125 Deeper investigation in to the budget as to where there is excessive spending in regards to administration at the upper
levels of the Board - where parents and volunteers could be used to provide more direct feedback and involvement
from the community schools - use of local businesses providing much needed coop or hands on learning skills in vital
trades or specialty career fields like Robotics or engineering by approaching businesses like Ross Video to provide
extra curricular workshops and space for clubs or learning at a discounted fee or through government funding

1/17/2017 7:49 PM

126 the bussing breaks the guidelines set out by the ministry for the total distance/time a student should allowed on the
bus

1/17/2017 7:44 PM

127 IPS has an over population as recorded in the first round of numbers introduced during this process. I am not sure as
to why it took this survey for anyone to realize that we could offer the same program at MPS and get all the students
on the same page when they start there HighSchool experience. I ask for you to consider this as a viable option for
MPS. We can get smaller class sizes and a more internet learning opportunity for staff and students.

1/17/2017 3:06 PM

128 There has been some chatter about asking for the french programming that they have at the Iroquois school. I would
like to add my bid for this program being opened in the Morrisburg school as well. We need to keep our public school
open and viable for our students.

1/17/2017 2:59 PM

129 I'll keep it short and sweet. Morrisburg Public School should have and extended french program available to the
students. and in my opinion THE SCHOOL SHOULD HAVE HAD IT RIGHT AFTER IT WAS SO VIABLE IN IPS.
Thank you

1/17/2017 2:51 PM

130 Seaway DHS and Morrisburg PS both qualify for the extended top-up funding for distant schools as outlined by the
Ministry of Education. If school boards are bound to honour these guidelines then Seaway and MPS should not close.
The increased TRANSPORTATION for the children is not acceptable, and will impact their focus on learning. Also that
with increased time on the buses, students will be forced to choose between extracurricular activities, or after school
jobs. Most kids need the after school jobs to support their post secondary dreams. Furthermore, the increased carbon
footprint created by the additional busing is environmentally irresponsible. After all, are we not encouraging our
children and students to conserve and preserve the world we live in? Education is the only industry that deems
vacancy a problem, rather than an opportunity. Why not focus on the excellent quality of education provided at
Seaway District High School and focus bringing back the students who have been lost to the Catholic system and
attracting new students to our school. BOTTOM LINE: Seaway does not need to be on the block - it is fully funded.

1/17/2017 2:32 PM
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131 Letter Received: Dear Minister of Education and Members of the UCDSB The Iroquois and District Business Group
would like the Upper Canada District School Board to re-consider the listing of Seaway District High School for closure.
Seaway is a vital part of South Dundas and its closure would have a huge economic impact on this community and its
students, both financially and academically. Many of the small businesses in this region already deal with a tough
economic environment and cannot afford to lose the business of the school’s teachers and staff as well as the
students and parents. The school provides many employment opportunities for both Iroquois and surrounding
community members, and its closure would leave many members without work. Not to mention, Seaway’s presence in
Iroquois draws many new and young families, specifically employees of existing businesses, to the community. Also,
many students rely on the community for financial support and job experience for their post-secondary education.
Many are able to find local part-time jobs which they can walk to after school. The rural student, if not able to drive
themselves, will probably lose this opportunity and approximately $20,000 of potential earnings. This is especially true
for those sent to North Dundas where there are no employers within walking distance to the school. Students who
reside within the town will most likely lose at least an hour of employment opportunity due to bussing commute times,
reducing their potential earnings by $7,000. From the businesses’ point of view, they lose a potential employee for an
hour each day. Furthermore, the bussing commute will not only affect a student’s ability to work, but also the amount
of time a student can spend on homework per night. Aside from employment opportunities, the central placement of
Seaway within the town provides advantageous opportunities for a student to pursue a co-operative education, sixty
placements in South Dundas and seventeen outside; many students’ high school course selection and post-secondary
plan will need to be reworked should they lose these placement options. Currently Seaway’s Specialist High Skills
Major program is one of the best in the Province. It’s agricultural program had a success rate of 150% and the
transportation program had a 67% last year. Finally, being such a close-knit community, the high school and business
group have founded a long standing relationship that is beneficial to the students; not only does the business group
support the school’s fundraisers and special events. The local community raised $26,000 for last year’s Golf
Tournament to support the sports program at Seaway, and they also contributed to the bursaries at graduation. Last
year over $46,000 were donated by community groups and businesses to the graduating students. This money is
invaluable to a student looking to further their education. This money will be lost following the closure of Seaway as
the negative economic impacts of the closure will prevent local businesses from acquiring adequate funds. Should
they still have the opportunity to donate, it will be impossible to choose which school to support, North Dundas or
South Grenville, once the students are split. Seaway is known for its high academic and athletic standard in the area.
It has a positive learning environment for its students, which is fostered by its small class size, allowing the teachers to
work more with each student to accommodate their needs and ensure their success. The small class size also allows
the students to work more closely with one another, developing collaboration skills. These collaboration and
independence skills are crucial to success at the college and university level or at a future job. It would be a shame for
the board to split this group of students, breaking the bonds many have come to rely upon, and send them to schools
where the academic success rate is ranked lower on provincial assessments. The province needs these young smart
minds to go on and pursue higher education, and then come back and give back to the community which supported
them. The Minister of Education and the Board members need to realize that these students and Seaway are more
than just bodies filling a brick and mortar building, they are our future professionals and trades people, and deserve
and education within their township and community. The proposed one hour plus commute one way, up to a maximum
three hours per day, is absurd. The majority of people working will generally limit their commute to one hour one way,
anything over that is usually short term until they can re-locate or change jobs. This community cannot afford to have
young families moving because their children will face long commute times, decreased access to jobs and extra-
curricular activities, less time available for homework, and limited access to teachers’ assistance. The closing of this
school will have a detrimental effect on everyone in South Dundas.

1/17/2017 9:06 AM
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132 Letter Received: PROPOSED SCHOOL CLOSURES - UCDSB The Upper Canada District School Board (UCDSB)
and dozens of other school boards across Ontario are currently in the midst of an extensive Pupil Accommodation
Review (PAR). The UCDSB’s “Building for the Future” plan being reviewed by the PAR process proposes
amalgamating and/or closing several schools in Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry. Two of three existing public
schools in South Dundas township, Seaway District High School (SDHS) and Morrisburg Public School (MPS), are
slated for closure effective the end of this school year. Students of Morrisburg PS would be bused 12 km away to
Iroquois, where they would consolidate with Iroquois public school students in the empty high school. Seaway DHS
students would be divided between two distant schools in neighbouring townships. The Dundas Federation of
Agriculture (DFA) opposes UCDSB’s plan for several reasons: - Many students (who currently walk or bus to school in
30 min) will face bus rides up to 40 km long, potentially spending between 2 or 3 hours on the bus daily. The mental
and physical health toll on these kids will be immense, and they will lose opportunities for after school jobs and extra-
curricular activities. Farm kids who help with morning or afternoon chores will lose valuable time sitting on the bus,
impacting their farm families and their own development as future farmers and citizens of rural Ontario. Our local youth
will have less time for family, homework, sports and play. Furthermore, stores and other small businesses in South
Dundas rely on student part time labour to operate, and on the business those students and their parents provide. -
The UCDSB’s proposed plan suggests sending the rural kids north of Highway 401 to North Dundas DHS and the
“town kids” from Iroquois and Morrisburg to South Grenville DHS, leading to the separation of life-long peer support
groups, the separation of kids from their Township and even County communities, and a reinforcement of the rural-
urban divide. Currently at Seaway DHS both town and rural kids have the opportunity to take part in a successful High
Skills Major program in Agriculture. Kids sent to South Grenville DHS will lose access to this program, and the
opportunity to interact with rural kids, resulting in town kids becoming even further removed from the realities of farm
life. Furthermore, this program operates through partnerships within the local agriculture and agri-business sector.
These partnerships facilitate very important links between students and their community and provide them future
opportunities for productive careers after graduation. - Agriculture and Agri-Business are huge economic drivers in the
province, especially so in rural areas. Today’s farmer is educated, innovative and highly skilled, but still as community
minded as ever. Taking away local schools will result in less time spent on the farm, and less incentive for farm kids to
return to the farm after college or university. All South Dundas youth will have less incentive to move back home to
start their own families. We predict our region will suffer a shortage of skilled professionals and young innovative
farmers if our most important public institutions are closed. Who wants to subject their own future kids to life in a
community that has no schools? Closing these schools now will begin a downward spiral from which South Dundas
will not be able to recover. - Tax revenues generated by Agriculture and Agri-Business are vital to all levels of
government. Property taxes paid by farmers and farmland owners help pay for Ontario’s education system. Recently
farmers have been hit with revised farm land value assessments, in most cases seeing a doubling of their assessed
values. The township’s plan on property tax rates remains to be seen, but presumably farmers will be contributing a lot
more money into municipal and provincial coffers beginning this year. Yet rural schools are targeted for closure without
adequate community consultation to identify practical solutions. We expect any savings to the Ministry of Education
will be offset by a decrease in economic growth in South Dundas. In addition, the province can expect additional
expenses to health care and social services as the negative impacts of school closures are felt across South Dundas.
Farmers feed cities, and now pay even more property taxes; our children deserve to be educated in their communities.
Rural schools matter. - The DFA stands united with the students, parents, and schools of South Dundas against these
proposed closures. We understand the fiscal realities faced by the Ontario government and the school boards.
However, we firmly believe that a decision to close our schools will have a very costly impact on our kids, our farms,
our rural communities and businesses, far outweighing any potential savings resulting from the closures. We ask that
the UCDSB vote to keep our schools open and pursue an open and transparent consultation with communities that
identify solutions that support our communities.

1/17/2017 9:02 AM

133 Today was a snow day and buses are cancelled due to a freezing rain warning this afternoon. I had a thought as to
how this would impact my child if you closed MPS. I still send my children to school on snow days as we walk to
school. They enjoy the activity and chance to be with older/ younger siblings in their school settings. I would not send
my kids on a bus if there is a town option due to the amount of days that they could potentially miss to weather related
issues. We need to keep our children close to home where walking to school is an option for more than 15% of the
student population. MPS HAS OVER 40% OF STUDENT'S THAT WALK.

1/17/2017 8:05 AM

134 Firstly, no closing of SDHS at all and for a compromise, closure of MPS and then a moratorium on school closures for
North and South Dundas for at least ten years. The impact of closing the SDHS on the Iroquois and SD economies
would be disasterous-10 to 12 million dollar loss in a couple of years!! I do not think this was factored into your
equation at all!! We can't attract doctors now to South Dundas and certainly if two more schools were closed we would
be in a worse situation. We need a high school in South Dundas unless the UCDSB plans to build a new high school
in Williamsburg where it is central to all of the high school students of North Dundas and South Dundas. The students
well being was never factored into the equation at all because what child should be on the bus for 2-3hrs per day to go
to school!!?? There are children with special needs, children who can no longer participate in after school
programs(sports),co-op programs and have after school jobs right across the street from Seaway. The businesses that
provide 46 thousand in bursaries would they still be here in two or three years? Myself, and many other families
would see our house values plummet to say the least!!

1/16/2017 10:49 PM
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135 We do not support this as it will not only affect our children that are going to IPS currently in the moving of the students
from school to school and we don't believe that is fair for our children's learning environment. It will also affect them
when moving onto intermediate school and high school they will have to travel for long time frame on the bus. Their
day is long enough and don't need added time waisted sitting on a bus. School closures will not increase student
registrations. Thriving communities will increase student registrations. School closures will hurt our community in the
short term as well as the long term. It is not cost effective to close schools today in order to build new ones tomorrow.

1/16/2017 9:00 PM

136 Could we not implement the immersion program at MPS and have the over flow kids that are supposed to go to MPS
but have gone to IPS for the french programming. I know the Catholic board isn't offering anything like it and we can
draw some of the students. MPS also offers an on site after school program and that is a HUGE bonus, if we
maximize the curriculum that is offered we will be sure to come off on top.

1/16/2017 2:59 PM

137 MPS needs to be able to give their students an Immersion program and it really should have started before we ended
up here with this process. I am not even sure why there ensile' a proposal for this in the packet. There are so many
great things that the kids, staff and community can do just given the opportunity to succeed with all the resources that
can be offered. This would help Iroquois with over population problem and there would be no need to alter any of the
classes. Well minus a ridiculously big board table and fancy chairs that will need to be moved as they are currently
taking up space. We could sell them and use that money for up grades or even computers or learning supplies. I am
sure it won't be missed. I also would like on record that if rural school keep disappearing we are creating a funnel for
our kids and taking away many of the choices and they will only be able to go with in the UCDSB.

1/16/2017 1:08 PM

138 We need to keep MPS open of our community¥ and our kids. Why are we cutting schools when there aren't any
alternatives for parents that don't require a huge bus ride or switching to other school boards. All schools should have
equal opportunities, so give MPS the same Immersion program that IPS has enjoyed for over 5 years. The pilot
program proved viable and as the numbers in MPS went down the numbers grew at IPS to the point of having to
expand the school with terrible portables. Where is the logic in that when you have students wanting th program and
another school that is willing even yelling to have it. We need Immersion programs in Morrisburg. The catholic school
2 streets over do not offer it and I have heard murmurs through friends and family that they are wanting to join but not
go out of town. so again, I ask you to please give our town the chance they deserve that our community and students
will benefit from an extended french program through the Upper Canada District School board.

1/16/2017 12:40 PM

139 * MPS gets Immersion french programs * IPS over flow can be diverted back to MPS and therefore not need any
upgrades and take away that awful addition *Seaway DHS will be eligible for a top up funding.

1/15/2017 10:19 PM

140 Rural schools need to be thought of under different circumstances. There is no argument to keep setting all the urban
and rural school under the same set of guidelines. They are 2 very different areas and they need to be treated as
such. What would be a minor change to the Urban families will be a devastating blow to the rural areas. I believe that
the rural communities need to have a stop put to these proceedings until l they can be looked at with a more accurate
set of guidelines and rules.

1/15/2017 10:12 PM

141 I would like to see a proposal to keep all the schools open in South Dundas. I think that there would be a great benefit
to having an extended french program brought in to MPS and then shift the overflow of student from IPS back to their
home district WITH NO GRANDFATHERING. Morrisburg Public is now able to apply for a top up grant according to
the Minister of Education on her visit to some Cornwall schools. I also believe that Seaway would also be under the
net for a top up.

1/15/2017 10:06 PM

142 I do not support the clising of Morriburg elementary. 1/15/2017 8:45 PM

143 I am very disappointment in they way this process is being treated. The schools in Dundas are not only over
preforming and very viable to the community but now because of recent changes that show some miscalculations in
the report that SEAWAY should have never been considered for closure in the first place. I believe that there is room
for change but I don't' believe it is in South Dundas where there are only a handful of schools that serve this entire
area. We have 1 high school that is all 1. How yo can possibly consider closing the only high school i don't understand
because it qualifies for top up funding. I also think that MPS qualifies as well. I would like to see these schools
reconsidered because of the changes made ever so quietly in the information that came out in September. I believe
that there is even a quote on record form the Minister of Education that will back up all the points I have presented
today.

1/15/2017 7:16 PM

144 Morrisburg Public School is a corner stone of the community. We have heard a report from an independent consultant
and he reported that there is no positive spin to this. We will lose families, businesses and our students. I do not feel
that this has been a great process. There have been reports of incorrect figures and the moment that they were found
they should have halted/paused the proposal for those with in correct information until it could be amended. I believe
that this should not be a blanket proposal as there is a very distinct difference between urban and rural communities.
What's good for the goose is not always good for the gander. That there is farmer for we are not all the same and rural
communities should be evaluated separate from the urban communities.

1/15/2017 6:38 PM

145 Morrisburg Public is a very viable school and would benefit greatly from and immersion program. I don't' understand
why it wants offered awhile ago. We have many of our students that are crossing to IPS for this to the point that they
are now over crowded. We also are eligible for a top up fund. SEAWAY also is eligible for top up funding.

1/15/2017 6:29 PM
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146 The impact to the community and the children (long bus rides to the alternate schools and a loss of young adults
spending money and working in the community) does not appear to have been considered in the scenario. Closing a
rural school in such a small community will have a huge economic impact on that community. I realize that the board is
looking at this from a curriculum / $ perspective but for families that have lived in this area all their lives to have have to
move to be closer to school and a feasible opportunity of finding work there is a huge psychological impact. I dont
know how schools work in terms of operations / funding etc. but a solution that considers mergers - perhaps of grades
4 - 12 should be considered before closure is accepted. There is no scholastic advantage to moving these students to
other schools - curriculum is the same, so consider the other impacts and keep the schools open - even if
reconfigured.

1/15/2017 1:08 PM

147 over 1/4 of the students who attend Morrisburg Public school have been designated as needing an IEP. I am feeling
very concerned for these students with the changes that are being proposed. In a more populated setting they will lose
out. They will be facing more students and less room to have the resources that they need to complete a school day
with a positive outcome. They will have to endure a longer commute to a school that they are not familiar with again
with less time for individual attention they may need to cope with the changes.

1/14/2017 6:57 PM

148 JK to gr. 6 in MPS (79%) JK to gr. 12 in SDHD (93%) Offering French immersion in both. 1/14/2017 5:51 PM

149 Morrisburg public should have immersion programing and then we would be able to take the strain off the IPS school
that is currently past capacity. Use the boundaries and NO grandfathering. The boundaries are there for a reason but
somewhere along the way it has become a wish wash issue. An interview given by the Minister of Education confirms
that MPS qualifies for the distance education top up funding. We can keep all the Dundas schools open and use the
top up to bring Immersion programming to Morrisburg. I think we would get a huge interest from the Catholic school
families from Morrisburg as their current school does not offer any extended french.

1/14/2017 5:45 PM

150 HOW CAN YOU JUSTIFY SENDING SEAWAY KIDS TO SOUTH GRENVILLE WHERE THE PROGRAMMING IS
THE SAME AND THEY WILL NOT HAVE ANY BETTER EDUCATION OR OPPORTUNITIES. What they will receive
is a longer bus ride, missed after school activities and employment and time spent with family and relatives. They will
still have homework to complete and be awake earlier to catch a bus. SHAME

1/14/2017 3:51 PM

151 You could improve this process by going back and amending all the errors in the number. I have seen there are many
and may i just emphasize MANY errors and I speak for the Seaway Morrisburg group but I assume there may be
more in other locations. I would like to have it recorded that the SEAWAY school DOES receive top up funding
correct. I would also like some one to comment on why the school would be slated to close if in fact the top up funding
is received. I CANT SEE HOW YOU CAN SLATE A SCHOOL WITH FALSE INFORMATION. AND PLEASE EXCUSE
MY CAPS BUT I WANT TO MAKE SURE THIS IS HEARD. CAN YOU STATE PLEASE THAT IF SEAWAY IS
CLOSED AND THEN IT IS FOUND TO HAVE BEEN CLOSED IN ERROR DO TO IMPROPER INFORMATION THAT
YOU CAN GO BACK AND REVERSE IT? I WILL BE WAITING FOR YOUR RESPONSE THROUGH OUR ARC
MEMBERS ON JANUARY 31. SEE YOU SOON.

1/14/2017 3:35 PM

152 Keep a local high school open 1/14/2017 12:43 PM

153 It is now report that both SEAWAY and MORRISBURG are eligible for top up funding. Why are they still slated for
closure. This doesn't make any sense.

1/13/2017 9:24 PM

154 I went with the Catholic School over Iroquois public immersion simply to keep my children close to home. I don't have
a car and I need to be able to get them if they are sick. I would switch for immersion programs that are in town. We
didn't go with Morrisburg public because our children had fiends in the Catholic school.

1/13/2017 6:57 PM

155 I believe that the schools should not be closed period! 1/13/2017 1:59 PM

156 The closing of our local schools will not only greatly impact the youth in our areas but also homeowners and local
business. Families will move out of the area to be closer to the schools their children will be forced to attend and loss
of jobs will affect our local business from restaurants, retail stores and so on. This will be a disaster for our area.

1/13/2017 12:36 PM

157 The closure of Seaway District High School would tear the fabric of this community and decrease opportunities for our
children. Communities like ours are

1/12/2017 11:03 AM
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158 Keep Seaway High School OPEN. Important to community at large, economically, physically, mentally, student well
being, education wise and growth. There is no real advantage to huge super schools where students become
numbers, where bussing times are multiplied numerous times what they are now. Extracurricular activities become
unattainable for students who live 1/2 hour or more from school. An unfair educational experience provides no
advantage to students. If business moves out of a community, if no high school is provided in an area people will not
come to live there even if they have a drive to work. Homes will be left empty and communities will become ghost
towns. School boards should not have the power to devastate communities, drive students from public schools and yet
take our tax dollars to pay for what we do not want. Bussing has to cost a lot! Highways becoming routes for bussing
are dangerous. Students on buses too early make learning tough and late rides home steal work time from students
who need part time jobs in order to attend college or university. Seaway has had renovations and updates and should
be a South Dundas school for children of the required area to sustain the enrolment requirement to remain open. Can't
believe it would be on the closure listing nor that the School Board would react as it has.

1/12/2017 8:55 AM

159 first off,can you answer this for me? Why are there 3 schools in South Dundas be effected and not one in North
Dundas?

1/12/2017 12:19 AM

160 Closing seaway will destroy the small town community we have in south Dundas. Bus lines already take a long time
but if the kids are forced to go further away then it will be even longer. At seaway the population may not be very high,
but the teacher to student relationships couldn't be stronger. In a larger school teachers may not even know your
name and at these small school they not only know you on an academic level, but on a personal level and I think that
is important these days to get through high school.

1/11/2017 12:58 PM

161 Kids should come first before money 1/11/2017 9:48 AM

162 You could keep the schools in rural areas open. 1/10/2017 10:41 PM

163 Save Seaway and have it house students from 5-12 from Morrisburg and Iroquois. Leave Iroquois to house K-4. The
exact breakdown of grades could change depending on enrolment.

1/10/2017 10:39 PM

164 Thought should have gone into the cost of closing schools, student job loss and availability to attend extra-curricular
activities. The impact on businesses in both Morrisburg and Iroquois. Loss of people moving to the community
because no schools in the area. Also no industry to move here because everyone will move closer to any school that
would accommodate their needs.

1/10/2017 9:46 PM

165 Don't close the school 1/10/2017 9:01 PM

166 Offer French Immersion to both Morrisburg and Iroquois to attract families back to each school. Or Close Iroquois;
Morrisburg offers K to G4 and French Immersion; Seaway offers G4 to G12 and French Immersion

1/10/2017 8:53 PM

167 DO NOT CLOSE SEAWAY!!! WHAT ARE YOU GUYS THINKING!! 1/10/2017 8:43 PM

168 Morrisburg PS JK-3 IPS 4-6 Seaway 7-12 1/10/2017 8:40 PM

169 Closing North Dundas D.H.S, opposed to Seaway D.H.S, would improve the above recommendations. The
neighboring schools such as North Grenville, St. Michael's, and St. Thomas could assist the closure and the
community would not be as greatly affected as the community of Iroquois would be. I say this because North Dundas
D.H.S is located between a cemetery and the majority of students have to be bused into school.

1/10/2017 8:02 PM

170 Long bus routes are not fair to our children. 1/10/2017 7:59 PM

171 Possibly use spaces available in Morrisburg and Iroquois Public Schools for daycare space as young families are in
need of this service in this area.

1/10/2017 7:43 PM

172 1. Do not close Seaway! 2. Do not separate these children, sending them to two separate high schools in two
completely different regions! 3. Possibly make Seaway a grades 4-12 school, while Iroquois Public becomes K-3. 4.
Do not close Seaway!!!!

1/10/2017 7:25 PM

173 -possibility Seaway becoming a grade 4-12 school. DO NOT bus them out of their territory. DO NOT separate the kids.
DO NOT cut down on local business for Iroquois .

1/10/2017 6:58 PM

174 If boundaries were enforced within the UCDSB there would be additional pupils to accommodate these spaces.
Parents should not be permitted to provide a daycare providers address as a residence for their children. Children
living in Iroquois should be attending schools within their community. This, of course, applies to children living within
any community where there is public school. I would prefer that these schools stay as they are (Morrisburg, Iroquois
and Seaway). If Morrisburg was to close then Iroquois should be rebuilt or have a proper addition to accommodate
these students. The location of I.P.S is idyllic - losing this property would be tragic. I have reservations about Seaway
becoming a 4-12 but would accept this as an option if the alternative was losing Seaway as a secondary school.

1/10/2017 6:17 PM
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175 I am happy with the programming that Seaway and both IPS and Morrisburg have. I do not want my kids on a lengthy
bus ride to get to the same class in a different setting. Seaway would not be on the block, except for the fact that, the
Top of Funding we receive was not included in the original calculation. Community support - $46,000 in Graduation
Bursaries, summer golf tournament that raised $26,000 for sports at Seaway. I disagree with crossing county lines-
especially if your child has special needs, because the services we currently have are with SD&G, NOT Leeds
Grenville. Added transportation costs, when we have K-12 busing already. My children having to choose between
extra-curriculars and after school jobs, because with the lengthy bus rides that WILL happen, hard choices will have to
be made. Who will pick up my sick child if they are at a school 20km away?

1/10/2017 3:53 PM

176 I do not want my children to endure longer bus rides. Therefore, not having the opportunity for part time or after
school employment with local businesses! I don't want them to be bused outside of the current school district! As a
taxpayer in the area, I don't not want to endure economical impact on our community! The loss to our children, will be
no extracurricular activities with the school due to lack of transportation!

1/10/2017 3:48 PM

177 Closing Seaway District High School make no sense to me from a student, community or economic perspective. The
financial projections, statistics and forecasts do not seem to be completely accurate and do not take into account all
that should be considered. I find the report itself to be flawed and its recommendations suspect. I take issue with the
conclusions that are proposed. As a first draft working document it raises some valid questions and concerns. However
a much more thorough and comprehensive look at the educational needs of our young people and the role of schools
in our communities needs to be considered carefully. The whole issue of empty or unused space needs to be
reconsidered as what is presented does not accurately represent the reality in many of the schools.

1/10/2017 3:44 PM

178 We need rural schools! The communities they are in Iroquois ont will become a town that won't attract or maintain its
current businesses. After school activities wii not be possible as parents work and the time to travel to pick up students
is too far and ups the expenses for families. The heightened travel time means less time in the classrooms. ..grades
will drop. Many more but I will stop here!!

1/10/2017 2:59 PM

179 Of schools in the same town are not full, put them together. A town without schools will lose its attraction for young
families, and therefore business

1/10/2017 2:26 PM

180 See my answer to Q4. 1/10/2017 1:18 PM

181 In order to improve the recommendations, I would suggest you give the municipalities and counties affected by your
recommendations the time to assess the impact of your recommendations on the area and provide the board with
recommendations based on solid facts.

1/10/2017 1:09 PM

182 DO Not close Seaway District Highschool I fully support to proposal to turn Seaway into Grade 4-12 and IPS K -Grade
3

1/10/2017 9:24 AM

183 Regarding the future of Seaway DHS - do your job according to the UCDSB Mission, Vision and Values: Mission - We
prepare all students for a successful life. ALL STUDENTS includes students in small communities. Making students
ride in a school bus for two hours per day does not prepare them for a successful life. Removing students from their
communities does not prepare them for a successful life. The inevitable erosion of their communities as a result of
closing schools does not help prepare students for a successful life. Vision - Creating Futures, Leading and Learning
for ALL Creating futures - the word create her suggests finding creative solutions to problems. Leading and learning -
leaders (trustees) must listen and learn from the people they are hoping to educate (students and other citizens). Be
creative in your solutions and base your decisions on the input of the people affected by them. Closing a school and
making busing students to other communities is NOT CREATIVE. Values - Caring, Courage, Empathy, Fairness,
Generosity, Honesty, Perserverence Closing Seaway DHS is in direct opposition to every one of the Board's official
values. Perserverence is the value that is most required now. Is the situation ideal at Seaway DHS? Apparently not,
but it is the job of the school board to perservere in finding a solution that works in that community. Do not just shut it
down. Be generous - see that some schools require extra resources and that some schools sustain a community. The
closure of one of several schools in one town, such as Brockville, does not change the entire community. The closure
of Seaway DHS would be uncaring, uncourageous and unempathetic. It is dishonest to pretend that the community
would be OK without its school. Most of all, it is unfair for a group of trustees to decide the fate of a community. It is
unfair to close Seaway DHS. Unfair to the students. Unfair to other members of the community. Unfair to future
generations. Unfair to the legislators who guaranteed provision of infrastructure to communities created by
construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. Also unjust and illegal according to that mandate. The courts would find
closure of schools inconsistent with that agreement. It appears that the UCDSB has not performed due diligence in this
regard.

1/8/2017 9:34 AM

184 Keep Seaway open. 1/8/2017 9:04 AM
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185 The case of Seaway D.H.S. is one where the financial considerations should not be the primary consideration. The
expense of keeping Seaway open is far less than the expense closing it would cost the community. Furthermore,
forcing students to ride buses as suggested in the recommendations means that they will not be able to participate in
after school jobs and other extracurricular activities that are facilitated by having a school in Morrisburg, thus further
marginalizing students in communities that are already marginal enough to consider closing the school. When the St.
Lawrence Seaway was built, the province of Ontario guaranteed that schools and downtown infrastructure would be
maintained in the "new" communities that were created: Iroquois, Morrisburg, Long Sault, etc. Should the UCDSB
close schools in these communities the communities will sue the UCDSB for breaching that contract. School closures
are devastating to communities and closing Seaway D.H.S. would kill the town of Morrisburg. Solution: Keep Seaway
open as a JK-Gr 12 school.

1/8/2017 8:57 AM

186 Keep schools in South Dundas. 12/26/2016 6:47 PM

187 I could see keeping Morrisburg Public School open, and closing Iroquois Public School. Improve Seaway's space to
accomodate for growth in student numbers and program opportunities. There are alot of good programs. As well as
extra curricular space for sports and track an field.

12/26/2016 6:43 PM

188 Morrisburg Public School should not be closed. This is the only public elementary school in our community and there
are many children that live here that will be impacted. We can't keep sending our children to Catholic schools if they
are not Catholic. I have respect for the separate school system but my children deserve a public education in their
OWN community, where they are not bussed. Currently, there is a before and after program running in the same
building which is thriving and of which my children are a part. My children have some special needs and would be
deeply affected by a move of this proportion. I am against the closing of the school in Morrisburg for these reasons.

12/20/2016 6:00 PM

189 consider other options provided by gathering local feedback and recommended alternatives use a grassroots up rather
than an imposed top down approach consider the economical implications of this proposal consider the emotional and
physical implications for the students involved consider the great importance of our rural school consider the special
programming in transportation and agriculture consider the school as the hub of our community

12/20/2016 5:51 PM

190 Keep Seaway District High School open! Bussing students to North Dundas School and/or South Grenville just does
not work. Just as per the presentations made to the school board already!

12/19/2016 11:20 AM

191 Email Received: I would like to express my concerns on the thoughts of Seaway closing. I have children that attend
three different school in the Upper Canada District School Board. My oldest attends Seaway District High School and
has had great success despite issues. I can honestly say if it wasn't for the caring staff at Seaway who can see good
in children who struggle, I would have a high school drop out. Thanks to__________ and the staff they have helped
me in many ways to accommodate my child in many ways, allowing them to participate in CO-OP, giving space and
choices to make good decisions. Seaway may be a small school with low numbers but we have to remember when
there is an over abundance of children in a class they become a number. My child is not a number and has become a
stronger individual who will graduate grade 12, which did not look promising over the years. __________ and the staff
keep me informed on every issue that arises and always has a plan on how we will move forward and not backwards. I
can honestly say without Seaway and its amazing staff I would NOT be attend my child's grade 12 graduation. SAVE
SEAWAY!!

12/19/2016 11:19 AM

192 Email Received: This has been very difficult for a lot of us in school to hear about yesterday and today. I just started at
Seaway District High School. I am active and play many sports. I am also a member of the _____________. Being at
Seaway, 10 minutes from where I live, means I am able to be in school, be active within my school and still also be
involved in my community. I volunteer coaching younger kids in the local soccer program, and with younger grades at
the schools in Iroquois. If I am forced to go to school in Prescott, I wont have a way to get home to Morrisburg as both
of my parents work. This means I will not be involved in anything other than my school work. If Seaway closes, it
would be easier for me to move to the catholic board and go to school in Cornwall. My mom works in __________ so I
would be able to get a ride home and be active in school sports. A lot of the kids in my class are talking the same
way. How does that help the school system if you close our school and everyone leaves the school board? Please do
not close Seaway. I want to be part of the graduating class of Seaway as a spartan. And I want my younger siblings to
too!

12/19/2016 11:16 AM

193 I do not support the closure of schools in this area as it would mean a much longer drive to school each day.
Currently, my child is on a bus to Seaway at 7:30 every morning this would be made even worse if they were to start
being bussed to Prescott every day. as for the low enrolment numbers the board may want to examine why more and
more people are enrolling their children with the Catholic board instead of the Public board even though they are not
Catholic.

12/19/2016 11:15 AM
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194 Keep the schools open and support the local community. The main reason we purchased our house where we did was
because of IPS and Seaway being beside one another and the fact that it is a short commute for them. I have kids that
currently go to IPS but with in years my child would be attending Seaway and be there for their sibling after school. I
strongly disagree with what they are wanting to do. Prescott's level of education is poor compared to Seaway and I
would sell my house before ever sending them there!!!!!!. As with having them on the school bus for over an hour - I
would rather sell my house and relocate to an area that once provided what we originally moved to Iroquois for -
reputable schools close to home in a local community that has lots to offer.

12/19/2016 11:14 AM

195 I grew up in Morrisburg and have a child who will be attending school. I went to Morrisburg Public School from K-6 and
Stampville for 7/8. I realize that having 2 public schools within Iroquois and Morrisburg may be too much and that one
could be closed. This will definitely impact our decision to send our children to the UCDSB. If the choice is for them to
bus 30 minutes, or walk to the Catholic School in town, they will be going to the Catholic School. Unfortunately this will
probably result in a lot of new students from Morrisburg choosing the Catholic School Board over yours. I'm not sure
how you resolve this issue without keeping both MPS and IPS open and that may not be a possibility. As for SDHS,
having to bus students from Morrisburg/Iroquois to North Dundas or South Grenville is absurd. I know as a kid I was
on the bus for 30 min to get from Morrisburg to Iroquois. I can't imagine how long it will take for the new bus ride. Kids
will get home just in time for supper. It will impact after school jobs as well as after school activities. I remember my
parents having to come pick me up after sports because there was no other way home. I don't think that they would
have done that if it was 30 min each way. In my opinion, our current decision to send our child to the UCDSB next year
is hanging in the balance. One of the biggest factors for choosing the UCDSB was proximity. with MPS and SDHS our
children could spend the bulk of their free time playing and growing up instead of bussing from home to school. If MPS
and SDHS are closed it will be an easy decision to send them to the Catholic School Board. Unfortunately, you may
see low attendance become no attendance. Hopefully you will reconsider these changes and think about how they
affect a community and not just your economics.

12/19/2016 11:12 AM

196 DONT CLOSE SEAWAY !!!!!!!!!! 12/19/2016 10:27 AM

197 More thought and time given to come up with alternative solutions. Moving too fast for children and community. 12/19/2016 10:16 AM

198 This recommendation states that the students will be split along the 401 boarder. Most students that attend Seaway
District High School if closed will move to the catholic school board. By shutting down Seaway DHS you are losing
students from your board to another board. Also there is a new subdivision being built in Iroquois that will
accommodate 200 families. If you shut down the school there will be no place for all of these kids to go. By closing
Seaway DHS there will b no high school from Cornwall all the way until Prescott. Thats approximately an hour drive!
Students will have to be on a bus for up to 2 hours. They will have no time for jobs, homework or anything. Businesses
within the community rely on students to work for them. The restaurants and stores over town rely on students at lunch
time and after school to purchase from them. Without the students the town will not thrive or survive. I think that you
should consider the impact this decision will have on the students, businesses, community members, the board and
the town!

12/15/2016 4:39 PM

199 Stop this madness. As you may have heard , as of today __________ a community business man is re evaluating hid
proposed property project in Morrisburg ad he is unsure if this project will be viable with no local schools... including
morrisburg public and seaway district high. Stop the destruction of South Dundas!!! Our children deserve an education
in there own community. Save Seaway and MPs!!!! Look at a 4-12 model!!

12/15/2016 10:40 AM

200 not close the school's down. 12/14/2016 12:40 PM

201 i dont want to go to south grenville, i like Seaway 12/14/2016 11:38 AM

202 don't close seaway 12/14/2016 11:37 AM

203 I don't support any of this's ideas because I don't want to have any change, sorry 12/14/2016 10:34 AM

204 Seaway is my second home, the teachers are like my parents and the students are my siblings. This school means
the world to me , my entire family has graduated from seaway and I WILL continue that tradition. If this school closes
your are affecting so many things, the community, the students , the parents and so many other things . This school is
so supported by the community especially when it comes to grad. We get almost double the bursaries than any other
school. The board needs to think about what how this will affect other people and stop just thinking about how it will
benefit themselves!!! SEAWAY IS A FAMILY AND WE ARE NOT GOING ANYWHERE !

12/13/2016 8:48 PM

205 Send all the student attending seaway district high school to the same school! Could help! But overall I don't want
seaway to close!

12/13/2016 8:26 PM

206 That seaway district high school remain open and that Morrisburg public and Iroquois public school build a bigger/taller
school & combine the both resulting in the closing of one of the public schools.

12/13/2016 8:00 PM

207 The schools should stay exactly the way they are 12/13/2016 7:19 PM
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208 K - 3 in Morrisburg. 4 -12 At Seaway. Close and sell IPS for potential condominium development The schools should
be configured to accept the groups as indicated and meet the occupancy goals. It also leaves a school open in each
community.

12/13/2016 6:02 PM

209 Closing Seaway as a High School would have a negative impact on the growth and worth of community and
neighboring towns. Students would be spending too much time on busses and not be able to participate in
extracurricular activities (making the school experience unfair). Students who would be forced to attend South
Grenville would be attending a school with less successful EQUAO rates. Many families would then choose to send
their child to the Catholic Board because they don't want their child to attend SGDHS.

12/12/2016 6:32 PM

210 I do not support South Dundas children being sent out of the municipality to attend high school. I don't think it is
acceptable. I don't think any bus times over an hour can possibly be considered acceptable. By removing a high
school from South Dundas, the UCDSB will lose exponentially more enrollments to the Catholic Board. SDHS gives
the UCDSB an advantage over the Catholic Board because their high schools are located out of the area. If people
are going to be forced to send their children out of the area anyway, they will choose the Catholic board who has
perceived better programming options. Parents and children want schools that are close to home.

12/12/2016 12:50 PM

211 As more time passes I hear more and more parents and students talking about switching to the Cathlic school board.
These threats of closures are going to reduce the UCDSB numbers even further. My children will now need to be
bussed from two locations. Adding to the boards bussing costs. And I wonder how many other families will find
themselves in this situation. The school my children are going to be moved to has the lowest EQAO test results in the
Board. This is not the education I want for my children The school my children are going to be moved to has a
reputation for being social issues such as high use of drugs and alcohol, fighting and bullying issues. The removal of
the high school in my community is threading the industry in the area. Effecting jobs, and the local economy. Many
families who have one person working in Ottawa are talking about moving closer to their jobs as the others job is
unstable. When the school board sent out its questionnaire last year asking parents about programming for their
children. It never asked if the parents wanted better programs at the risk of losing their school, community or way of
life. What parents don't want the best for their children? But if having access to a photography course or a football
team means sending my kids to a school who's over all math and English scores are lower then their current schools. I
would say "no thank you". If better programs means exposing my children to higher levels of drugs and alcohol and
socially inappropriate behaviour and a high risk of bullying. Then I say "no thank you!" If better programs means
having my children leave home earlier and get home later, basically cut time with the family by 10 hours a week. Then
I say "no thank you" If better programs means losing the business, industry and jobs in my community and basically
having it shut down. Then I say "no thank you"

12/11/2016 2:52 AM

212 -moving the elementary school to the far western part of a school district will make the bus rides for the kids living in
the eastern part of the district to long. The elementary school should be better located possibly by making french
immersion available at Morrisburg Public.

12/9/2016 2:19 PM

213 Seaway as a Gr 4 - 12 School 12/9/2016 5:10 AM

214 Leave Seaway open! There needs to be a continuous line of education in South Dundas. For communities to survive it
would make since to have Morrisburg PS stay open & close Iroquois PS. To at least have one school open in each
Morrisburg & Iroquois.

12/8/2016 11:19 PM

215 Playing around with the school's and moving our kids around makes things more complicated for families. Older
children that babysit younger siblings after school, children walking to and from school with older siblings. Older kids
and after school activities or jobs are all going to be next to impossible.

12/8/2016 8:32 PM

216 Use seaway high school for both public and upper grades. It is laid out so it can be separated. 12/8/2016 10:12 AM

217 I believe that repurposing Seaway to a grade 4-12 school would help to solve the capacity issues in this family of
schools. I also believe that having the JK to 3 school in Morrisburg would be in the best interest of the school board as
moving everything to Iroquois would mean that the separate school board would have the only school presence in
Morrisburg when students sure starting their educational journey. I think this would be disasterous for the UCDSB as
Morrisburg is the largest populated area in this family of schools and the board would lose many young families and
students who would choose not to put their children on school buses at that young age.

12/8/2016 7:30 AM

218 Maybe close south Grenville and send those in Prescott area to brockville. Iroquois and the school was the reason my
husband and I moved here. Maybe talk to the opp officers about Prescott??? Why are their numbers for testing
lower?? I attended south Grenville and there was 2 suicides during my stay. Leave Iroquois alone and work on getting
rid of south Grenville.

12/8/2016 7:21 AM

219 Close MPS, bring students to IPS. Make IPS a JK-3. Make Seaway a 4-12. Improve programming. 12/8/2016 6:46 AM

220 -Keeping Seaway open for 4-12, the busing times are going to be too long if my future children need to go to North
Dundas or South Grenville. -Ensure there are courses for all the kids to take so they don't have to go to the Catholic
school board to receive them which keeps kids going to our community schools.

12/8/2016 6:20 AM
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221 No secondary school in South Dundas is unacceptable. Transportation of secondary students (time and distance)
unacceptable.

12/8/2016 5:53 AM

222 Closure of South Grenville HS allowing Cardinal students to attend Seaway and Prescott students to attend a high
school in Brockville. If both Seaway and Rothwell are closed there would be no high school on the 401 corridor from
Prescott to Cornwall. That's a massive geographical area that would not have access to a community high school!
There are logistical concerns with long bus rides for students and the effect on after school activities (sports/rec and
work). Not to mention the costs associated with extra buses. The super school model may work in the Greater Toronto
Area but it's not a logical recommendation for rural eastern Ontario.

12/7/2016 10:36 PM

223 Seway must remain a high school. This is ridiculous. 12/7/2016 10:07 PM

224 This proposal intends to send students away from a well performing school to other schools where the marks are
lower and the travel times for the students would be unbearably long. While the intent of this plan is to improve
programming for the students their studies would ultimately be negatively impacted because of the long travel times
and separating them from their friends. Closing the schools would also have a devastating impact on the local
communities . in fact a very large sub division in Morrisburg that was planned has been put on hold because if the
schools are closed the subdivision will not go forward because families will not want to live in Morrisburg if there are
no schools close by.

12/7/2016 10:01 PM

225 These children should not be spending extra hours in their day riding around the countryside on a bus. Busing costs
are outrageous already, what will they be like with all this extra travelling. Do these children not have the right to be
involved in extra hour activities or hold a part time job after school. Closing Seaway can not happen. As a past student
and parent of graduates of Seaway I feel it would be a huge mistake to close this school. Please reconsider.

12/7/2016 9:48 PM

226 I do not want Seaway to close. Any option that will keep it open and keep my children in the village they live in is what
I want to see.

12/7/2016 9:35 PM

227 I would support a 4-12 model at the current Seaway location. The school could accommodate the increased
enrollment from IPS. Students from grades 4-8 could be housed in the upper level. This model or similar has worked
at R.I. in the past. There may be some concern with parents who are concerned with older students negative influence
but students would have minimal contact. Let's face it , our older students aren't criminals. This option should be
seriously considered. Keeping our community vibrant with local schools is essential. Our family will move to the
Catholic board if Seaway closes.

12/7/2016 9:31 PM

228 Keep Seaway open!!! Leave it as is!!! 12/7/2016 9:15 PM

229 Leave the schools alone. In sending the students to other schools your are splitting students up and forcing them to
attend schools in which they have no background and will be surrounded by unfamiliar faces and territory. Not to
mention the numerous other issues that have already been described by many other people.

12/7/2016 9:13 PM

230 Split North Dundas between North Grenville and Seaway, leave K-6 at Iroquois and bring in French immersion to
Morrisbug so that Iroquois P.S isn't so overcrowded

12/7/2016 9:12 PM

231 Combine IPS and MPS students at IPS. Allow Seaway district high school to become grade 6-12. 12/7/2016 9:08 PM

232 Taking our children out of their rural community and to bus them elsewhere is going to impact their extracurricular
activities along with after school job opportunities and their community volunteer work. I also strongly feel that our
education in our local schools not only teaches the curriculum but include studies that are important to our community
such as farming which will not be taught in other schools.

12/7/2016 9:08 PM

233 Maintain Seaway D.H.S and I.P.S as the local community educational institutions. It is completely unacceptable to
leave rural students without accessible education. Furthermore, South Grenville has worse testing scores than Seaway
and does not offer the specialized educational programs that the school does. In addition, by closing Seaway it would
not only limit but deprive South Dundas of economic growth. If you close both M.P.S. and Seaway than the largest
community in South Dundas will be without a primary school and the entire municipality without a high school. This
should not even be considered an option. What you can do is increase access to online distance education through
partnerships with other local high schools in order to maintain the course options students require. There should also
be strong push back from the school board against the Ontario funding regime. Rural schools have different needs
than cities, they cannot be treated equally and the province needs to understand these nuances.

12/7/2016 9:07 PM

234 I DO agree that high schools in the area need to see changes and closures. I would propose that SOUTH
GRENVILLE be the school being looked at to closed.

12/7/2016 8:43 PM

235 Economic reasons for South Dundas & Iroquois = Ross Video Too long of bus rides for children resulting in less
homework time and less time for after school programs. Leave Seaway High School the way it is.

12/7/2016 12:28 PM
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236 Email Received: I am writing to you as a parent, and a concerned community member. Please vote tonight to rescind
the "Initial Staff Report to the Board: Building for the Future Accommodation Review" motion. I think we are all well
aware of the fact that some changes need to be made. The proposal that is on the table is not acceptable. I believe
that communities could come together and work with the board on solutions. The ARC process that is before us
seriously flawed and very confusing. It does not inspire collaboration. The damage done to communities will be far-
reaching and irreparable. Please vote with thoughtful integrity to rescind the Building for the Future motion, and
through a process of consultation and good will, work with all rural communities to make UCDSB an inclusive board of
urban and rural schools.

12/7/2016 10:51 AM

237 Email Received: This email is regarding the possible closing of Seaway District High School. As a graduate of the
school and a former resident of Iroquois, I feel the need to weigh in on the potential consequences of this decision.
There are of course all the sentimental reasons why one would not want to see one's former school closed. But I
doubt sentiment will have much influence on the decision makers. There are also a myriad of educational
consequences, which I expect will be well documented by the teaching staff at the school. I will leave that approach to
the experts in that field. I want to approach the potential closing from a broader point of view. When the current town
of Iroquois was created during the building of the St. Lawrence Seaway, the motto coined by those directing the move
was "We have to go but watch us grow." Since my father was an employee of a company contracted to relocate
homes--and moving homes was the subject of a promotional newsreel, I can speak to the promise of those days. But
personally I'm not sure it was a promise fulfilled. At least not in a sustainable way. Granted, when I was a small child,
Iroquois had a lot to offer those seeking a small town way of life. It was safe, friendly and peaceful. The town's
business district boasted two grocery stores, two large department stores, a large hardware store, dress shop, furniture
and appliance stores, several restaurants and daily bus service to larger centres. There was a weekly newspaper
sustained by ad revenue from local businesses. Families could count on reliable salaries from nearby factories. There
was opportunity. There was possibility. For those who wished to remain following graduation, there were paths
forward. I don't think anyone can honestly deny that the town is now little more than a shadow of what it once was.
The jobs are gone. Only a handful of stores, mostly small businesses, linger on. And many of these businesses
manage to keep their doors open due to the lunch time or study break spending of students from Seaway. Should the
school be closed, that significant percentage of revenue will evaporate immediately. And should these businesses be
forced to close, that means even fewer options for residents of the town, many of whom are seniors and unable to
travel to other communities to purchase necessities. Closing Seaway Distinct High School will undoubtedly have a
significant effect on the quality of education for the young people of the town--who already have limited options locally
in terms of preparing themselves for the future. It will deter the sale of homes to families with children. It will devastate
the town's retail economy. Potential subsequent business closures will adversely affect the town's most vulnerable
population--seniors. I think it is irresponsible of those tasked with making the decision to not consider the larger
ramifications. The school's closure will have a calamitous effect on the life of the town, pushing the once thriving
village of Iroquois into further decline--a fate from which it will never recover. Decisions have consequences.
Understand that yours will go far beyond that of closing a school and negatively effecting the lives of students and
parents. While it may sound melodramatic, for a place that has already weathered more than its share of economic
storms, the closure of Seaway will well be a final death blow to the village of Iroquois.

12/2/2016 10:59 AM
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238 Email Received: Before I continue these comments, a disclosure. The comments below represent the opinions of my
wife and myself, and do not reflect that of my employment The views below are just that of myself and my wife as
parents of children. We were both shocked at the proposed closure and the ramifications it will have on our four
children. As parents, we feel the closure of Seaway District Intermediate and Seaway District High in Iroquois have a
profoundly negative impact on the learning of our children and on the community of South Dundas. If Seaway is
closed, by 2018 we will have NO children in the Upper Canada District School Board, period. Our oldest, is at Seaway
and while they have plans on graduating they may have returned to continue upgrading math courses. If it is
necessary to take the Gr. 12 applied, they will do this somewhere else if Seaway closes. Our child has some special
needs. Being in Seaway has helped with being a smaller school. Being with peers who are understanding of the
challenges, and has had a great interaction with the staff that has helped get to the trajectory now on, aspiring for
college. In a larger school environment, there would not have been the same help, attention, or ability to thrive.
Another child, is at Seaway, in immersion French, taking academic level courses, and is active in school co-curricular
and extra-curricular activities. With the proposed plan of transferring to South Grenville, would be unable to do to so
due to transportation issues, and does not want to go to that school. Seaway is where wants to graduate from.
Respecting those wishes, and given our connection to Cornwall, will attend St. Joseph's Catholic Secondary School in
2017-18 if Seaway closes. Another child, is in Iroquois Public in the immersion stream and has been looking forward
to going to Seaway. they are bright, creative, and excel in the immersion program there. If Seaway is closed, they
would be forced to go to South Grenville, while most friends in the class live in the boundary area for North Dundas
High School. In the event Seaway is closed, in September would start at Our Lady of Good Counsel in Ingleside with
the CDSBEO, as that is their immersion school and eventually go to St. Joseph's. Our youngest, is at Iroquois Public,
also in the immersion stream. Our youngest is creative, but introverted and has some special needs. This poses a
challenge because the environment of Seaway would be, in our opinion, the best as a sibling has done well there. In
the event Seaway closes however, we will keep our child at Iroquois Public until the end of Grade 6, and then move
then to the CDSBEO. We started years ago with our oldest in the UCDSB, and moved to the CDSBEO after having
challenges in getting help with special education. We moved back to the UCDSB for many reasons, including policy
and programming. As parents, we will do what we feel is best is for our children's success. As such, if we lose our
local high school and are forced to send our kids on a long commute, it will be to the catholic board we will go back.
Having talked to other parents in the community, there are many who are seriously looking at the same option. While
we recognize that there are issues with school funding and all of the challenges involved with it, closing Seaway is not
the solution. Closing Seaway will precipitate further losses to the board as many parents will opt to send their children
to the catholic board rather than the drive to Prescott or North Dundas. Seaway has a school utilization of 60%, which
is higher than North Dundas and South Grenville, and with higher EQAO than those schools too. It does not make
sense to close this school and split the population, the community, just to get a building freed up. One of the options
in the school board's proposed plan is called Option 4, which would convert Seaway to a 4-12 school and merge
Morrisburg and Iroquois Public Schools together. The 4-6's from Morrisburg and Iroquois would go to Seaway, with
appropriate partitions between the grade 4-8 school and the 9-12 school. Then the K-3 children would go to Iroquois.
This would increase utilization of the two buildings, allow the UCDSB to close Morrisburg Public which is among the
oldest schools in the board, and keep the community together. Bus routes would have minimal changes,
transportation costs would stay essentially the same, and the impact on the community would be low. Please consider
this in your plans.

12/2/2016 10:54 AM

239 Email Received: I am writing to you as a concerned parent and community member. I respectfully request that you
support the motion put forward to rescind the UCDSB Building for the Future Accommodation Review report. I
understand and appreciate that numbers don’t lie and change is required to move forward successfully in the goal of
providing and excellent education for our children. I am confident that given due consideration, appropriate building
assessments and planning for future growth and development an appropriate solution can be achieved. Education
forms the heart of many of small rural communities and the idea of closing a school that has been at the forefront of
the Iroquois community for 50 years in absolutely deplorable. On a personal note, my family has chosen to stay close
to our Iroquois roots to afford our children the experience of small town life and the privilege of being schooled in a
community where they have lived their entire lives. Our intent has always been that our children experience their
primary and secondary education all in the same community despite the fact that my husband and I commute 2 hours
each per day to our jobs in ________. With this stable progression of education now in jeopardy, we will be forced
reluctantly into relocating or switching or children to the Catholic School Board. Please vote with thoughtful integrity to
rescind the Building for the Future motion, and rather work collaboratively with UCDSB staff, local municipals officials
and community members in a process of consultation with communities to make UCDSB an inclusive board of urban
and rural schools, that are an asset to every community.

12/2/2016 10:45 AM

240 My child has moved schools numerous times throughout the years but is now at Seaway with friends. Who would be
separated if this school closure happens. Families move to small communities because of their schooling that is
offered, because of the "smallness" of them . Students get WAY more attention and help by teachers in smaller
schools. To take grade 7-12 out of Iroquois is going to hurt the town tremendously.

12/2/2016 10:41 AM

241 My child will end up at a new school in a new town, all peers who live in the southern part of the boundary will be sent
to a different school. My child will be alone and isolated at an already very vulnerable time in their pre-adolescent life.
I'm sure this is a common concern for any parents of children in the "northern boundary"

12/2/2016 10:40 AM
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242 You tell us, you are the Education experts. Very difficult for most to be open to any new ideas when the process was
done in a very unprofessional manner. Is taking children and sticking them on buses for long periods of time and
basically eliminating any extra activities the solution to a decline in numbers and your financial hardships? If the
education that is being offered/taught was improved you may keep more students in the UCDSB and keep from going
to the Catholic Board. The EQAO scores for a lot of the UCDSB schools is scary, any statistics that I have read do not
show improvement short term as the affects of transferring never goes as planned. The benefits of taking productive
students and moving to a less productive school is not an option and not one that our children will be experiencing. I
have lived in Iroquois for many years and have attended IPS and Seaway as did my siblings. We have all been
successful in our own rights. In reading some of the articles/posts of Upper Board Members, Twitter Account, Linkd
(EDUSHIFT) these pages certainly give and idea where the future is heading for our young ones. Closing rural schools
isn't the solution, we are very hopeful as a family/community that common sense is used by all board members and
trustees when the time comes to make these very difficult decisions. We do understand the issues, with that we
expect our input/concerns to be looked at and listened to. The messages I have been hearing are pretty clear..."Rural
Schools Matter" There is more to offer than big over populated city schools.

12/2/2016 10:37 AM

243 I am now X years old and have lived through a few school closings in various rural communities in Canada and was
indeed affected by one of them directly in my high school days. All of them were done based on economics of scale
ideas and sold to parents and kids as providing improvements to education because of increased course variety, etc. I
can say that the one closure that I was directly affected with probably did result in some economic gain and also, on
average, some benefit for the students. This is because the closed high school room ( the grade 1-8 part was not
closed - just the grade 9-12 part - it was in _______ so no 13) was very small - probably 30-40 students. It helped
enable the board to build a new larger high school in a neighboring larger town so that now students were served by 4
teachers instead of just the one that we had at the smaller school. In addition, the bus ride for me was just 15 minutes
each way so not too much time was wasted. I will say that while the new school probably did benefit me a little, I think
that even the rather dramatic change from one teacher working with grades 9 to 12 to 4 teachers was not all that great
of a benefit. The teacher to student ratio didn't actually change by much. The effect on the small community where I
lived with my parents was substantial as the displaced students reduced their use of the towns rink facilities, baseball
facilities etc. Sorry for the ramble, but I have for some time been concerned by the vacant school buildings that now
litter rural Canada (which includes that nice new high school that was built for my class). While I accept that some of
the initial waves of closures had economic benefits I do wonder that this is still the case in many instances. I also am
convinced that now the benefits to the students almost always are out weighed by the costs. I have read studies
indicating that economic and educational cost benefits reaches a peak, on average, in schools with 300-400 students
and declines there after. While I understand that funding from the provincial government is likely the real problem, I
would like to see the board address this directly with the province. Rural schools can not be treated the same as urban
schools and sitting and watching another perfectly good taxpayer funded school closed is not acceptable to me. I
attended the ARC meeting at Seaway DS on the 17th and have been in the building many times as my child went to
high school there. My impression is that the building itself is in good condition and the facility is excellent. My working
career was in engineering in the processing industry and I can say that we would have liked to have buildings like this.
I support all the presentations that were made at the Seaway ARC meeting on the 17th. Being a retired resident of
Iroquois I am also concerned about the affect of the proposed school closings for my wife and I (reduction in local
stores and services, doctors, lower property values, etc). If there is no alternative, I think I could support the alternative
that was presented at the Seaway meeting whereby Seaway would be changed to a K-12 school with French
immersion, MPS would remain open and include French immersion, and IPS would close. This would eliminate many
of the harmful affects on the communities and on students. To support this I would want to see a proper cost benefit
analysis that includes both educational and community effects. Looking at this in the narrow perspective that leaves
out the community is just wrong and makes me wonder if we're living in a democracy or a bureaucracy - this comment
applies to the province and not the board but sums up how I see it.

12/2/2016 10:31 AM
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244 Email Received:As a parent of a student who attends Seaway District Highschool, i am opposed to the
recommendation of closing our local highschool. The key reasons are: 1- Bus-ing time will be doubled or tripled and it
will impact my child's health, energy level from lack of sleep and lower their grades due to less time available to study.
My child now travels by bus in less than 15 minutes. 2-If the highschool students move to larger centre, after school
Sports participation to keep our kids active and healthy will become logistically impossible for the parents to support,
due to work schedule and work location. My employment location is 60km away and my job responsibilities will not
enable the flexibility to leave to pick up my kids. The only option will be for my kid to stop participating in these
activities. This will increase risks of obesity and other health issues and promote sedentary life style. 3-Teachers at
Seaway DHS are caring and they volunteer their time to coach and build healthy relationships with our children, that
will last a life time. The performance of our study body is a clear sign that a small school offers great quality education.
Students in larger schools don't get the same attention and personal life coaching from their teachers. 4- Closing
Seaway DHS will kill the local economy, stop new families from moving into the area and will force local business
owners to close their businesses. 5- Property values will drop due to the negative impact of school closure on the local
economy . In this recommendation process, it is disappointing to hear that front end discussions did not happen with
the rural communities and decisions made didn't consider community consultation and input. For this reason, the local
communities are not understanding why Seaway DHS was selected for closure because in the eyes of the local
community, the high school is the heart beat of the community. This decision is a Mistake for the survival of rural
Ontario.

12/2/2016 10:29 AM

245 Email received: I wrote to Ms Wyne to express my concern with respect to how proposed school closures in our region
(South Dundas) will have an extraordinary negative impact on the future of the area. See letter attached. She
suggested that I communicate my concerns to you as the responsible Minister. The proposal to close Seaway District
High School in Iroquois (the ONLY high school in the Township) is totally unacceptable for so many reasons. The
major ones from my perspective are as follows: 1. With no high school in the area, it will be impossible to attract new
industries that require workers with families and school age children. 2. Existing businesses will not be able to expand
and will need to seriously consider relocating to areas properly serviced for school aged children – often requiring
them to move from rural to urban areas (or even to other provinces or the United States). See attached article on
Ross Video CEO, David Ross, perspectives. 3. The resulting lack of opportunities for decent jobs for young and middle
aged residents will inevitably lead to accelerating the already major concern for the region of an increasingly ageing
population. 4. Our ability to attract and keep the healthcare and other professionals we so desperately need to service
our ageing population will be drastically curtailed. 5. The ability of our children and grandchildren being able to stay as
younger residents in the area will be significantly affected – with substantial negative impact on the quality of life for
everyone. 6. Real Estate values and the capability of ageing residents to sell at all will be severely impacted. 7. The
local tax raising capability will be severely reduced – with resulting deterioration of the level of services and
infrastructure available to residents. 8. The negative impact on the educational experience of existing and future pupils
will be substantial, with the significantly increased bussing time requirement. In discussions with the local school board
proposing this plan (Upper Canada District School Board), the major reasons given are the requirement for larger high
schools to support a richer curriculum and changes to provincial funding formulas. On the first part, I am very
confident that if parents are given a true choice between a richer curriculum and a local high school then their choice
will be very clear. I also believe that the ability to offer a richer curriculum at SDHS and similar high schools can be
significantly enhanced with low increased costs by the innovative use of online courses supported by retired volunteer
professionals like myself. I hope that you will agree that the second part is totally under your control as the Minister of
Education and, contrary to Ms Wynne’s letter, is NOT under the control of the local school boards. I am providing
copies of this letter to members of the Upper Canada District School Board and am fully available for any questions or
discussions

12/1/2016 2:25 PM

246 The decision to close and bus the children is absolutely not in the best interest of the students. As a tax payer I will
send my two children to Catholic school board. If Seaway closes UCDSB will lose my taxes. Cut top wages in board
and clean house. Spend the money like it's out of your own pocket!

12/1/2016 2:08 PM
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247 Email Received: I am kindly asking all of you to support the motion to rescind. This plan is devastating, not only for
communities, but it will devastate the entire Upper Canada District School Board. The shift to the Catholic Board has
already started, and it's early days. For the area I live in, our children and our are getting a raw deal. Not only are we
losing our only high school, our high school aged children will be bused 30 plus kilometres away to either North
Dundas or South Grenville. Through this plan, the economic benefit of a high school is being ripped from our
community. The schools our high schoolers will be shipped to are already suffering from low enrolment and low
academic achievement levels. Our children will be shipped to schools further afield, and realistically, the shift will not
mean better programming. It will alleviate some split grades, and that's about it. The impact here is huge; mentally,
socially, economically and environmentally. The reality here, is that none of these sacrifices we are being forced to
make, will result in a benefit for our children. Realistically, there is no benefit of improved programming and there is
zero likelihood that a new high school will be constructed in our area. We are being sacrificed so that areas like
Cornwall can hope to attract funds for a new building – A new building that none of our children will ever have the
opportunity to attend. Thank you ____________ for this motion to rescind. It is the first glimmer of hope I have had
since being blindsided and railroaded by this whole process. To my trustee ____________, you community has
spoken very clearly to you and told you what they want. This plan is not it. Please do as you have been asked and
support the will of the voters-Support the motion to rescind. To trustee ____________, thank you for speaking out
against this plan during the first vote and seconding this motion to get it on the table. To trustee ____________ - thank
you for your initial opposition to the plan. Please continue to fight for the good of our schools and our communities. To
trustee _____________ - Thank you for recognizing that here is a human cost to all of this. To you I would say the
human cost is simply far too great and that rural students are paying the highest price. To chair the trustees who
initially supported moving this process forward - I understand that something needs to be done, but please take the
time to find another way. There is no shame in changing your mind, or rethinking your stance. Good politicians can
make tough decisions, but great politicians know when to take a step back and find a better way.

11/29/2016 10:06 AM

248 Email Received: I am writing as a concerned parent to urge you to vote to rescind the Initial Staff Report to the Board:
Building for the Future Pupil Accommodation Review motion. As a parent, I struggle to see how we can allow our
children to be seen as mere numbers. They aren't numbers, they are children. Children who want to attend schools in
their own community. Children who want to attend school with their friends, the same friends that they went to day
care with at the age of 3, or met in their first year of kindergarten. Children who don't want to spend up to 90 minutes
one way, or potentially 3 hours a day on a bus to go to a school in a community that they don't know. These are a few
of my children's concerns. Concerns that I share. That we all share, as a community. A community that the Building for
the Future Pupil Accommodation Review motion is going to separate. I realize that for a lot of you, this isn't personal
it's business. Well for me and my family, it's very personal. I grew up in this community. I attended Seaway, as did my
husband. We are raising our children here, because we want them to grow up and attend school in our community.
Please vote with Trustee __________ and do what is right for our community.

11/29/2016 10:02 AM

249 Email Received: I am writing to you as a concerned PARENT and Community Member. Please tonight vote to rescind
the" Initial Staff Report to the Board: Building for the Future Accommodation Review motion. Putting small community
against small community and trying to force us to become small fish in a bigger pond to fill seats in buildings is not an
immediate answer to this issue. The damage this process will cause is irreparable. With thoughtful consideration
between communities, the Senior Staff, and you, The Elected Officials, I firmly believe answers can be found. The
progression of education in a community is the focal point of those communities. The idea of closing high schools and
forcing children to attend schools in communities they have no attachment to, is ludicrous. I have a family farm in this
community. We have been here for many ,many years. Our hope is that our family will remain here for years to come.
forcing our children to uproot their education and leave their friends that they have known for their entire lives (that's
what happens when you live in a small community. You know your friends almost from the day you are born) is so
unjust. It not only takes parents and families to raise children it truly takes a community and that is what we have here
in South Dundas a community that is so much more it is a family! We all LOVE this place and everyone who lives
here. We are passionate about watching each other and step up to help anyone and everyone who needs it. Forcing
our children to separate tells them we are to look out for ourselves and numbers and money mean more than family
values. That is not what we want for our children which is why people choose to live here. They love the closeness
that we have. In the long term, families will choose communities to live in where a guaranteed progression of
education is evident. A place their children can have a meaningful, healthful learning environment, in a community size
that makes sense for the needs of the family. A cookie cutter solution is not one that will work in this case. Please
vote with thoughtful integrity to rescind the Building for the Future motion, and through a process of consultation and
good will, work with all rural communities to make UCDSB an inclusive board of urban and rural schools.

11/29/2016 9:58 AM
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250 I have attached a brief proposal that suggests building a new rural secondary school on the border of the South
Dundas and South Stormont that would be close to Upper Canada Village. The school would accommodate secondary
students from South Stormont and South Dundas which have a combined population of 24,000. I have received input
from people in both communities and believe this is an option that could gain widespread community support. At the
very least this proposal ensures there is a secondary school along the 80 km stretch of the 401 from Cornwall to
Prescott. In addition, it ensure students remain in SDG so they have common County services such as mental health.
This proposal also ensures that rural students in the area have a "right-sized" modern school to attend that has
sufficient numbers for a wide variety of programming to be offered. The catchment area would have to be firmed up as
it may still make sense to shift some students in the north end of South Stormont and South Dundas to NDDHS. For
example, students from Morrisburg would be bused 10 – 12 km to the east instead of to the west but have the benefit
of a new school. Ingleside and Long Sault residents would have a short bus ride to the west rather than busing a
similar distance to the east to a city school. It is more of an issue for Iroquois residents as they would lose their school,
however, it must also be understood that it was, to some degree, an accident of history the school was built in
Iroquois. The Village of Iroquois lost their school to the Seaway flooding in the 1950s so a new school was built. In the
mid-sixties when decisions were made to consolidate smaller high schools to offer more programming options the
decision was made to enlarge the new (10 year-old) school in Iroquois rather than the old school in Morrisburg. No
doubt the School Board made the right decision at the time but we are now faced with a probable consolidation fifty
years later and Seaway's location at the extreme western edge of SDG makes it difficult to maintain. As a result, my
concern, as a resident of South Dundas is that if we do not take this opportunity to work with South Stormont and build
a new school the South Stormont students will be lost to Cornwall and Seaway will be closed now or in five years as
the only option available will be to bus students out of South Dundas. I see little hope to keep a school in Iroquois in
the long-term, even if people are successful “saving” the school n the short-term. Unfortunately, demographics and
location make it difficult to keep the doors open in Iroquois. As a result I am hopeful the Board considers other options
such as this one if the decision is to close the school. It really does not seem to make sense to have no high school for
an 80 km stretch between Cornwall and Prescott and it makes little sense to have the Upper Canada Region (South
Stormont and South Dundas) with a population of 24,000 with no secondary school. I suspect there are few
communities in Ontario that do not have a school for a population of 24,000 so this proposal should work from a design
and efficiency perspective.

11/28/2016 9:22 AM

251 Have Grade 4 to 12 attend Seaway so that it will not have wasted space. As our population grow for students, theses
grades can be adjusted. Ross Video is expanding here unless they close our school,. The expansion will bring more
families.

11/26/2016 8:29 PM

252 Withdraw the current Draft Recommendations affecting Seaway District High School, Iroquois and Morrisburg
elementary schools.

11/23/2016 2:52 PM

253 The decision should not be about economics as defined by the board, but must respect the overall impact on the
community now and into the future. It should also be about the quality of life of the students. This is Canada and Rural
Canada matters.

11/23/2016 2:26 PM

254 Email Received:  I am a former student that had went to Seaway District High School. I am writing this on behalf of the
students and teachers of Seaway District High School. I have understood your reasons for proposing to close the high
school but I have went to that high school and sure the numbers aren't big but the heart of that school is way bigger
than any other school I have been too or seen for that matter.    To see that close would be heart breaking to students,
teachers and parents across SDG. I understand that too you its just numbers but that school has students, teachers
and parents who depend on that school. Seaway High School takes in students from South Dundas and to close it that
would mean the students would have a longer bus ride to and from North Dundas or South Grenville.   Not to mention
that students would have to adjust to a new school new people and teachers.   My back ground of seaway  high school
it was a great school and has a great trades program and shop classes I could not of got to where I am today without
the support of Students and teachers at seaway high school.  It would be well appreciated if seaway was taken off the
postpone list I stand highly behind my friends and past teachers of Seaway District High School the school that has
formed many adults, young men and women of South Dundas. Thanks for your time

11/23/2016 1:47 PM
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255 Email received: We are residents of South Dundas, our business employs many people whose families live in South
Dundas, our school taxes are paid to the public system, our grandchildren attend Iroquois Public School, and we are
very concerned about the way in which the UCDSB is implementing the Building for Our Future Accommodation
Review. We realize that there is declining enrollment throughout Ontario, and that some schools will need to be closed;
however we believe that UCDSB needs to study the whole scenario, including effects on communities involved, before
making any final decisions. Please consider the following, before you decide which schools to close. · Close
Morrisburg Public School. Make Iroquois Public School K-3 or to the grade level that it takes to fill it. It is already set
up for primary students, so no money needs to be spent there. Accommodate the remainder of the students from
Morrisburg and Iroquois at Seaway. No money will need to be spent at Seaway to make it suitable for primary
students. Iroquois Public and Seaway are side by side, so facilities can be shared ie. track and soccer fields. · Seaway
has recently received new windows, a new roof and a new boiler. If kept open, taxpayer money has not been wasted. ·
Iroquois is a small town. If Seaway, closes, much business will be lost, not just from our students, but from their
parents as well. We fear many of our stores and restaurants will not be able to remain open. We hope that it is not the
intent of UCDSB, to allow school closures to destroy communities. · A new 200 home subdivision has just been
approved in Morrisburg. If children have to ride a bus up to 3 hours a day, to attend high school, how many families are
going to move to our area? This would be another major hit to our business community. · If it is necessary to close a
high school in our area, then we would suggest North Dundas or South Grenville, as they do not have very good
reputations. Many people in the Seaway catchment will choose St. Joes or St. Mikes, rather than have their children
bused up to 3 hours per day to South Grenville or North Dundas. Then there will be more empty spaces in our public
high schools. We doubt that is your objective, but it is what will happen. At present, people are very upset with
UCDSB in our area. · North Dundas is not in a village, so businesses will not be affected if it closes. Students could
be bused to neighbouring high schools with less devestation to the community, than if Seaway closes. · South
Grenville is much closer to Brockville than Seaway is to Prescott, so busing would not be as lengthy for students or as
costly for taxpayers. The students east of Prescott could be bused to Seaway to fill any empty spaces and then, with
more students, there could be an increase in variety of subjects taught. · Our trustee, is quoted as saying that up to 3
hours of bus travel per day is acceptable. If that is the case, how will extra curricular sports and after school jobs fit in
to our students' schedules? Driving children to or from school at either South Edwardsburg or North Dundas will not
be financially feasible or timely for many of our families, which seems very unfair to the students. · It is our
understanding that the ARC representatives have not been given proper guidelines, in order to prepare their
presentations for UCDSB. That leads one to believe that UCDSB really doesn't want public opinion. Hopefully this has
been, or will be rectified in the near future, so that anger toward UCDSB doesn't continue to increase, causing more
families to move to the Catholic board. We expect that you are being bombarded with letters from people that are
upset about the possibility of “their” school closing, but please take the time to consider the suggestions that we have
proposed. Rural Schools Matter.

11/23/2016 1:42 PM
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256 Email Reveived: My name is _________, but you probably know me better as student number ________. I am
currently enrolled at Seaway District High School. I have some things that I believe you should be aware of, and that
you should keep in mind while making decisions about closing small-town schools. Do you know what I saw on
Tuesday, September 27th when I went to school? I saw mature, 16 year old students, with tears in their eyes. I saw
teachers crying. I heard the emotion in the voice of our principal as he told us that we might not be able to return to our
school next year. I saw the smiles of every student and staff member drop from their faces when they were told the
terrible news. While you saw outrage and angry responses to online articles, as I'm sure you expected, I saw the
happiness of every person in our school crumble in a few short minutes. We were all horrified at the possibility that
was set before us. What you don't realize is that this school being shut down would cause our lives to crumble around
us. It sounds over dramatic, but I'll elaborate. Most of the students at Seaway come from either Morrisburg Public, or
Iroquois Public. This means that most of the students here have been together since kindergarten. That's 10 years, or
more. It might not seem like much to you, but for us, 10 years is most of our memorable life. We have literally been
friends here for as long as we can remember. That time forms bonds that are stronger than most. The idea that we
could be separated from our life-long friends is utterly terrifying to us. When you've been together for this long, you
become more of a family than anything else. One thing that I've heard from many different supply teachers that have
taught at our school is that, of all of the schools they went to, Seaway had the closest knit community of any. Here in
our small town, friends are family, and having your family torn apart hurts. Not only would this closure be tearing apart
our Seaway family, it would also be disrupting the lives of all of our students. Changing schools is often very difficult
for students, and it can cause severe drops in grades, and drops in overall happiness. We would have to get used to
new teachers, a new building, new classmates, etc. Not to mention the fact that we would now have longer bus rides.
This would see students waking up at possibly 5:30 am to get ready for school. Also, many students would be forced
to quit their after school jobs, after school sports, and other after school activities because of later drop off times. We
would have to alter our entire lives because of this change. Another matter of concern is the local economy. Many
families choose to move to Iroquois because they want a place where their children will get an education in a close
knit community, and where they won't have to change towns for high school. If Seaway is shut down, less families
would be compelled to live here. Our local businesses depend on the high school students buying there at lunch, as
well at the business of the families in town. Without these, our community stores could be shut down in a few short
years. Another scary thing for our whole town is that the teachers in our school might lose their jobs, as well as that
supply teachers in our area will not be able to get nearly as much work without our local schools. Many of the kids in
my grade alone have parents that teach in our three local schools. These students will be affected doubly by these
shut downs. Despite the sentimental reasons, there are some logical reasons that we don't think our school should be
shut down. Firstly, we've just had all new windows put in, which would be wasted money. Secondly, the plan is to send
the children from Morrisburg Public and Iroquois Public to the Seaway building while renovations are being done on
Iroquois to accommodate more students. Thing is, renovations would also have to be done at Seaway for the younger
student, since they wouldn't be able to reach many things, and kindergarten rooms are supposed to have attached
washrooms. All of this money would be wasted just for one year of use. I just want you to know what it's been like for
us, the student. We have been in turmoil for the past few days, praying and hoping that we will not have our family
split up. The main purpose of the UCDSB is to educate, and inspire us. Right now, all that you're inspiring in us is
resentment. You've always preached the character traits to us, to try to make us into kind, caring people. Well, I
suggest that you practice one of the character traits yourselves, empathy. I want you to take a moment, and imagine
what it's like to be us right now. Think what it would be like to be split apart from all you have ever known. I know
you're all worried about your vacancy numbers and your Ministry of Education funding, but you need to stop and
realize that every student in your school board is a real person, with real emotions. We're not just numbers in your
book.

11/23/2016 1:39 PM

257 Email Received: Needless to say, the recommendations of and decisions made as a result of the Accommodation
Review will have significant long term implications on the delivery of education within the local area and on the local
communities themselves. My feedback is not with respect to a specific school, although since I live in Iroquois, the
Review will have direct implications on the Iroquois Public School and Seaway District High School. The decision is a
very complex one and I am sure there are several feasible alternatives available to the decision makers. When I
worked in the public sector, I was involved with significant expenditure decisions, through either preparation or review,
that were openly reviewed with the Ontario taxpayers and public at large. These decisions were supported through
detailed economic evaluations, with the results documented through a business case summary, decision support
summary, financial evaluation, etc. The documentation showed the alternatives, all the costs and benefits associated
with each one, and evaluated each alternative for comparative ranking purposes. These must be such an evaluation
and documentation for the Accommodation Review. I would recommend that this be made public. I think it is important
that these details be made available to the public to facilitate a precise review and provide the ability to note useful and
material suggestions. When I worked on such evaluations, the review process definitely adds value and sometimes
identifies alternatives, costs, and benefits that were not immediately evident to those who prepared the draft studies. I
would take great interest myself in reviewing such documents that would be made available by the Board.

11/23/2016 1:11 PM

258 If you keep closing schools, the parents of students will move them to the Catholic Schools......then the UCDSB will
have have lots of vacant space.....is that what they want. Close some of the smaller schools, like Benson etc.

11/23/2016 12:49 PM
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259 Perhaps , we could look at closing Iroquois Public ,and keeping Morrisburg open. To put up multiple portables in
Iroquois ,probably means losing the track and soccer field ,which contributes so much to our kids enjoyment and
physical health. In this grandparents' opinion , Seaway is the perfect location for a high school :it is in town ,all sorts of
outdoor activities available ,students can walk to their part - time jobs, allowing students many learning situations plus
saving for their education , many businesses contribute money at graduation time ,because we are all proud of our
school and students and I believe 40,000 dollars was the amt .given out at last year's graduation - quite amazing
!Seaway is so much the heart of this community. As a side note , it begs me to ask the question - what is the purpose
of our schools and have we lost focus?

11/23/2016 10:43 AM

260 Email Received: Thought I'd share my story with you this evening. Interesting enough, today I contacted both the
Minister of Education office and also the Premier of Ontario to express my concern regarding the attack on rural
education in this province. Surprising both offices expressed that the final decision on school closures is in the hands
of the trustees.......... Man , what a powerful decision you have in your hands. That being said, as I watched you
Thursday night at the ARC meeting, I really hope you took the time to listen to all the delegates as they expressed
there concern over the devastating impact the closure of Seaway would do to the township of South Dundas.!!!! Do
not let your legacy be the demise of his town and this region........... Please read the link below.
http://www.nationvalleynews.com/2016/11/21/ross-video-may-kibosh-iroquois-expansion-if-school-board-pulls-plug-on-
seaway-district-high-school-ceo-says/

11/22/2016 3:51 PM

261 Don't close Seaway. If required, add more grades to Seaway from Iroquois PS. Use both facilities in Iroqouis to create
a super school.

11/21/2016 9:41 AM

262 I would think that having the students from Grades 5 -12 go to Seaway and turn IPS into a K-4 school should fill all of
the available (or very nearly fill) seats

11/18/2016 12:20 PM

263 consider other uses for extra spaces importance of rural schools importance of agriculture and transportation
specialization courses the economical impact on our community the detrimental health risks for students

11/17/2016 9:43 PM

264 Find another way of funding. Compare all the cost and the emotional financial impact. Allow another year to format a
decent plan that can be used for rural schools. Stand up for our schools instead of tsking the easier path. Rent out the
space not being used.

11/17/2016 9:40 PM

265 Start over. Think of the community. The impact of students being transferred to another county - special needs
students will have difficulty accessing the services they need when their home is in one jurisdiction, and their school in
another. The high school students will all lose their after-school jobs; walking over to their workplace, they can be
there by 2:30 at the latest - busing them - even from Prescott - will mean they won't be able to get there before 3 at
the earliest - if the bus will drop them off there (which won't happen unless their work and bus are on the same
routes). Parents who rely on their older students providing care before and after school to younger siblings/neighbours
will have to make new arrangements, since they will no longer be riding on the same bus together. Bus rides - from
one direct point to either North Dundas or South Grenville are up to 45 km - in a car. On a bus route? Ridiculous.
Businesses will lose valuable employees and co-op opportunities will be lost. They will lose the money spent by the
students throughout the school day, as well as that of parents coming to the school - businesses will close. The
community will be devastated. Students will not be able to participate in after-school activities, because they have no
way home. Farming families will lose the support their children provide before and after school in doing chores.
People in Brockville need to learn more about the rural way of life before destroying it without a second thought.

11/17/2016 4:51 PM

266 The recommendations should be delayed or dropped. Many parents express concern that the suggestions are not in
the best interests of their children and reasons for this have been widely published in newspapers and heard at school
meetings. As a former teacher, and parent of two children who attended schools in Iroquois I feel there is need for less
busing, not more. Recommendations need to accommodate this issue. Since I don't see how the Board's proposal can
support this belief, I suggest therefore that reconsideration be given to the recommendations. My reasons against
increased busing include: Too much time spent by children sitting for too much of their day. An early start needed to
get the kids to school on time makes for tired, bored, students. They sit up to an hour before arrival, sit in class
through most of their day, then sit again to get home. Many times they are in class at breaks due to poor weather
outside. Where is the time for exercise, physical health, during the school week? Another belief I have is that much
bullying is a part of busing. I have seen first hand, kids who are afraid to ride the bus. Is there money for a bus monitor
on all buses? Is there time needed to attend to problems? What about bus safety? I have given you two of my
concerns regarding my premise, however there are several others. On behalf of children and parents "served" by the
UCDSB please engage your creativity to reach less damaging solutions to save the dollars you feel are needed now!

11/16/2016 7:09 PM
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267 Close high school in Prescott. Send Prescott students to Brockville and those students East of Prescott and West of
Longue Sault, would attend Seaway Highscool. This would allow rural students to remain rural students. This would
also reduce transportation and therefore lower costs. Transportation time would be reduced for all students and
therefore allow students to participate in after school sports and also take on after school jobs. Not to mention the
length of time students will be on the bus. Look into the possibility of sharing an elementary school with the Catholic
system. If Morrisburg elementary is closed, I believe more than 50% of the students will chose to attend St Mary's.
Creating "mega schools" may work in large cities, where a change of school means a student will be bused an extra
10 minutes or have to walk another 2 blocks to attend a new school, this is not true in rural areas. Rural kids know
their neighbors, play sports against each other in the community, visit each others' homes, they are "friends" with each
other. Has school board looked into renting out extra space to: community groups, municipality, local business, etc.?

11/16/2016 6:02 PM

268 I understand Morrisburg Public is an old building so bus students to Iroquois Public and use portables if need be until a
new school is built. Leave Seaway as is and perhaps bus students from Prescott to utilize space.

11/16/2016 5:38 PM

269 Email Received: I am writing as a concerned parent to urge you to vote to rescind the Initial Staff Report to the
Board: Building for the Future Pupil Accommodation Review motion.   As a parent, I struggle to see how we can allow
our children to be seen as mere numbers. They aren't numbers, they are children. Children who want to attend schools
in their own community. Children who want to attend school with their friends, the same friends that they went to day
care with at the age of 3, or met in their first year of kindergarten. Children who don't want to spend up to 90 minutes
one way, or potentially 3 hours a day on a bus to go to a school in a community that they don't know.   These are
a few of my children's concerns. Concerns that I share. That we all share, as a community. A community that the
Building for the Future Pupil Accommodation Review motion is going to separate.   I realize that for a lot of you, this
isn't personal it's business. Well for me and my family, it's very personal. I grew up in this community. I attended
Seaway, as did my husband. We are raising our children here, because we want them to grow up and attend school in
our community.   Please vote with Trustee McAllister and do what is right for our community.

11/16/2016 12:34 PM

270 Email Received:   I am writing to you as a concerned PARENT and Community Member.  Please tonight vote with
Trustee McAllister to rescind the" Initial Staff Report to the Board: Building for the Future Accommodation Review
motion.      Putting small community against small community and trying to force us to become small fish in a bigger
pond to fill seats in buildings is not an immediate answer to this issue.  The damage this process will cause is
irreparable.  With thoughtful consideration between communities, the Senior Staff, and you, The Elected Officials, I
firmly believe answers can be found.  The progression of education in a community is the focal point of those
communities.  The idea of closing high schools and forcing children to attend schools in communities they have no
attachment to, is ludicrous.  I have a family farm in this community.  We have been here for many ,many years.  Our
hope is that our family will remain here for years to come.  forcing our children to uproot their education and leave their
friends that they have known for their entire lives (that's what happens when you live in a small community.  You know
your friends almost from the day you are born) is so unjust. It not only takes parents and families to raise children it
truly takes a community and that is what we have here in South Dundas a community that is so much more it is a
family!  We all LOVE this place and everyone who lives here.  We are passionate about watching each other and step
up to help anyone and everyone who needs it.  Forcing our children to separate tells them we are to look out for
ourselves and numbers and money mean more than family values.  That is not what we want for our children which is
why people choose to live here.  They love the closeness that we have.       In the long term, families will choose
communities to live in where a guaranteed progression of education is evident.  A place their children can have a
meaningful, healthful learning environment, in a community size that makes sense for the needs of the family.      A
cookie cutter solution is not one that will work in this case.  Please vote with thoughtful integrity to rescind the Building
for the Future motion, and through a process of consultation and good will, work with all rural communities to make 
UCDSB an inclusive board of urban and rural schools. 

11/16/2016 12:32 PM

271 I believe you need to Look at the geographical map and take a look at South Grenville Highschool. If you are looking
at closing schools why not this one and keeping our schools spaced out better geographically.

11/15/2016 2:46 PM

272 Careful and due consideration has not been given the impact to the students sense of community. Moving children to a
new school in a new community where they have no attachments is outrageous. In the Chair's video message about
the ARC process, he indicates there will be greater access to programming and sports? HOW will this be possible?
The finances and statistics to back this statement have not been provided. As for sports program - how will students
be expected to stay after school for practice? Parents from Iroquois as an example will not be able to drive to Prescott
or Winchester to pick up students after a practice time and most already work outside the area and would further have
to drive to pick their children. How are students expected to have after school employment? The draft
recommendations and standards for provincial busing times will have children on the bus for possibly three hours per
day. It will not be possible for students to obtain any form of meaningful employment. Most student job are in the retail
or service industry and any reasonable shift times would now be out of reach for them. In closing, aren't school boards
required to meet with the municipal representatives from the communities that the review will impact in advance of
undertaking any studies or draft recommendations??? Where are the minutes from the meeting with South Dundas
representatives -a community where it is proposed to close two schools? This needs to form part of the public record
and ARC process.

11/14/2016 10:38 AM
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273 Email Received: Mr. Chairman and Committee Members; Since the announcement of school closures, there has been
a great deal of angst, anxiety and concern about the perceived decrees coming down without any input from the
communities which will be adversely and seriously affected by the proposed changes. This concern is raised in part,
due to the inappropriate form of announcement of these changes, initially through social media, rather then through a
formal consultation process. Students, teachers, and communities deserve more respect. Realizing that bureaucrats
align school closures with savings, it would seem prudent that the examination of the savings attained by closing
schools be balanced against the broader costs of such closures to children, families and the economic cost to the
communities affected. If this proposal is carried out, communities south of the 401 between Prescott and Cornwall,
(approx. 90 km) will have only 2 primary level public schools (Iroquois and Rothwell-Osnabruck) and no high schools
within their communities. Travelling 45 minutes each day, twice a day, obviously means a significantly longer day for
students. This includes 3 and 4 year olds travelling to large new schools, perhaps without their friends and
acquaintances who could offer support. It also eliminates any ability for students to become involved in extra-curricular
activities at the new school due to transportation issues. Finally, it reduces or eliminates the ability for students to be
involved in co-op programs and reduces student involvement in their home communities. With less connection to a
community, there are emotional costs related to disconnection, isolation and resulting in mental health problems.
These costs have not been assessed, nor addressed by this proposal. Because the students are away from their own
community, there is less time and incentive to participate in sports or activities which are vital to developing a healthy
life style and well being. Adding an hour to an hour and a half takes away from family time, study time, physical
activity, and after school play, causing further increase in the risk of childhood obesity, which is an ever increasing
problem as it is. The long term implications and economic costs of this medical problem have obviously not been
considered in the UCDSB decision. Besides the primary deleterious effects on the students, it is much more difficult
for parents to be involved in their children's education, to volunteer at school, to attend events or to deal with any
medical crisis that the child may have and certainly makes it more difficult for parents to connect with their children's
teachers. Parental disconnection from education leads to poorer student involvement, lower grades and reduced
interest in post-secondary education. It is obvious that schools play a significant and important role in any community
serving children, youth and families. Schools provide public space, offer programs, host events, build social
connections and are an important hub of community life. Any community values education facilities, medical facilities
and places of worship. The loss of a school has very significant implications on the economic stability of rural
communities. The loss of the one and only school makes it less likely that families will remain in our communities and
highly unlikely that families will move into our communities. As physicians, we are acutely aware of the difficulties of
attracting new physicians to rural areas. Given your proposal to transport children significant distances for their
education it will be less likely that new physicians with young families will choose to settle in a community affected by
these proposals. This will therefore negatively impact the access to health care for all members of the community.
Attempting to save costs should be balanced against the welfare of the students who are supposed to be the prime
beneficiaries of the education system. There is a significant irony that the Chairman of your School Board has
published literature advocating the advantage of smaller schools and yet the Board appears to be ignoring this
literature. We urge you to give your current proposals some serious consideration as well as some professional and
empathetic thought before any decision is permanently made. Please try to be fair to those communities, who in our
opinion, have been unjustly and unfairly targeted and who stand to lose far more than a school in the process.

11/9/2016 10:41 AM

274 Email Received: I have sat down many times over the course of this weekend to put my thoughts into some kind of
order in terms of this school closure. I'm sure many will address the fact that this decision will be fatal to Iroquois. The
already fragile community will take a devastating blow. Young families will not be drawn to our community as we do
not offer local education, businesses will suffer the loss of revenue. our property value will decrease as our homes will
be harder to sell. All of these reasons are very valid in terms of what this decision will do to our community. I'd like to
address the emotional and mental toll this decision will make on our already vulnerable population...........we need to
consider how this decision will affect the drop out rate of our teens. The boards focus has been on a 90% graduation
rate . They need to realize that taking students out of an environment that that they feel safe and connected to has a
real possibility of increasing the dropout rate of teens. Mental illness is increasingly threatening the lives of our
children; with Canada's youth suicide rate the third in the industrialized world and today 5% of our male youth and
12% of our female youth have experience a major depressive episode. Depression is triggered by loss. There is no
greater loss youth can experience than the loss of their home. The school is their home. A place that they can feel
safe and secure. The loss of friends is a very real reality as kids will be displaced to both North Dundas and South
Grenville. For some teens this loss of friendships can be devastating to them. Making friends and adjusting to new
environments and peers is difficult for our most well adjusted teens . Asking this of our fragile teens with emotion,
academic and social difficulties is uncomprehendable!! I deeply encourage the board to please consider the mental
and emotional wellness of these students. One life affected by mental illness or god forbid suicide is one life too
many.......show this community, families and students that you really do put children first!!!!! Take a preventative
stand.....not a reactive stand! There is more to consider than some monetary saving by keeping this school
open...there is the well being of hundreds of children. What will our family do if this school closes? We will consider
other options and the Catholic School board. Not because of an extended bus ride but because we have developed a
total lack of trust and respect for a board that has shown time and time again that it DOES NOT put families,
communities and STUDENTS FIRST!! I predict a mass exodus from this board for the same reason!

11/8/2016 1:06 PM
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275 Email Received: I would like to request that you vote to rescind the school closure. The idea that students should be
subjected to very long bus rides twice a day and lose out on after school activities is onerous and disrespectful of the
value of their time. If you truly weigh the "value to the student" then the decision should be obvious. Time is money
and a cumulative extra hour per student per day on a bus is time and money wasted. By the Board's own numbers
Seaway High School is in good repair and cost effective. I have not heard of any students that support this plan so it is
obvious that the proposal is not of value to them!

11/8/2016 12:45 PM

276 Email Received: As a community member in Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, I am urging you to please reconsider
this Pupil Accommodation Review. As small communties we are driven to fight for what we have and unfortunately in
this situation it pits all our small communities in our united counties against each other. That is unfair. We should not
have to fight with our neighbouring communities for our God given right to an education. Education that this Country is
so blessed to have at our disposal. This isnt a luxuary that can be opened and closed in our communities it is a
neccesity to our children and towns. Our children will eventually have to learn what it is like to loose a job, or a loved
one they will have to learn that times can get tough and that we sometimes have to fight for what we believe in. The
quality education that they receive in these small rural schools you are considering closing is not something that they
should learn these lessons on. As a resident of Ontario in this beautiful country that we live in that has provided us with
great freedoms such as our education through our tax paying dollars if as parents we choose to live in a small
community and send our children to small rural schools, that is our right. Small schools give a completely different
environment to our children. It teaches community and gives the opportunity to grow close and connect with your
teachers. When teachers can connect with a student they can keep them engaged and interested in a love of learning,
something that often gets lost in big schools with large classroom sizes. Please reconsider and vote against PAR it
really isn't in the best interest of our children and when it comes to education the only important question and cause for
concern is our children. Don't cut our children short on their education because of a cost efficient formula. Help us fight
for our child's right to the quality education we have chosen as parents to provide for our kids by living in the rural
areas.

11/8/2016 12:39 PM

277 Email Received: Please don't close our sdg schools. Our communities are important. We need to keep our children
first!

11/8/2016 12:37 PM

278 Email Received: I am writing to you today to express my displeasure and shock at the recent proposal for school
closures. As a resident of Iroquois and a former student of Seaway I cannot believe that you would support this
decision. You for one must know that the removal of the high school would cripple the already sleepy atmosphere of
this town and the community. I do not need to tell you that small business would suffer do to the loss of
revenue..........property value would ultimately decrease as young families would not be drawn to an area without local
schools.......... Perhaps none of this matters to you since you have no children but for the hundreds of families that
remain in this area and are drawn here it matters a lot. Perhaps the board should also partner with some mental health
professional to determine how this high school closure will affect our youth. The board boasts a 90% graduation rate
but how will this transition from one environment to another affect this rate. I see an increase in drop out rates. I have
heard many comments that youth are resilient. Perhaps the board should be better informed of the fact that youth
between 11-19 are one of our most vulnerable in term of mental health and suicide. 5% of male youth and 12%
percent of female youth will experience depression . Depression is triggered by loss and there will be no greater loss
than a familiar environment or the loss of friends due to children being divided between the two schools..........There
are two strong protective factors in terms of support our youth require, one is a healthy school environment the other
is friends and peers. Both these protective factors are being removed. I strongly urge the board to address this matter.
Should the board follow through with this action and not consider some of the other options that have been put
forward, like allowing Seaway and Iroquois Public to merge or putting the boundary back to where it was before 20-20
which would draw some of the Nationview students back to Seaway. There are so many other options than closing
Seaway. So, if the board chooses to close the school our family will be moving to the Catholic Board. For no other
reason than Upper Canada District School board does not put children first. What they put first is the fancy salary of
the senior staff.

11/8/2016 12:35 PM

279 Email Received: i find your approach to the school closures unacceptable. it is time to stand up for your families,
friends and neighbours. you are the elected representatives of your districts. people count on you. do you represent
the people or just march to the governments tune? we all know this is probably the worst provincial government in
history. don't let them make your decisions. the wynne and mcguity liberals have put our economy in a financial crisis.
because of them and the chaos they have caused, they are now going to make up for all their wrongs by saving
money at the expense of the rural communities. they don't give a dam about us. they have toronto. find a way to work
this out without closing multiple schools. don't send morrisburg to prescott; send prescott to brockville. once we loose
our schools, how far behind are our businesses,our clinics and even our hospitals. there are solutions if you are
interested in finding them. this comment of pay now or pay later is a copout. your were elected to rectify these type of
issues. stand up and be counted. tell queens park you will not accept their recommendations. hold your heads high. it
is time to do the right thing and fight back for your communities.

11/8/2016 12:32 PM
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280 Email Received: What if schools stopped “manufacturing” students and started to create learners who valued
education? The present system is dominated by largeness; large schools, large classes, large counties or school
districts. The face of education has been defined by textbook producers, testing companies, school supply businesses,
school construction companies, lobby groups, politicians and so on. From this industrial model came the need for
“standardized” testing to ensure product quality as the students move along the educational conveyor belt. The
coldness of the production system has led to generations of learners who have been mass produced, all looking
virtually the same, compliant and waiting to be told what to do by those in positions of authority. The schools of the
21st century need to embrace the power of downsizing. More people need to come in direct contact with the learner.
This implies a downsizing in the bureaucratic hierarchy of the educational system, putting power in the classroom and
enabling teachers to make a difference. Putting the “human” factor into our schools will allow educators and students
to engage in learning experiences that move beyond indoctrinating to empowering them to use their strengths and
talents to make a positive contribution to the world around them. The more intimate the contact, the better the
opportunity for understanding and growth." From the book 'What If? - Learning for the twenty first century' by Jeff
McMillan, retired teacher and chair of the Upper Canada District School Board. Beautiful and inspiring words. Let us
not forget them during this process. Seaway DHS is a wonderful school succeeding in promoting the values written by
Jeff McMillan. It also meets and exceeds the benchmarks described in the UCDSB's strategic plan. Closure of Seaway
would be an incredible loss to it's students, community and the UCDSB as a whole. The age of the building and
number of empty seats does not outweigh the "human" value of this school. Not even close.

11/8/2016 12:28 PM

281 Perhaps instead of closing ALL of the schools in South Dundas and shifting elementary students into highschool that is
not built for elementary students both in size and safety you could take a look at what schools actually have a drastic
decrease in numbers first. If the numbers in South Dundas were actually down and in need of being closed then why
is it that the grades 7 and 8's were moved over to the high school and portables brought in to the public school in
order to he able to house all of the children attending? What number of students should Seaway have in order to be
considered full and same question goes for Iroquois Public and Morrisburg Public?

11/7/2016 7:05 PM

282 Relocate south grenville students and North grenville students to Iroquois, Brockville, and kemptville according to
where students live

11/4/2016 7:54 PM

283 I do NOT support closing SDHS for many reasons. The following is most important. Having a highschool in the same
community as the public school makes so much sense for families that are already here or looking to move here. We
need families to want to be here and stay here' to keep & create jobs, shop at our local business, participate in the
community, play sports and encourage the growth of our community and encourage more people to move here. With
growth, the students will come . Otherwise this community becomes a nice place to retire. Part of the solution would
be to invest in Seaway, not move the students away and renovate it to house children who already have a school to
go to . Spend that budget on improvements to add academic programs / trades / technology. Create an environment
that is more conducive to web instruction so that students who need more university or college oriented courses can
benefit without having to change schools. Pool data from students, parents and the industry to find out what they want.
Run this school like it is a business.... there is demand for good education, why not supply it close to home.

11/4/2016 3:28 PM

284 close Morrisburg. Bring the 2 public schools together. Leave Seaway 11/3/2016 9:34 PM

285 Leave the schools as is. 11/3/2016 9:32 PM

286 The Morrisburg Public school should have had immersion programing right after Iroquois. The school has lost a
significant amount of students simply due to this fact. The Iroquois numbers now reflect the school operating at 110
percent. Who dropped the ball on that one? Or maybe that was the intent to boost numbers ahead of this proposal to
justify the move......either way, still an over site that should ahve been addressed before.

11/3/2016 7:39 PM

287 Seaway District remain open. Children from Morrisburg and Iroquois public go to Iroquois Public School with any
grades not being accomodated by the public school go to Seaway. i.e Grades 6 + or even Grade 5+ if warranteed.

11/3/2016 7:33 PM

288 The scope of the review and recommendations should be widened. For example, the recommendations seem to have
been compiled under the assumption that feeder schools remain as they are now and do not cross county boundaries.
This restricts the development of options. The option of hosting UCSDB students in buildings belonging to other
boards does not appear to have been explored.

11/3/2016 1:06 PM

289 To reconsider the proposal to close Seaway District High School, Iroquois Public School and Morrisburg Public School.
Think about the kids that will be effected by this change, the members of the community and the local businesses.
Local construction is building a new subdivision with over 200 houses for families. This means that over 200 families
will be moving in to area. If there isn't a school in the community no families will want to move here tearing apart the
community. The local business won't have any students in the community working for them since they will have to take
bus for up to 2 hours. Meaning they will arrive home to late and won't have time. Many students will be moving to the
catholic school in Cornwall, this means that instead of filling up other schools, you will be losing students to a different
school board. I don't think the board has fulling consider the effect this decision will have on everyone in the
community.

11/3/2016 12:07 PM
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290 Well, seeing as how I've attended the two schools that have been proposed for closure, I'm evidently not pleased with
either option. I'm also confused as to why we would need to reduce surplus space within a defined area when you
have the entire school board to choose from. If it is money that you need to save, consider the schools that cost the
most to maintain. Granted, I'm unaware of the financial statistics of the two schools in question, but considering
the...lackluster budget that the Link Crew and Art classes at Seaway seem to have, I have difficulties imagining that it's
a costly member of the board. Now while it has been a while since I've been to M.P.S. I'd hope that you'll consider
what you actually need to acquire from this closure before you needlessly ruin the lives of thousands of students under
your liege.

11/3/2016 11:57 AM

291 Seaway District High School should remain open. Student projections do not seem to indicate a significant decline over
the next number of years. Taking these students out of their community has a tremendous impact on them in terms of
travel time, extra curricular activities and after school employment opportunities. They will be impacted negatively from
the proposed closure of Seaway. The numbers don't add up and it just doesn't make sense to me. There must be a
better way to service rural communities in terms of educational opportunities for our young people. I understand the
realities and financial pressures that the School Board has to address but this does not seem to me to be answer. The
closure of Seaway would also have a great impact on the local community and local business. The community has
been tremendously supportive of this school and the students in many many ways. The impressive amount of
community bursaries for example. Perhaps some creative thinking about ways to utilize the building needs to be done.

11/3/2016 11:36 AM

292 I do NOT support the closure of Seaway. This school is vital to our community. Closing it would be devistating.I
strongly urdge your reversal of this!

11/3/2016 10:07 AM

293 Move the boundaries for the school to increase student population at the hs and lower population at the ps and keep
both iroquois schools open

11/3/2016 7:51 AM

294 My children currently attend IPS. We live North of the 401. Barely. We can see the traffic and hear it from our deck. I
do not agree with the plan to close Seaway. My kids will be on the bus for a ridiculous amount of time to attend North
Dundas. If they participate in extracurricular activities we will need to be on the road as well. My husband and I both
work in __________ until 5 or later! I feel that closing Seaway is going to kill the communities of Iroquois and
Morrisburg. People move near schools. And if you look at the success rate of Seaway it has the highest in all of our
area! If Morrisburg and Iroquois need to be combined I am ok with that. It makes sense to me. But don't take away our
only High School between Prescott, Cornwall and North Dundas. I will find another school for my children.

10/31/2016 3:08 PM

295 It is very important for Seaway students to remain together in a rural/village school. I do not support moving South
Dundas students to South Grenville for many reasons (quality of school, transportation time and safety, not our
community, etc.).

10/26/2016 12:09 PM

296 Leaving the schools intact. We moved to the small community of Iroquois with the intention of having our children
attend a small school with strong community ties. We looked at Cardinal and Prescott schools as well as the Cathlic
School system when we made the choice to live along the Seaway. It was the interviews and conversations I had with
Ioquois public school and seaway high school principals that made I choose Iroquios as the community we wanted to
live in. I fear that closing these schools will affect my children's education and more importantly their over all grades.
The thought of attending South Grenville High School with its reputation for students who are not inclusive and socially
aggressive has both my children stressed out and worrying. I fear that the closing of Seaway will in fact have more
parents make the decision to move their children to the Catholic school board where the academic and extra caricular
options appear to be greater than are currently offered at the public schools. As well as a reputation for more inclusion
amongst students.

10/26/2016 2:52 AM

297 Close the school 10/25/2016 9:20 PM

298 Instead of removing our high school make it a k to 12....Keep this school in our community!!!! 10/25/2016 7:43 PM

299 Most favourable is to leave Seaway intact...along with the rural school. I would like the trustees and board members to
ride the bus routes experience what these students are going to endure. The loss of their social groups. Their bond to
their communities. Affecting the community volunteer that they are heavily involved in, along with being part of the
school requirements. They children will not be able to work and attend sporting events. It is time to down size the
board we do not need all the supervisors that we have. Reduce the salaries of the remaining ones. Also I think it is
important for you to feel the impact of what the children and the families are feeling at this time. Children crying and
anxious over closures and not focusing fully on their studies. These children are working for the grades that are going
to affect them life long. In light of that....the supervisors should have to compete for the positions. Years of service will
not matter. You will provide reports of what you can do for the children in the school board in making their education
system work for them. Let the students decide your fate and reduce your power!!!!! Enough of the stress and improve
the system gear it towards the learning that we need now. step outside of your narrow boxes!!!!!

10/25/2016 5:49 PM

300 Keep seaway highschool open allowing our local kids to stay in the community. Our kids safety needs to be
considered the top priority and having children on busses over an hour is unacceptable. The winter road dangers are
too high in this area and closing the school will increase the risk of injury or death on the hwy.

10/25/2016 2:25 PM

301 Make Seaway a K-12 school, close MPS and IPS 10/25/2016 11:54 AM
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302 do not support closing Seaway High School which is our one and only school 10/23/2016 3:48 PM

303 Take funding away from redundant and ineffective "school programs". And "priorities" to keep school open, 10/22/2016 2:09 PM

304 Using a K-12 model would help keep our children in our communities so that they are able to work, volunteer and build
strong bonds with the people they live with in our community Making French immersion available at Morrisburg public
school would help balance the over crowding in Iroquois and the lower enrolment in Morrisburg

10/21/2016 6:05 PM

305 This will basically destroy any chance of a new business deciding to move to either Morrisburg or Iroquois and will
continue the downward spiral of both communities to be little more than retirement communties. For Morrisburg. I
believe still the largest town in Dundas County would be left without a public school. Not sure if Winchester is growing
faster due to being closer to a Ottawa. How is it to attract any businesses if the owner of the business knows his
children would already be bussed in K. Schools need to not just be decided by kids today but with the future of the
community in mind. The impact on high school is much smaller but I think the split is wrong of where they are being
sent. The students in Morrisburg join guides, scouts, minor hockey with the same kids just north of the 401 in what
would be the eastern half of South Dundas. All those kids should go to the same high school after being friends both
in out out of school activities. Kids in Iroquois may play minor hockey in Cardinal so perhaps those kids and a bit north
should go to South Grenville. Or can just all of Dundas go to North Dundas.

10/21/2016 2:14 PM

306 As a concerned citizen, I feel taking the high school out of Iroquois will kill the economy for this region. Many
businesses rely on students going to their establishments for lunch. As well, many families will choose not to live in
Iroquois or surrounding areas due to not having a high school close by. The bus ride for some students will be more
than an hour with stops adding extra time to their day and after reading many research documents can affect their
learning at school. These students may also never be able to participate in extra curricular activities before or after
school as their parents may not be able to get them to or from school after. Extra-curricular are one of the many
reasons students enjoy school, and they maybe stripped of this opportunity.

10/19/2016 10:51 PM

307 Keep the kids in their own municipality. Build one school K-12 for South Dundas. 10/19/2016 6:39 PM

308 Too long of commutes for high school students, reducing time for after school homework, employment opportunities,
and extra curriculum activities Reduction on community activity which will affect business. Rural communities enjoy
rural school because of the low class sizes and direct attention from educators. Seaway student are highly successful,
and are given many opportunities. At graduation the community supports them so much with thousands and
thousands of dollars of donated bursaries to help with post-secondary expenses. Their success are celebrated. The
schools prescense brings and adds to the community, the loss would be a huge impact.

10/18/2016 10:15 PM

309 Sending our kids to South Grenville is not an option. If we have no other options we will send them to the Catholic
board in Cornwall as there is busing available, lots of space and a diverse population. Why not consider a new school
that brings all 3 schools (north Dundas, south Grenville and Seaway) together vs sending them to a school that is least
desirable.

10/18/2016 8:48 PM

310 I believe ti would be in the best interest of the students and community to keep the Morrisburg Public school open. The
school has a wonderful location with room for expansion and we could invite the IPS school to be bused in to fill the
school to 100%. We could offer the CORE and Immersion programs and not have to add 7-8 portables. There is
plenty of room and a new boiler as well as some exterior alterations all done in 2015-2016, why waste that? Why not
keep a school in Morrisburg and the high school in Iroquois? Why not leave each community with at least 1 educating
option in the town. Morrisburg Public and Seaway High respectably. I would also like to see the school look into
adding Immersion to the Morrisburg school, and looking at the numbers that would be relocating back to their proper
home school rather than the bus to Iroquois. I believe that we should keep SEAWAY open as it is the only school
between Prescott and Cornwall. The busing along the 401, the under preforming school that my child will have to
attend because of the 401 boundary as well are completely out as a parent. There is nothing to benefit my child in the
closure of that school except a longer bus ride and yes more funding will be given to have more programs because of
the numbers but it is not worth it. I think that South Grenville was chosen simply because of the structure and not
because of the education. There are literally High schools in EVERY direction that out preform South Grenville, could
you break up the Prescott school and add numbers to 3 other High schools, yes you could. This seems like a numbers
play and not an educational one.

10/18/2016 2:42 PM

311 Keep Seaway open. By closing the school you are negatively impacting the town of Iroquois which thrives on the
student population. You are also asking children to take longer bus rides to a school where the classrooms will be
much larger. This will impact the attention the teachers are able to give the students.

10/15/2016 7:51 PM

312 We need to keep our rural schools. They are our community!! In particular Seaway Dustrict High School. Local busines
wiil definately be impacted! Bursaries of which at least 48 at 2016 . Will be list to our students. The list goes on.....

10/15/2016 7:45 PM

313 It doesn't make sense to me to close se away school and use it only till the they add to another school. I think it is to
much moving and change. It will confuse the kids. And we would be spending more money in the long run

10/15/2016 9:17 AM

314 Offer French Immersion @ both Iroquois &Morrisburg Then the French Immersion Students can move back to
Morrisburg. Iroquois PS would not need to have an addition

10/15/2016 7:58 AM
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315 I think it is a waste of resources to spend money remodelling Seaway to accommodate the elementary students for 1
year. The money spent on Seaway's roof, bricking, and windows in the recent years would also be wasted if the
building is not to be used long term. Additionally, I think that you must consider the effect on the communities. 1) If
Morrisburg loses its elementary school it most likely will lose the day care in that building as well since the building will
be torn down or sold. Morrisburg school also has a lot of special needs students who need the care and understanding
of a small school environment. Every staff knows each student in that school. They work together as a team to meet
the needs and respond to the challenges that those students present. 2) If Iroquois loses its high school, there will be a
lot of community businesses who will suffer financial loss since the students will not be making use of the stores at
noon hour. Less business means those stores may close leading to job loss which will result in people (and thus tax
dollars) moving out of the area. 3) Without local schools and thriving businesses, our rural area will be even more
challenged in recruiting doctors. At first thought, it may seem that the high school could be sold to a developer to
develop waterfront condominiums or a senior's home. But, if there are no doctors in the area, how can we service the
needs of our seniors? Where will the seniors go to shop locally when they are no longer able to drive to the larger
cities? 4) the students' quality of life will be affected by the longer days due to the long bus rides. Some may be forced
to give up part time jobs. Not only are these student jobs important for developing work ethic, they help families save
for post-secondary education. Without these part-time jobs, some students may not be able to pursue post-secondary
education. Is that really the purpose of our education system, to create a scenario that limits our youth's futures?
Students will also be forced to give up after-school activities. For example, my job schedule and finances will not allow
me to drive to Prescott 3 times/week to pick up my child who is presently involved in band and many sports at Seaway.
These extra-curricular activities provide a well-rounded school life that help keep our students engaged in school.
Additionally, if my children have to get on the bus at 6:30-7:00 am and not get home until 3:30-4:00 that makes for a
very long day when you factor in homework at night. To be up at 5:30, they should be in bed at about 9:00. Given the
possibility of 2 hours a day of homework, and a half hour to eat supper, they will have only 2.5 hours a day to
themselves. Now lets factor in the hour a day of physical activity they should be getting and we are down to 1.5 hours
to themselves or for a part-time job, which would then leave them no free time. Is that healthy given the mental health
issues running rampant in our society? So, as you can see there is much more to think about than just the budget!

10/15/2016 1:05 AM

316 Seaway should not be shut down and sent to North Dundas or south Grenville for a few different reasons. First of all
seaway and North Dundas are rivals in most of the sports we play and I don't think it would be a good idea to send
them to that same school. Second of all if students from morrisburg and iroquois have a job and have to start going to
North Dundas and south Grenville they won't get home until later, therfore having to start work later. All through high
school I worked and after school it was always from 3-6. If I was going to school at North Dundas or south Grenville I
never would have gotten home at 3, it would be around 4 and then I'd be working for 2 hours. It's not fair that the
students that actually have a job and want to work have to cut their hours because the school in their town shut down.
Also you are going to be splitting up students that have went to school together for years. After 6 years at a school they
start to become family more so than peers.

10/15/2016 12:10 AM

317 I do not support the closure of the only high school in South Dundas for many reasons: - accessing community
services (e.g., school support services from local CCAC's) could be a nightmare since my child (with special needs)
lives in Dundas county but would attend a school in Grenville county and these agencies serve LLG and SD & G
respectively...so who will provide services to my child? And where?? - longer bus rides with minimal to no supervision
increases opportunities for bullying while the pressure placed on the driver to maintain control of a vehicle and its
occupants on roads already filled with other distracted drivers creates increased safety risks - negative impact this
creates on local businesses and services - loss of community and local contacts, connections and supports - I am very
unclear as to why Seaway was chosen when we have 2 high schools in Brockville + one in neighbouring Prescott -
was South Grenville considered for closure?? Some of its students live closer to Iroquois than Prescott and could
easily be accommodated at Seaway

10/14/2016 11:10 PM

318 Seaway is in the middle of a wide rural area. Families from Morrisburg, Williamsburg, Cardinal and surrounding areas
send their children to this school. It is within a twenty minute drive for almost every student, which makes it convenient
for students' extracurriculars and after-school jobs. Sending Morrisburg and Iroquois students to Prescott or
Chesterville will ruin part-time job opportunities that they may have. Seaway District High School is in a very
convenient area, and should remain so for several more years. It is located directly next to a clinic, which is a big
selling point for new families who wish to move into the area. If the student population count is too low, then move
grade 6 students into the building as well. It will take care of the population concern, while still keeping the high school
open.

10/14/2016 11:06 PM

319 Why put kids in a highschool near dangerous things like shop class even for a meantime. Create a upstairs for young
kids and add the 8-12 downstairs. Open the boundaries to send more people to Seaway. Send people from RO and
ingleside to Seaway. Create a school in Morrisburg For all ages

10/14/2016 10:54 PM

320 That you have an open mind to other suggestions before you decide. 10/14/2016 10:53 PM

321 Go back to the drawing board and, this time, ask professionals - those who are capable at looking at all factors - to
come up with proposals, more than one option.

10/14/2016 10:31 PM

322 Keep seaway open. Make it a k-12 school if numbers is the issue. 10/14/2016 9:43 PM
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323 Giving morrisburg public school a french imersion program. This would attract more families in the area to put their
kids in this school. Over 100 kids get bused to iroquois public school from morrisburg due to iroquois having french
imersion. Boundaries of where your kids goto school should come into effect and the school board could save money
on useless busing from morrisburg to iroquois.

10/14/2016 9:30 PM

324 Continue with the schools the way they are...if something has to be done, use seaway as a k-12 school to keep it in
our community and our students where they feel at home!

10/14/2016 9:17 PM

325 I think this is ridiculous!!!! You are. It looking at needs of these children! Why not spend money cutting in the board
office??? I think moving juniors to high school and keeping Iroquois Public for jk-3. However my first choice would be
keeping the high school open at Seaway and portables at IPS keeping it a jk-6 public school and closing Morrisburg.

10/14/2016 8:40 PM

326 It is not necessary. Cost more for busing. Take away from the community. 10/14/2016 8:15 PM

327 I would feel that in the best interest of the students at Seaway DHS, that the school remain open. Students from RO
could be split between Cornwall and Seaway.

10/14/2016 8:14 PM

328 Keeping at least 1 high school and 1 elementary school in each community area should be kept as a priority. There is
more than "pupil spaces" and "money" involved in the process of educating our children. There is community and
family values and participation, sports, girl guides/scouting and innumerable other assets to keeping smaller schools
open. Also less travel and bus costs. Our children are stressed enough without pushing hour long bus rides to/from
school. Re: Seaway/Iroquois schools - ALTERNATIVE PLAN: Both schools currently abut each other. Amalgamate
both schools into the one larger building, with a senior student area and elementary student area, adding an expansion
as needed to fill the building to 90%+ capacity. Sell the small public school or better yet, tear it down (which is what
you were going to do anyway) and use it to expand as needed, or for parking, playground, whatever. This same
scenario would also work for Char Lan & Williamstown Public Schools. Our kids have great pride and flourish in these
community schools. KEEP THEM by being creative; not by closing and "herding" them all into overcrowded city
schools!

10/14/2016 8:12 PM

329 Seaway district high school in of itself isn't with a low student population. It would be absurd to move so many students
and separate a community. The school has life left in it, I would recommend keeping it around and using it as an
opportunity. There are many schools on the potential closing list and seaway sits in a geographic center. Send some
of the students to seaway if capacity is your fear. For many students the closest school is an hour or longer bus ride.
This is not fair to the students and a large portion of your money saved is going to transportation fees. Please
reconsider.

10/14/2016 8:11 PM

330 I think you should keep seaway DHS. Without it Iroquois will slowly close down as well. IPS should stay the way it is. 10/14/2016 8:06 PM

331 Close North Dundas and bring those students to Seaway or R-O 10/14/2016 8:02 PM

332 It would really affect all small businesses in and around the community. 10/14/2016 7:55 PM

333 Closure of the high school would decimate the community ... destroy rural values and break existing connections
within our community. The problem exists because to many kids in our catchment are going to the catholic board " for
more course choice for a newer school". Seaway could be turned into a "super elementary" school- including IPS,MPS
and Nationview. Combing Seaway and NDDHS into one by building a NEW school . You would be cutting down on
your buildings, busing and a new high school could compete with the proposed new rebuild of St.Joes. This would
also allow for more course offerings and therefore more seats filled in the school. If you close Seaway without a better
alternative than what is proposed presently ... you will see a FLOOD of kids going to the catholic board

10/14/2016 7:47 PM

334 Keep all of the students from Seaway together. Sending them to two different high schools will be ripping apart friend
groups that of been together for years . Seaway is a good school with a good track record and a centrally located .
Another option is to take the kids from South Grenville and bus them to Seaway instead .

10/14/2016 7:16 PM

335 This seems to be a rather short time frame. Can we not have more time as a community to consider this? What is the
rush?

10/14/2016 6:45 PM

336 I am a parent with a young family who just built a home in Iroquois. My son will now be bussed out of town and this is
just not an option for us.

10/14/2016 6:41 PM
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337 I feel like a decision has already been made and what we think doesn't matter. I realize (unfortunately) everything
comes down to dollars and cents, but at what cost? We have. Great supportive community that has invested time,
energy and funding into our school community. Iroquois and surrounding area employs a large number of students (I
am one of them who works to save money for my post secondary education) who as with many other students in this
area will lose my job if we are forced to relocate. Which also means that I may not be able to afford to attend post
secondary studies when I graduate in 2018. In addition, iroquois and Morrisburg and surrounding area Provide many
coop and volunteer opportunities for our students that are within walking distance of the high school including a
medical clinic within walking distance as well. i don't have an answer but suggest that the board should join forces with
the catholic and French language board and go to ministry to insist that they fix the funding formula! I feel that the
UCDSB will lose a lot more than the 10000 empty spaces that you have reported. i feel that many parents and
students are contemplating switching boards to ensure that they have some choice over their education.

10/14/2016 6:35 PM

338 I don't agree with relocating students from Seaway to North Dundas / South Grenville. Besides the fact that I believe
that it goes against the charter. It most certainly affects students, their families and the community as a whole
(whether you want to take that into consideration or not). A large number students will be losing opportunities for coop
placements (within walking distance from the high school) and part-time student jobs which I feel creates even more
barriers for rural students who want to attend post secondary studies. I understand that their are funding issu s with
the changes to formulas... so then we should be joining the other boards and presenting a united front to the ministry
to have them fix the funding formula! It does not make sense to have 29 Empty buildings and to ruin
communities....You are turning our rural communities into ghost towns! Not to mention that all research shows that
building "super schools" etc does not create a conducive learning environment for children.

10/14/2016 6:21 PM

339 Add on to existing seaway close morrisburg public school 10/14/2016 5:36 PM

340 I would suggest that all the kids in Williams's that are now attending north Dundas be made to attend seaway this
would bring the numbers up to where they need be. 2: if you put French emerge in both Iroquois and Morrisburg you
would not have to expand Iroquois

10/14/2016 5:00 PM

341 Longer bus rides and uprooting our children to save money is absolutely absurd. Our children are not number signs. 10/14/2016 4:36 PM

342 You cannot close Seaway District High School. Closing the highschool WILL kill the community. 10/14/2016 4:30 PM

343 If it closes and MPS and IPS go to seaway and eventually move back out, what do you plan will happen to the
building. Think it through

10/14/2016 4:28 PM
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Q14 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 205 Skipped: 629

# Responses Date

1 This is off topic, but hope you might consider: I take exception to the director's comments that small schools cannot
serve students properly. I have direct experience with 800-student schools when I lived in Mississauga. If you do not
have this experience, you may not realize how "spoiled" students and parents are in our smaller schools. You would
not be walking in and having a chat with the principal, for example, without making an appointment. Parents and
teachers do not have the same relationships. Also, my child just graduated from Queen's University with a degree in
Engineering (First Class Honours, not bragging, just stating). And a graduate of Seaway, so not sure if my child was
disadvantaged by going there, but don't think so.

2/8/2017 4:33 PM

2 I would support combining Morrisburg Public School students and Iroquois Public School students from K-3 in Iroquois
Public School and turn Seaway District High School into a Grade 4-12 school. This would reduce the instability to
families and communities that "shuttering our schools" would cause. The above option appears to be a substantial
change that would drastically cripple many communities in the grand scheme of things. Many variables, financially and
non-financially, haven't been evaluated. The funding from “Ontario Ministry of Education” is used to operate and
maintain schools is based on the amount of physical school space required by the # of students, not space. So, since
this is about #’s you have to look at how much the government would be losing: 1- Business closings (or major
reduction in sales/profit)- how much do they (the businesses) pay in property tax, CPP, income tax? What about
employees income tax contribution? 2- How many people will be required to go on EI or gvt funding? 3- After-school
jobs for kids---more grant funding required and loans for post-secondary 4- Extra bus costs-drivers/fuel/mnt &
repairs/environmental costs etc… 5- Day care costs for families and thus less disposable income for families to spend
on local businesses or elsewhere. 6- Schools bring families here. Less will move here. 7- Properties will devalue. 8-
There is approximately $40,000 in bursaries offered at Seaway District High School each year. ??? Other non-
financial costs: 1- Major stress and less time for families (It was stated by the trustee that 1.5 hours one way was
considered acceptable) There are 24 hours in a day-10 for sleeping (my kids like 11)-1 for getting ready and having
breakfast-6 for school-3 for “acceptable bus ride”-1 for homework-1 supper 0.5 for shower. This leaves 1.5 hours for
part-time jobs, extracurricular activities and associated travel time. This would leave my kids with 0.5. Like I said, they
like and need their sleep. 2- Is this really better for our kids—what more will be offered in South Grenville and North
Dundas? 3- What about spending to bring kids back? 4- How many children will move to the Catholic system if this
occurs? 5- Can they make cuts elsewhere? 6- Psychological and sociological impact of all involved—especially the
children The mission statement of the board is “We Prepare All Students for a Successful Life.” How do they measure
success? They also state “greater opportunities for extracurricular activities and socialization.” How can they say this
when there will be less schools to compete against? Won’t there be a lesser chance of “making a team” due to the fact
that there are so many students to choose from? Won’t there be less time for extracurricular activities outside school,
due to major time constraints. Our children have been socializing since birth, isn’t it irresponsible of us to disregard the
relationships that they’ve already made? You cannot put a number on everything. I believe in quality over quantity!
Our kids are human beings. I certainly don’t want them to be part of a “rushed” business decision. “Change your
Mindset.” I agree with this philosophy, however, it needs to be used elsewhere; not just when solving math problems.
This isn’t only a math problem---it’s much bigger than that! On a final note, we, at another meeting were told “children
are resilient!” I think that is very true in many cases. However, this may not be true in all cases. Many children are
already going through so much in these times. There are more parents separating and divorcing in this day and age
(25%-30% in our area). There is a higher rate of cancer in our area taking parents from their children far too soon.
Four of my children's friends have each lost a parent to the disease in the last few years. Social media has changed
the way our children communicate, and not always for the better. Both parents have to be out working just to make
ends meet and thus don’t have the additional quality of time to spend with their family. There seems to be more
learning disabilities and other issues that place a greater stress on many children and their families. Has anyone asked
their children what is the most important thing to them with regards to the possible school closings? My kids said that
as long as they’re with their friends, they’re good. Oh, and they want a good education. Many children won’t be with
their friends if this occurs. Not everyone is social and outgoing. Some may take a couple of years to make 1 friend.
Relationships are important especially at this critical time in their lives. A little stability for our children, families, and
communities would be nice. You would think that someone would take a look at some historical data regarding short
and long term effects of "shuttering schools." It is scary!!!

2/8/2017 4:30 PM

3 Email received: 1) I am a resident of Iroquois, a graduate of Grade 12 (Iroquois High School) and Grade 13 (Seaway
District High School). Our children graduated from SDHS and furthered their university studies in programs requiring

2/3/2017 11:43 AM
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exceptional high marks. All three children have been very successful in their careers. I do not have any
children/grandchildren attending SDHS, IPS, or MPS. 2) I am responding to the potential closure of Seaway District
High School (SDHS) and Morrisburg Public School (MPS). 3) I am not in agreement with the closing of SDHS
(Grades 7-12) and MPS. 4) MPS: The school is adjacent to the St. Lawrence Medical Clinic which allows for quick
medical attention when needed. It is next door to the arena and within walking distance to the curling rink, ball
diamonds, splash pool, golf course, and beach. Activities can take place at these facilities at no cost to the school or
students. The Grade 6 students regularly go to the Hartford Retirement Home and do various activities with the
seniors. This program is a win-win situation. Many of the residents do not have family in the area. They really look
forward to the students’ visits. If MPS is closed, I fear that the parents will opt to send their children to the only other
elementary school (St. Mary/St. Cecilia) in town. Busing young children is not amicable with the parents. This will
have an adverse effect on SDHS. If MPS offered French Immersion it might attract non Catholic and Catholic students
from St. Mary/St. Cecilia to enrol at MPS. This may also alleviate the overcrowding at IPS. SDHS: Closing SDHS will
not only affect the students but will also cause serious socio-economic hardships which will affect everyone living in
South Dundas. The negatives far outweigh the uncertain/questionable gains. Student retention and success is often
linked to what actually goes on outside the classroom. The extracurricular activities are very important part of the
students’ school life. Busing students to SGDHS/NDDHS will limit or exclude students from being able to try out for
school teams or participate in other after school activities (clubs, extra help sessions etc.). Fewer students will be able
to play on sports teams. There will be fewer teams in the leagues resulting in fewer participants. Basically 25 or more
teams would be eliminated with each school closure. The atmosphere in a large school is very different than the
smaller school. Students, parents, and staff in small community schools tend to know one another not only in the
school environment but also within the community. I believe that smaller schools provide more support to the students
when dealing with at risk students and students who are experiencing troubles outside of school. Students in smaller
schools feel that they belong (family life). Students can become unknown numbers in a larger school which can put
students more at risk for failure. SDHS is adjacent to the St. Lawrence medical centre so there is quick access to
medical attention when needed. Program: What does SDHS have to offer the students? SDHS offers basically the
same program as NDDHS and SGDH. There would be minimal change but may actually be a loss for SDHS students.
SDHS has two Specialized High Skill Major Programs (Transportation and Agriculture) that actually have a higher
enrolment than required to run the program. Two more SHSM Programs are in the making for 2017-18 (Construction)
and 2018-19 (Information Technology). The students have overwhelmingly shown an interest in both these programs.
The SHSM programs are successful because of the work done by dedicated teachers and the community
partnerships. Many area businesses offer the students quality practical work in these fields. SDHS makes every effort
to offer the courses that a student requests. Computer Programming (coding) and Music are offered after school for a
credit. The courses are also open for credit to the Grade 7 and 8 as well. Online courses are also offered. There are
no guarantees that there will not be split level classes if SDHS closes. I suspect that the number of students who
might attend their designated school will not be sufficient to offer single sections. SDHS is able to offer many activities
in their Healthy Active Living Courses as well as on special event days which include the staff and the total school
body. The facilities (beach for water sports, lawn bowling, tennis courts, multiple soccer fields, golf course, outdoor rink
used year round, four beach volleyball courts, ball diamonds, cross-country trails, cycling trails etc.) are within walking
distance to the school. Two indoor arenas and a curling rink are within 10 km of the school which keeps busing costs
to a minimum. SDHS has partnered with other schools to offer a course that is being taught at one of the partnering
schools. Virtual Classroom technology should be offered to the rural schools in SD&G. In order to do this the Board
needs to synchronize timetables so that the instructor and students are in class at the same time. 5) Busing: Presently,
IPS and SDHS start and finish at the same time. This eliminates the problem of younger siblings being left alone at
home because of different pick up and drop off times. If SDHS closes and the Grades 7-12 students have further to
travel then I suspect that the parents are going to have to deal with the problem of younger children being
unsupervised or the added cost of having someone to babysit until their bus arrives. I question the total travel time it
will be for students to travel from home to their designated schools. STEO’s estimated times amount to at least an
hour and a half of the day. The added bus time will affect participation in the community programs that are offered at
the end of the regular school day (dance lessons, music lessons, skating, hockey, judo, babysitting, after school jobs
etc.). I was told that busing is funded by the Ministry. “Over a 15 year duration the transport grant has risen an
average of $17.9 million annually... the upcoming proposed school closures will trigger a rapid escalation in
transportation needs and costs, especially in rural Ontario…the grant will grow to exceed $1 billion , and the budget
has also not taken into consideration the cost of cap and trade”(Susan MacKenzie, OAASC co-founder). STEO has
stated there will be 6 additional buses needed to transport students. 6) The Premier and the Minister of Education
have repeatedly said that they expect the Board to work with the Municipalities and the coterminous School Boards.
To what extent has the UCDSB had serious discussions with the Catholic Board and the South Dundas Municipal
Council in regard to leasing underutilized space within SDHS? Has the Board actively looked for other community
groups to help occupy the underutilized space? Are there UCDSB departments that could move into the South
Dundas schools? Would St Joseph Catholic Secondary School lease part of SDHD to accommodate their students
living in South Dundas? If necessary, a section of the school that is not in use for the students could be closed. SDHS
opens its doors to many community events throughout the year. How will these events be affected with the closure of
SDHS? Will the affected communities continue to donate bursary and scholarship money when the students are no
longer attending schools in their municipality and separated by the new school boundaries? Housing development has
been steadily on the rise in South Dundas. Underutilized space may not be an issue in the future. I understand that
SDHS qualifies for distance funding based on the fact that there is not another public high school within 20 km of
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SDHS. How many students will actually register at their newly designated school? I am afraid that the Catholic Board
is going to gain students at both the elementary and secondary level.

4 With ever dwindling enrollment in rural schools it is important to bring schools together to have a number of students to
achieve a vibrant and educational experience to the students. I want schools that offer a full curriculum of courses that
are available to urban students as well as all extra-curricular activities that urban schools have.Rural students are not
second rate citizens. Having said this it is also vital to keep communities together. If the time has come bring high
schools together then it has to be done in the view of keeping communities together. North Dundas high school should
be the hub for all Dundas County students. In the plan put forth it will split urban ( the part of South Dundas that is
more intensive housing) and rural (farming community) from each other resulting in a fractured community that will
have little in common with each other. North Dundas high school just a high school 9-12 Seaway and Nationview 7-8
Iroquois a public school jk-6 All other schools the same North Dundas has adequate space as a high school but not
enough to be a 7-12 school. If the goal is to have 7-12 schools then first do the above recommendations and as
funding becomes available reconstruct and expand North Dundas High School instead of Iroquois Public. The
government has not forced us all to be part of mega centers yet and I believe being one Dundas is more desirable
than a split community.

2/3/2017 11:24 AM

5 I think the board needs to put this on hold and give the school, community and municipality time to form a detailed
plan, using the information provided at last night's ARC.

2/1/2017 3:41 PM

6 If renovations need to be done to Iroquois Public, ship the kids for 1 year to Morrisburg that way Seaway can remain
open as a High School.

2/1/2017 2:56 PM

7 Seaway become 5-12 and Iroquois k-4 1/31/2017 8:26 PM

8 Keep seaway district high school as a 4-12 facility. Iroquois becomes a k-3 facility 1/31/2017 8:01 PM

9 Suggestions have been made: Morrisburg Public school should stay open and provide french immersion instruction
which should reduce the load on Iroquois public (currently many.portables). Seaway should stay open as the only high
school in the entire municipality. Perhaps merging IPS and Seaway in K to 12 school would allow one of the 2
buildings to close.

1/31/2017 6:47 PM

10 Keep seaway district high school open as a grade 4 to 12 school. Make renovations to accommodate the younger
students. Keep iroquois public school open as a jk to grade 3.

1/31/2017 12:24 PM

11 Keep the students in our community by re- vamping Seaway as a Kindergarten to grade 12 school! 1/31/2017 10:56 AM

12 Iroquois public school kindergarten to grade 3 seaway high school grade 4 to grade 12 1/31/2017 10:24 AM

13 With minimal alterations, SDHS can easily accommodate JK to 12...this keeps all students in their home area and best
utilizes the spaces available. Moving students too far outside their home community is NEVER a responsible or cost
effective alternative...neither for families or local economies. Don't let a staff report dictate what is right for our schools.
As an administrator for the majority of my working career I can say with certainty that, gone unchallenged, staff will
often try to take the road of least resistance.

1/31/2017 10:23 AM

14 Keep Seaway gr to 12 students at Seaway. Realign the boundaries to bring pupils from Cardinal area to Seaway
thereby increasing enrolment within that building. With projected growth of industry in Prescott area, there will an
increase in enrolment in that area, thus producing an increase in enrolment in South Grenville, without transporting
"seaway students" to Prescott. Offer all levels of French Immersion to students at both Morrisburg PS and Iroquois PS.
Relocate TR Leger locations back into their respective school boundary schools, thereby using available space in
Seaway building. Seaway DHS is serviced by municipal water and sewer lines. North Dundas is on well and septic. It
does not make sense to move student population to ND thus straining existing water and septic to the point that $
would have to be spent on upgrades. Pulling students in the Seaway catchment area out of their home area to attend
school will greatly affect their lives and those of their families. Longer bus rides are not healthy, before and after school
activities will be much more difficult for students to participate in due to the excessive distance for parents to pick up
and drop off. After school job opportunities for students will be greatly reduced, causing additional financial strain on
students and families preparing for post secondary education. It is ludicrous to even consider completely removing a
secondary school in the South Dundas area. Without this option, families looking to relocate out of the large crowded
urban areas into small, more student friendly schools for their children, will no longer even consider South Dundas.
Retention and future expansion of existing businesses and companies will not happen. Over time, lost revenue in
South Dundas would be devastating, eventually turning this beautiful, peaceful, friendly lifestyle into a bedroom type
community. Not everyone wishes to live in a fast paced, crowded area. Huge schools do not provide the personal,
individual learning needs that every student deserve. Our grandchildren do not wish to be only a number in a huge
super school setting. They deserve the same friendly, nurturing, individual attention that they will be sure to get as
they walk the halls of Seaway DHS in future years to come. UCDSB please look closely and hear the people of South
Dundas. What might look like a model plan to you on paper as you number crunch is NOT THE ANSWER. SEAWAY
NEEDS TO STAY OPEN.

1/31/2017 10:22 AM
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15 Keep all three of South Dundas’ schools open - Seaway District High School, Morrisburg Public School and Iroquois
Public School - and continue to work with our community partners to find viable solutions to the cost of educating our
children. Implement an early French immersion program in Morrisburg Public. Students from the Morrisburg area
would no longer need to bus to Iroquois and underutilized space in MPS would decrease. Numbers could increase
further if the French immersion program attracted students from other schools nearby. The surplus space created at
Iroquois Public School could then be reduced by removing some or all of the porta Paks. Daycare space could
continue to be maintained in both elementary schools. Seaway, about half-way between the cities of Brockville and
Cornwall, would remain a a 7-12 school so it could continue to concentrate on preparing older students for the
workplace and other post-secondary choices. Education officials and local community stakeholders could work on
creative action plans to use the remaining excess space. School boards could assist the public in pressuring the
Government to re-align funding to support these partnership attempts to help save our small, high-achieving schools
and, ultimately, our communities.

1/30/2017 11:42 PM

16 Leave things as they are , Seaway has not reduced in size that much over the years as say South Grenville. The
population will not increase if you close schools as people will not come here to live and many will leave. And this
board certainly has a stellar record....closing maple ridge and inkerman and sending them to Winchester ,the oldest of
all these schools and then adding on to Winchester and having portables ......real smart and savvy ....not...

1/30/2017 11:02 PM

17 How you could even consider closing the only high school in South Dundas, upset the communities it serves, shut
down businesses in an already struggling area, toss jobs by the wayside, hurt the education of our children by
disrupting their lives in so many wYs is unfathomable to me!! Leave Seaway OPEN!! Bring children from Cardinal
EdwRdsburg area to fill it up, a shorter bus ride to Seaway than to SGDHS in Prescott. Do not send students from
Iroquois area to North Dundas, too long on bus, no chance for after school jobs, no sports or after school activities
which are vital to student growth. Our South DundS communities will die...you hVe no right to do that! You will lose
School support and students to Catholic Board and home schooling..how will those tax losses help your budget? Get
real, there is more at stake than you admit!. Superschools do not do a more effective job of teaching our
students...how can they when children become numbers in a huge school, like being in prison!? There are better ways
to finance our educations of our young, our future! Do Not bus children on Highways like 401, 43and 31....really how
could this enter your minds. Bus drivers are hardly professionals today why chance longer more rides for our
children?? Get down to serious decisions with our communities, our lives, jobs and most importantly our children and
grandchildren in mind!!!!

1/30/2017 10:43 PM

18 I would suggest the UCDSB close Morrisburg Public School, run Iroquois Public School as a kindergarten to grade 3
(with french immersion) and reconfigure Seaway District High School for grades 4 - 12. This would accomplish the
following objectives: 1. It would reduce the number of open spaces currently attributed to this family of schools 2. As
IPS already has classrooms and washroom facilities designed for the Kindergarten to grade 3 students, minimal
renovations would be necessary. 3. The upstairs hall at Seaway which already accommodates the grade 7 and 8
students, with several classrooms still being used by the high school students should have enough room to
accommodate the grade 4 to 6 students with minimal renovations. 4. Lastly, and the most important reason is that the
bulk of the students will remain in their home schools. While parents of some students from MPS may opt to move
their child(ren) to St. Mary's-St. Cecilia's Catholic School to have them closer to home, the bulk of the students will
either remain in their home school or head across the soccer field from the one they were attending. I do not feel the
bulk of the students affected by the closure of SDHS will go quietly to either NDDHS or South Grenville and that will
simply result in more open spaces within the school board.

1/30/2017 6:19 PM

19 Making Seaway into a school for grades JK-12 with a french immersion program offered for all grades. 1/30/2017 4:42 PM

20 Close Morrisburg Public, moving those kids to Iroquois, and if necessary move some elementary grades to Seaway. 1/30/2017 4:31 PM

21 Close South Grenville HS - have students west of Prescott go to TISS and students east of Prescott go to Seaway.
Alternatively, close North Dundas District High School and have students in that area go to the next closest high
school.

1/30/2017 4:06 PM

22 I am fine with closing Morrisburg public school and amalgamating K-6 in Iroquois public school or alternatively, close
Iroquois Public School and move all K-6 to Morrisburg. Seaway D.H.S. needs to remain open in South Dundas - either
as a 7-12 school or the proposed 4-12 school.

1/30/2017 3:58 PM

23 Seaway District High School should become a Kindergarten-Grade 12 school for students living in the Iroquois area.
Morrsiburg Public School should remain open (with a French Immersion program). Once students at MPS get to Grade
7, they can bus to Seaway (which would be K-12 under this proposition).

1/30/2017 8:39 AM

24 Seaway K-12 for Iroquois students MPS stays open with french immersion. 1/30/2017 8:27 AM

25 Make french immersion available at all local schools and bring the students BACK to Morrisburg that were lost to the
very poor roll out of this program.

1/29/2017 8:03 PM
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26 Morrisburg PS and Seaway must both remain open. There are some who think that closing MPS will somehow save
Seaway. But it will not. Families are already moving to the Catholic system and if they move in elementary years, they
are not likely to come back for 7-12 and attend Seaway. Recognize the significant improvements to infrastructure at
Morrisburg Public School (roof, boiler, brickwork, safe sidewalk along the side of the yard allowing students and
families an extremely safe walking option, improvements to the fence completed in conjunction with the sidewalk) I
indicated that I have an alternate plan or plans. Seaway become a K-12; maintain Morrisburg PS with french
immersion- return the students who are crossing boundaries to attend R-O or Iroquois (we were told there are 94 such
students) OR Seaway become 4-12 with the IPS 4-6 students attending at Seaway. Remove the portables from
Iroquois. Morrisburg stays open with K-6 and french immersion. OR Seaway becomes 4-12 with all South Dundas 4-
12 students attending Morrisburg PS becomes the K-3 school for all of South Dundas and runs french immersion
Bigger is not better. Students have clearly stated that they choose to remain in their home community, or at least their
home county, rather than potentially having access to fancy new equipment such as at Bridgewood being touted by
board as desirable. Nor is access to a potentially offered course enough to entice students to leave their present
location. Four year olds should not be on buses for 60+ minutes per trip. The presenters can say that no route will be
longer than sixty minutes, but we have driven

1/29/2017 7:52 PM

27 My recommendation Iroquois public school kindergarten to grade 3 . Seaway district high grade 4 to Grade 12. 1/29/2017 4:33 PM

28 School refurbishing is possible and necessary to keep all South Dundas pupils and students in South Dundas for their
education. Our young people are family and community first. They are not to be trucked or bused as we do with
industrial goods. Many pupils walk to school, and this is healthy for all concerned. There are many places in Canada
where JK to gr. 12 works just fine. Busing of rural children to a nearby village within their municipal community is of
course okay.............thank you

1/28/2017 9:57 AM

29 Put all the K to 3 students in Morrisburg dual track. Put grades 4 to 12 in Seaway. A lot of students moved to the
Catholic board when French Immersion was offered in Iroquois rather than leave the community. This would provide a
Public School alternative in Morrisburg. This would enable each community to have a community school.

1/27/2017 7:12 PM

30 I am a resident of Morrisburg, with intentions to have children in the future. I grew up in Morrisburg. MPS was a great
school. I do not want future children to have to be bused long distances for the entirety of their schooling. Bring French
Immersion to MPS. It is concerning that there would be no high school in South Dundas, and that students would
need to be bused considerable distances to South Grenville or North Dundas. My understanding is that parents are
concerned in South Stormont about losing RO high school, and do not want their children bused to Cornwall. It would
seem reasonable to build a new school for South Stormont and South Dundas.

1/27/2017 6:59 PM

31 Instead of expanding Iroquois public school, put some of these students in the Seaway High School, only closing
Morrisburg Public School if absolutely necessary.

1/27/2017 11:06 AM

32 As a resident of south Dundas and as a single parent of children that attend seaway, the closure of this school would
greatly impact our family. We NEED a high school that is a reasonable distance from home regardless of what
changes are made in order to keep in open. Seaway could easily be changed to a 4-12 schools and Iroquois or
Morrisburg public could be changed to a k-3. The extra space could also be rented out as daycare facility, which the
students could also benifit from as part of the co-op program or for use with the parenting classes.

1/27/2017 9:12 AM

33 Dual track MPS, no grandfathering, move IPS immersion students that live in MPS boundary back to MPS. NO
GRANDFATHERING. Close IPS, K-12 Seaway. If that requires expansion of Seaway building, demolish IPS, reorient
track north south instead of east-west. Build addition down east side of Seaway. Convert drama room into second
workout room. Merge drama and Music. Remove all grandfathered transportation taking kids out of Seaway/MPS/IPS
boundaries. Enforce and respect the boundaries. MPS, upgrade school to bring into good repair and plan to replace
school eventually. Dual track will attract parents from St. Mary-St. Cecilia who are not catholic but go to that school.
Make UCDSB competitive against CDSBEO. Many parents at SMSC want to go to school in Morrisburg, but want
better. Make Morrisburg BETTER. Don't screw over Morrisburg. In addition, adopt the Save our Schools RO/LSPS
plan for their school. Then instead of doing a reachahead tech program with Tagwi, have RO students go to Seaway.
Put timetables in alignment across all high schools and elementary schools and allow virtual classrooms for topics.
Have Seaway students paired with RO for the SLPC program.

1/25/2017 1:43 PM
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34 Iroquois Public cannot be closes. Seaway High School remains open with the programs they have. Am happy with the
programming at Seaway High and feel that the students will be successful as Seaway gratduates. Due to the mistake
in the original report that was not included in the top up funding, Seaway does not need to be on the chopping block.
They are in fact funded. If Seaway District High School closes, the programming will be mostly the same at South
Grenville and North Dundas. So there will be NO benefit to our children in the immediate future. The increase
transportation for our children, is not acceptable, and will hinder their focus on their learning. With the increase of time
spent on the bus, students will have to choose between extracurricular activities, or after school jobs. Most students
need the after school jobs to help support their post secondary dreams. There are also students at Seaway High
School who have younger siblings attending the public school who walk to school with them morning and after school.
If Seaway closes these students will not be able to do this. Which means the parents will have to find an alternative for
before and after school care. There will be added cost for daycare or babysitting fees added on for these parents. The
Community support for Seaway is tremendous. Graduation Bursaries for $46,000 last year, and last summer at a Golf
Tournament $26,000 was raised along with and $13'000 the summer before, was raises for Seaway High School.
There is tremendous support in our area for our schools! Question, has the UDSB taken any consideration with regard
to the Special Needs Students that attend Seaway, Morrisburg and Iroquois Public School . These students will be
tremendously impacted with the changes the Board is suggesting!!!

1/25/2017 10:24 AM

35 The plan as it stands is unclear; it is not clear whether the Ministry's funding has been cut by the province, or the
Board's funding has been cut by the ministry. If the Ministry's funding has been cut, the province should reallocate
funds to education. The economy, health care, and education are the top three priorities for the people of the Province
of Ontario. Raise taxes if you have to. Keep our children attending schools in their own communities. Children's
education can be negatively impacted by lack of sleep. A child should not be getting on a bus at 5:30 AM to get to
school for 9 AM (something I saw happen in my own community). By keeping rural schools open, the commute time is
reduced, which can help make our students better learners and brighten the future of the Province of Ontario. Invest in
our future; invest in our children; invest in local education.

1/24/2017 7:36 PM

36 I agree that MPS should be closed as it has had declining enrolment over the years due to IPS getting the French
immersion program. I believe that making Seaway accommodate grades 5-12 and placing grades K-4 at IPS would
satisfy the so called numbers required to keep these schools open, and keep our kids within our own municipality. I will
not send my kids to Prescott for school. We would likely move before doing that and I am sure many parents feel the
same.

1/24/2017 7:34 PM

37 It is my understanding that both Morrisburg P.S and Seaway receive top up funding from the government as they are a
certain distance away from the nearest school in our Board that offers the same services and this would not change
going forward. The distance was also mentioned in an interview with Education Minister Hunter who stated that the
Board has guidelines to follow about the distance students travel to school. It was stated 20 km for high school and 10
km for elementary schools. Closing our schools would violate both of these guidelines set out by the Ministry of
Education. In fact, the students who travel to North Dundas would ride almost double that distance. I also understand
that Iroquois Public School cannot be closed. With all of this in mind, I feel that Morrisburg should be given the
opportunity to offer French Immersion. I feel that this will be beneficial for a few reasons. The first reason is that
Morrisburg will gain students from the Morrisburg community that want a French Immersion program (90-95 students
are currently enrolled in this program at Iroquois, however fall within the Morrisburg boundaries). This will also alleviate
some of the surplus at Iroquois P.S. if Morrisburg students were redirected back to that school regardless of their
programming needs. I also believe that if Morrisburg offers French Immersion, they will gain student enrolment from
the local Catholic school who do not offer this type of programming currently. This will maintain capacity at Iroquois
while raising Morrisburg's student enrolment considerably. It will also save on all of the additional busing costs that
would be required if you were to bus the entire Morrisburg population to Iroquois daily. Seaway will continue to receive
their top up funding as per the distance formula given by the Ministry of Education. If more students are required, I
would consider expanding the school boundaries for this area. For instance, students who reside in South Mountain
were always given the opportunity to attend Seaway in the past. Why were these boundaries changed? Also, there are
currently two buses paid by the Board that transport students who should be attending Seaway to RO and North
Dundas (depart from Morrisburg). These students should fill seats in their own school that falls within the Seaway
boundaries. The Board would also save $10,000 x 2 if these buses were eliminated as options. Seaway has had
considerable updates and improvements over the last several years with a lot of work done just this past summer. This
building is in a much better state than the South Grenville facility where you propose that our students be moved into
with a much, much longer bus commute. Currently, my children could walk to high school when they reach that stage
in their lives. I will also mention that my children will not attend South Grenville regardless of the decisions made by
the Trustees. I will explore other options, some which do not involve this Board at all. This brings out the point that I'm
not alone in this and the Board will lose a lot of funding they receive per student when they are moved out of this
system altogether and into another such as the Catholic system. A final suggestion that I propose, only if the closure
of Seaway goes through, is to make the new elementary school (wherever the location) a K-8 facility. This would
provide the younger grades 7-8 a few more years before being bused to a high school. If Iroquois remains K-3 for
primary grades, the new school could house 4-8. This of course being a very last resort as I am against the closure of
Seaway District High School.

1/22/2017 11:40 AM
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38 K to 12 combined in current SDHS building Enhanced programming using online learning capabilities with qualified
volunteer support.

1/22/2017 11:05 AM

39 Keep Seaway High School open and go Grade 5 to 12 at it and add additional programming to it. Keep both Iroquois
Public and Morrisburg Public open. Add french immersion to Morrisburg and have daycare at each school. Seaway
must stay open at all costs and if rationalization needs to take place, eliminate one and consolidate one public school
to feed Seaway. Close whichever elementary school makes sense to close.

1/21/2017 2:47 PM

40 It makes no sense to close Seaway down in an effort to save money when you plan on spending money to bus the
students to schools further away and then to spend more money to rebuild IPS. Why not spend money to upgrade
Seaway & then school all kids, grades K-12 in one school. Then sell IPS which is prime waterfront. We live 5 minutes
from the school & although we don't have children, I would be very upset if my child or children had to spend an hour
on the bus to attend a school 2 towns away when there is a perfectly good school within walking distance. What you
are proposing makes no sense.

1/21/2017 9:15 AM

41 Think outside the box and use the excess space for other things. Use the facility year round, such as day care, have
summer programs, seniors programs. Bring in other programs that could use that space day or evening involving
children, youth and adults. Tap into local businesses to find out how they could help, get them to sponsor these
events. One suggestion - a cooking school, after hours or during school hours, or both. Kids need to know how to
cook but will have a lot less time to learn when they spend so much time on a bus. Expand agricultural classes to all
age groups. Reasonable user fees would offset costs. The school board certainly could be more creative with the use
of the space, ditch the narrow minded approach to how to use the facility. Instead of "we can't do that" take a "why
can't we do that" approach. The building is there anyway. Make use of it.

1/21/2017 8:59 AM

42 Offer early immersion in Morrisburg to increase numbers. My children would attend MPS if immersion was offered,
because it is not they have been registered with the catholic board.

1/21/2017 8:19 AM

43 Mps has asked many times to become French immersion, IPS is at more then capacity, leave mps alone make it a
French immersion and bring back its kids.

1/20/2017 3:58 PM

44 I currently have my children in Morrsiburg Public and there are siblings to still come through. I am very disappointed
that I have to write this letter

1/20/2017 2:52 PM

45 I believe that this process needs to be reviewed as the information that is circulating isn't correct. By moving the
schools out of Dundas I will have to look into possibly moving my business. The students are a big part of my business
and i need to follow where they are. I have lived here for many years and have loved this community and all it has to
offer. I am saddened by the idea of having to relocate.

1/20/2017 2:51 PM

46 First the problem: The UCDSB has done a disservice to the residents and students in South Dundas. By not providing
immersion in Morrisburg at Morrisburg Public School, it has made that school a second class school. The board's
grandfathering of students between IPS and MPS has reinforced that imbalance. In addition, the poaching of students
across the boundaries, to the north to Nationview, Winchester Public, Chesterville and North Dundas, and to the East
to R-O. The Board is at fault by providing transportation for this poaching. It is at fault for allowing programming to
suffer at MPS and therefore lose students to the Catholic Board. My proposal is simple: Convert MPS to a dual track
school for 2017-18. Move all students K-Grade 6 who should be in MPS boundaries but go to IPS back to MPS. Stop
providing transportation to students who wish to go to other schools outside of their boundaries. This would move
approximately 90 students from IPS to MPS, putting both schools at an even number. Place the start time for both
schools at the same time, this way teachers/resources can be shared between the two schools easily. To remove
excess space, the two build-in portable classrooms at the north end from the gym at IPS could be removed. Provide a
UCDSB provided before and after school program and daycare on site of both schools, and do not allow CDSBEO
students to access this service. Currently a bus runs from MPS to St. Mary's to have catholic students use daycare at
MPS. For Seaway. There is no issue with the programming. And there is no benefit to programming at North Dundas
and South Grenville. Respect the boundaries for Seaway and do not allow grandfathering of transportation. For space
at Seaway. __________ spoke of converting the Drama room into a fitness room, and moving drama and music into
one space. Do this. Gym/workout space is already at a premium at the school. Two, take the Learning commons room
and move into the south side of the school in classroom space. Convert the learning commons room into one leasable
space with separate egress. By doing this, the municipality could lease this for archives, or another business. Offer it
to Ross Video and have them put their money where their mouth is as a technology incubator. Be honest, there is no
issue with classrooms because as it has been said over and over again, classes offered are based on student choice.

1/19/2017 3:17 PM

47 I do not support the idea of making Seaway a 4-12 school. I am not at all comfortable with sending children who are
eight and nine years old over to the high school. They are not developmentally ready for that transition. They would
not benefit from the interaction with the older students.

1/18/2017 7:42 PM
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48 Iroquois Public School and Morrisburg Public School combine to be a K-3 School. Seaway Combine to become a 4-12
School. (Or something similar) Less Construction and improvements, Fuller School, less travel for kids, Community
gets to keep the kids and teenagers and their families and the community won't turn crumble. Also, have you seen how
much money the community give to the Graduating Grade 12 classes?It's about $40,000.
(http://www.morrisburgleader.ca/2011/10/12/seaway-honours-2011-graduates/) It's something like 20,000$. I'm sure if
needed the community would be happy to organize fundraisers to help cover missing costs, rather than lose the
school.

1/18/2017 12:23 PM

49 Keep seaway open as a highschool. Close Iroquois public school and ship all kids UK to grade 6 to morrisburg. So that
both community are not at a huge lost. Believe me if you don't both Iroquois and morrisburg will be ghost towns.
Nothing will draw them to it. So everyone will move. Wake up

1/18/2017 11:08 AM

50 Bring Early immersion to morrisburg and combine the iroqouis schools! This way kids are not being transported so far
away and both communities will have immersion.

1/18/2017 10:58 AM

51 There seem to be quite a few suggestions that are worth looking into. Keeping all the schools open would be the best
option with maybe a little rearrangement or space sharing. If IPS is too crowded maybe they could use parts of
Seaway. If Morrisburg had French immersion more students could stay close to home and cut down on the expense of
busing. The amount of money that would be spent busing kids out of their community could be put to better use. The
argument that we can't have better programming because we have too many surplus spaces makes no sense. If there
are not enough students to offer a full variety of courses, do more on line. My child had great success with online
calculus and is doing very well now at university. It seems like the solution offered by the government, close the small
schools, will do more damage and cost more money than leaving things the way they are. Don't ruin a good thing by
trying to improve it.

1/18/2017 10:50 AM

52 If you need to close a school in Dundas County then close North Dundas. It is emptier than Seaway and sits in the
middle of nowhere. Seaway is a vital part of a community and that building is in better shape and is used to a higher
capacity than North Dundas High School. OR, close South Grenville and split those kids between Seaway and TISS or
BCI. Seaway sits halfway between Brockville and Cornwall and makes more geographic sense then leaving a school
in Prescott, which is only minutes away from Brockville. Send the students from the east part of South Grenville to
Seaway and the students from the west part to BCI or TISS. BETTER YET.... Create a plan to close both Seaway and
North Dundas in order to build a Dundas County Secondary School. There is a plethora of land a available in the
middle of the county (Williamsburg or a bit north). The people of South Dundas have little ties with Prescott. No one
wants to send their kids their for school. You will lose a lot of students to the Catholic board if you follow through with
you stated plans.

1/18/2017 10:12 AM

53 Open school at the same time, save on bus fares. 1/17/2017 8:47 PM

54 IPS go K-4, Seaway 6-12, there is SO many kinders at IPS that NEED a LOCAL High School to go too. There is way
to long of bus rides, no after school activities, no jobs will be able to be had, this is a very stupid decision if Seaway is
closed, the community, jobs and families are all going to be effected.

1/17/2017 8:46 PM

55 I have already stated my suggestions in #5. 1/17/2017 8:42 PM

56 Seaway DHS grade 4-12 and Iroquois Public K-3 1/17/2017 8:26 PM

57 Seaway 4-12 Iroquois Public K-3 1/17/2017 8:24 PM

58 Seaway DHS grade 4-12 and Iroquois Public K-3 1/17/2017 8:22 PM

59 Make Seaway DHS grade 4-12 and Iroquois Public K-3 1/17/2017 8:16 PM

60 Merge students from grade four through 12 into one school (Seaway), close Morrisburg Public, merge the kindergarten
to grade 3 students from Morrisburg to the Iroquois Public school. This will cut down the extra unused spaces but will
also prevent students from having to drive or get driven a ridiculous distance to attend school. Safety first!

1/17/2017 8:04 PM

61 4-12 model, but I also think that the space per pupil is in accurate. Some of the spaces that you determine as spaces
for teaching are not realistic

1/17/2017 7:44 PM

62 House Grades 4-6 from Iroquois PS and Morrisburg PS at Seaway making Seaway a Grade 4-12 school. I believe
Rothwell-Osnabruck has set a precedence for this model being a K-12 school for many years. Close Iroquois PS and
build a new school on the grounds of Morrisburg PS which would house all JK-3 students from both Morrisburg PS and
Iroquois PS. This would allow the South Dundas community to continue to have a public educational facility in both
main towns of the municipality and would still allow residents of the community to have a choice of where to send their
children for school as many do not want to venture over municipal boundaries. I know a lot of people and have talked
to many about what the future holds with regards to their child's education if Seaway closes. 98% of them have said
that they will send their children to catholic high schools in neighbouring municipalities instead of being forced to send
them to North Dundas or South Grenville.

1/17/2017 10:08 AM
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63 I would like to see Seaway build another piece of school structure that would connect the high school to the public
school so it is one large school and campus. The track could always be moved to the south of IPS and then they could
have 3 play ground areas for K-3, 4-6, 7/8 and 9-12 at opposite times. This new building that connects the high school
with the public school could house grades 4-6. French Immersion would still exist at IPS of course, and course
programming be enhanced because hey, we just gave up one school out of three. The school funding formula needs
to be changed at the provincial level because it is obvious that rural citizens are at a disadvantage now. The idea of a
4-12 school has been mentioned a bit, however, some parents do not agree with this and I have heard some parents
would move their children to the Catholic system. If it's close Seaway or keep it open as a 4-12 then as a last cause, I
would vote yes. I do not understand why the UCDSB is not offering amazing online virtual reality/Skype type classes
when students can't get their course selection at their school. Why isn't there a teacher for these classes teaching a
course for two or three high schools at the same time each week?? Then no children are left behind or forced to leave
their high school and switch to another one where the course is offered. When I went to high school, courses such as
Algebra, calculus, physics, etc. were offered at least every other year so you could pick up that course and were not
left behind. I've heard from a couple of parents that the online courses, as they stand now, are not good enough and
the students have no one to turn to get help from. In my opinion, now with all the smart technology we have, we
should have state of the art virtual classrooms so kids can get the specialty courses. It shouldn't take two to three
years to get this rolling so children can receive a wide range of course selection at their home high school. Seaway I
have been told is a funded school and should not be up for closure. It is located in a prime location provided with a
local beach and river for physical education activities as well as a golf course. Iroquois the village, hosts an outdoor
rink, tennis courts, lawn bowling courts, and campsites for tenting. The businesses provide co-op placements, after
school jobs, eateries, and thousands in bursaries. The business people also count on students to compliment their
staff with after school part time positions. Why was NDDHS not slated for closure when they can not offer this wide
array of positives to the school board? NDDHS is in the middle of nowhere and no immediate businesses are even
affected. Please keep Seaway District High School open for the residents and families of South Dundas!

1/16/2017 10:49 PM

64 The closure of Seaway should not even be an option as it is the only High School in South Dundas. Children would be
in the bus for way too long which is not beneficial for their health. Who likes to drive to work for 1.5 hours so why
would we put our kids through that? Here we are concerned about emissions and here we put busses longer on the
road.Overall kids do better in smaller school then big schools where the teachers hardly know their students. Then the
overall economic impact it will have on this area from people moving away, real estate prices going down,businesses
not being able to hire students after school as they are home too late which in turn affects the children saving up for
College or University. If Morrisburg closes, Seaway can host grade 4-12 and JK-grade- 3 can be absorbed in IPS.
They just fixed up the school and then they want to close it. Does that make sense? That is what I call a waste of our
tax dollars

1/15/2017 6:28 PM

65 I would most definitely be interested in an extended French program in Morrisburg. We live so close to Quebec to get
any government jobs being bilingual is required. I still have not decided on a high school for my child as it is a few
years off but closing Seaway is not a good idea. You will be killing 2 towns in 1 be trike of the sword.

1/13/2017 3:57 PM

66 Morrisburg public has lost many to Iroquois public and now it is over a pacify according to the numbers 111% I beleive.
But check the numbers as things seem to change with no notice. I am not sure what they are anymore. Do the happy
face classes a mps still factor as unused space? There are changes made and no one seems to refactoring things.
Please double check. MPS NEEDS IMMERSION. We would alleviate the overage in IPS with NO GRANDFATHER
ING. Boundaries used to stand for something. Each school has after school care.

1/13/2017 3:06 PM

67 Seaway District High School becomes Grade 3 - 12 Iroquois or Morrisburg Public Jr Kindergarten to Grade 2 - offering
French emersion in either school Why you would even contemplate thinking that anyone from this rural area would
possibly be interested in riding a bus that distance. Had you thought of any consequences to our children? Riding a
bus for an hour and a half - no extra curricular activities or after school help or access to the school by parents - I think
if anyone wanted their child to attend South Grenville District - they would have moved to Prescott ! North Dundas High
School is in the middle or nowhere - with access to nothing and you haven't thought about closing that school ?? Have
you even considered the economic impact this will have ?? If my information is correct - the schools that you suggest
as feeders have the same enrollment as the schools you want "fed" - put some more thought in these decisions -
PLEASE !

1/12/2017 4:31 PM

68 Alternative - Change Seaway District High School to Grade 4-12 School and Iroquois Public to Kindergarten to Grade
3

1/12/2017 4:22 PM

69 Iroquois Public could become a K-3 school and Seaway a 4-12 school 1/12/2017 12:56 PM

70 The Ministry should be investing in our children and our community, not shipping them on a bus to schools in far-away
towns. I understand that the student population at North Dundas and Seaway are decreasing. But these are old
schools with diminishing facilities. I believe a new Dundas High School, located in the heart of Dundas County, would
serve all the students and bring together these communities. We see the ministry spending money on students in the
city. Why do smaller communities get overlooked?

1/12/2017 11:03 AM
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71 Closing schools and relocation students will be incredibly detrimental to the viability of the community - both
economically, and socially. With a tremendous economic loss from tax payers who will loose income and property
value, to the effects of pulling youth out of a community, you might as well be putting the St Lawrence Seaway through
again and devastating Morrisburg once again. Closing a school should be the LAST option not the only one on the
table. Be creative. Be entrepreneurial - think outside the box. Suggested idea - keep Morrisburg public school open,
put Iroquois public school students into Seaway High school (reconfigure the use of the building). That way you're only
closing one school but still keeping the students in each community. Nobody has to move, tax base stays in the
community, economy continues instead of declines. Don't waste money on building a new school building when there
are current buildings to use. That's like building another house on your property when you're living in the one you
already have. Your neighbors would consider that a perfectly atrocious waste of money - especially if they have to pay
for it.

1/12/2017 10:58 AM

72 My grandchildren live minutes from Seaway High why would I want them to travel to Prescott on a highway twice daily
or Chesterville via two highways twice daily when a perfectly fine School sits in Iroquois empty or torn to rubble?
Really what legitimate reason is there to justify tearing Iroquois into an abandoned community? Reputation is good,
teachers are tops, programs could be expanded, the numbers quoted in the papers as far as students go make very
little real common sense, another close look, some sharp pencils and we have to trust our trustees to do the right thing
for us all. Eastern Ontario cannot be left alone, we need a high school to bind our area, to maintain a steady, safe,
education for the young people in our area north and south of 401 highway. No high school from Cornwall to
Prescott??? No way!! Taxes will not flow to schools outside the local area from local people, find a solution that keeps
Seaway OPEN!,l do not close Seaway and have bus accidents with fatalities on highways that are dangerous even
now. Do not cause stress and anxious hours for parents and students. Draw numbers from areas to fill requirements
otherwisse than destroying South Dundas!

1/12/2017 8:55 AM

73 I would suggest that IPS be the K-3 school and SeawayDHS be a 4-12 Leaving both primary and secondary school in
South Dundas. I do however strongly feel that closing MPS will result in more local families from the Morrisburg area
to switch over to the Catholic School in Morrisburg.

1/10/2017 9:22 PM

74 Seaway remains open and becomes a 4-12 school. IPS remains open and imalgimates with MPS. Combining with
MPS will lessen the divide between immersion and core. Currently many students are registering in immersion
program and crossing boundaries to do so; this is happening because of the stigma attached to MPS and the core
program. These students are struggling in the immersion program and would benefit from being in core classes.

1/10/2017 9:18 PM

75 I would support a k-3 at Iroquois, with 4-12 at Seaway only if it is determined that Seaway Cannot remain status quo. 1/10/2017 9:06 PM

76 See above 1/10/2017 8:40 PM

77 My children have finished school but I expect to have grandchildren attend school in the Morrisburg area. I believe that
busing should be minimized for younger children therefore both IPS and MPS should remain open and both should
offer French Immersion programs. MPS has been severely damaged by the loss of French Immersion and the
program should be restored. It makes little sense that Morrisburg students are bused to Iroquois for their entire school
years especially when Morrisburg has double the population of Iroquois. The problem will only get worse as most
future development (residential and commercial growth) will take place in Morrisburg as I understand it. As a result, I
think it makes little sense to spend hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of dollars to convert a sixty year-old high
school built in the 1950s into a modern elementary school. That is throwing good money after bad. I do not have an
objection to closing Seaway but I strongly object to South Dundas students being bused to South Grenville and North
Dundas. This makes little sense for several reasons. Students should stay in their own communities to attend school
and therefore having students bused to Leeds & Grenville from SDG makes little sense. The social services are
aligned by the united counties of Leeds & Grenville and Stormont Dundas and Glengarry. Mixing students from two
different counties would create a certain degree of chaos and is the wrong thing to do. I do understand that enrollment
has declined and that the funds are not available to keep all schools open. However, it seems that the reasonable
thing to do would be to address the needs of South Stormont and South Dundas by sharing a high school. It could be
built on land between Morrisburg and Ingleside. For most South Dundas students the bus ride would not be any longer
and for most South Stormont students who are being bused out of South Stormont to schools to the east the bus ride
would actually be shorter. It makes sense to build a new rural (district) school to meet the needs of high school age
students from South Dundas and South Stormont and allow North Dundas to address the needs of North Dundas and
North Stormont. This also recognizes that the major transportation routes are east and west along County Roads 43
and 2. A new school for 800 to 1,000 students would be large enough to provide more than adequate programming
and serve the needs for these communities for the next 25 to 50 years. This is a long-term solution. Although I do
believe that Iroquois and Morrisburg are large enough to support French Immersion JK to 6 schools I think this could
be re-visited in a few years. If parents and students experience a new high school they may be more interested in
sharing a new school for JK to 6 in the future. However, it would make sense to build the school west of Morrisburg
(between Iroquois and Morrisburg) where most of the residential growth is expected to take place. Again, it makes little
sense to rebuild an old high school that was not originally built to meet the needs of elementary students. It makes
sense to use the existing schools in Iroquois and Morrisburg now and review the needs in the future and possibly
consider a new school between the two main communities in South Dundas. I'm sure the community / counties could
develop bicycle paths that would allow the students from both communities to bike to school.

1/10/2017 8:17 PM
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78 Make Seaway a 4-12 school. 1/10/2017 8:03 PM

79 Seaway kept open as a grade 4-12 school and 1 of the public schools open as a jk-3 school with the closure of the
other public school.

1/10/2017 8:03 PM

80 Transporting students in grade 7-12 from Seaway District Highschool to either North Dundas District or South Grenville
would take away several present opportunities from these students. Seaway District has many valuable locations
within walking distance from the school, such as the Iroquois beach, Iroquois plaza, Iroquois locks, several soccer
fields, a 400m track and the Iroquois golf course. As a community member, I recognize that many students travel to
school by foot as the school is located in the "heart" of the town. Closing Seaway would take away this ability for
students to be able to walk to and from school and/or a part-time job within the community. Seaway and Iroquois
Public also have the unique ability to work together as they currently operate. As their close proximity allows for the
older and more experienced students at Seaway to mentor younger students at Iroquois Public, whereas the younger
students have the ability to travel to Seaway to use it's facility and/or participate in events. I believe this potential, for
Seaway and Iroquois Public to work together, allows for a valuable educational experience for all ages.

1/10/2017 8:02 PM

81 I don't understand why community members, students or those who are concerned with the school closures, should
be responsible for having to come up with alternative solutions. Yes there are alternative solutions out there like the
'Grades 4 to 12' being put in Seaway to fill up the classrooms, but why didn't the School Board think of that already?
I'm sure they are capable of coming up with viable alternative solutions to closing the school right? Or do they not
care about coming up with alternative solutions and would like to proceed with the closing? Or did the School board
already take a solution like the 'Grade 4 to 12' into account, and they know it won't work and just asking us for
alternative solutions to amuse us? Something doesn't seem right here. Also lets not forget about the incorrect data and
numbers the school board put out regarding Seaway. I don't mean to come off rude or disrepectful, I'm just wondering
if all possible alternative solutions were truly thought out before the announcement of possibly closing of the schools. I
attended the South Dundas Township Chamber of Council meeting on Thursday January 5th. They had the
presentation done by Doyletech Industry about Economic impact the school closure would have on Iroquois,
Morrisburg and surrounding area. All what was said was quite gloomy for us residents. There was no positive impact
for us if the school were to close. They raised a good point, that they see no justification for even closing the schools. It
was quite the extensive presentation that I'm sure the Iroquois, Morrisburg and surrounding residents would appreciate
if the school board took in great consideration of the presentation. In my opinion, I don't think we should have to come
with alternative solutions. Not just because it's not our job to do that, but because Seaway High School should not
have to close period, it should be left the way it is. Thank for your time.

1/10/2017 7:52 PM

82 The alternative could be Seaway becoming Grades 4 through 12 while Iroquois Public is a Kindergarten to Grade 3
school

1/10/2017 7:25 PM

83 I don't know why you want to send student out of Dundas. how much sense does that make? can we not get more
people at seaway like why not have SGDHS come to us? we have way better marks. Plus who would want to be on a
bus that long and half of my friends will be going to NDDHS but i am not sure =that would matter to anyone anyway.

1/10/2017 4:22 PM

84 To limit spending on portables and renos on schools, keep IPS as a k-4school. Move 5/6to Seaway. Build a small gym
structure in basketball court for younger students taking space away from the hill if required and/or parking lot. Buses
do not need to load in a parking lot...they don't at IPS or MPS. They an load from Beach street which leaves lots of
room for a second gym in that area. Kids in 5/6can still use play structures at IPSgiven that safety from older kids was
really about the high school students.

1/10/2017 3:35 PM

85 All 3 schools need to stay, especially Seaway District High School. Relationships are important. Everyone deserves
the opportunity to support their families and have their children in a school close to home. 3 hours on a bus will reduce
the quality of life for all of our children and our families. Who is going to be taking care of these children while they are
on a bus for that period of time? The bus drivers aren't babysitters. Isn't that considered neglect leaving children
alone? Please research the law on leaving children alone in Ontario. Parents aren't allowed to, but school boards are?
What is happening in Ontario is an attack on rural living.

1/10/2017 3:22 PM

86 I am not going to send my child on the bus to Iroquois I will be changing to the Catholic school in Morrisburg if the
public school is closed. I would have done the French program would have been my first choice but I am live in
Morrisburg and as I said i am not going to bus my kid out of town.

1/10/2017 2:38 PM

87 Fancy programming isn't that important to me or my family. Keep our kids close to home and work with community
partners to utilize space. That is better than killing the towns. Our schools are great! Kids need to stay with their
friends and community. That's what is most important. Reading, writing, math, science, French, geography, history,
some extracurricular--We aren't greedy. Sometimes focusing on less, is more. Online learning will work in some
situations as well. They've done some at Seaway last year (with other schools) and it was successful. Keep at it
Seaway!

1/10/2017 2:34 PM

88 There is so much information that is missing. I think you should start over and keep all 3 schools. See what can be
done over about a 1 year period to utilize unused space. There are many people involved and Seaway and Morrisburg
are all able to receive enhanced top-up funding.

1/10/2017 2:28 PM
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89 In light of all of the new information and the impact on our economy, I think we are best to keep all three schools in our
feeder group. Iroquois, Morrisburg and Seaway

1/10/2017 2:25 PM

90 Keep all 3 schools. 1/10/2017 2:24 PM

91 I know many kids that are going out of town to go to school. I think you should look at your boundaries and start
making it a truth that is you are in a catch you MUST attend your school, regardless of where your mom or dada works
and they will drop them off and pick them up. The babysitter doesn't matter there are after school programs in many
of the UCDSB schools.

1/10/2017 1:54 PM

92 closing the school in Morrisburg is going to have a negative impact on the entire town. i believe that we have a great
program going at Morrisburg Public and with more opportunities we will be able to increase the number of students. A
french program would be great as the other school is not currently offering any extended french programs.

1/10/2017 1:52 PM

93 I do not think that Morrisburg Public needs to close. We should have the french programming now. I didn't send my
child to iroquois because i didn't want them on the bus, and now i will have no choice but to send them to the catholic
school in town.

1/10/2017 1:49 PM

94 I don't think that we should be sending our children OUT OF DUNDAS to attend a school that is under preforming the
current one. Bussing is an issue. How you will determine which school a student will go to is going to tear friends
apart. what about a place where all the Dundas students could go to high school together?

1/10/2017 1:47 PM

95 there have been many discrepancies in this process and I believe that some of the missing information and incorrect
numbers need to be addressed before we make any changes to our schools. I would like to see this process halted or
paused until we can get the correct facts and numbers for the schools.

1/10/2017 1:45 PM

96 I believe that there are many many students who are not attending their designated school and it doesn't seem to be
an issue.

1/10/2017 1:32 PM

97 I WOULD LIEK TO PROPOSE THAT THE MORRISBURG PUBLIC SCHOOL REMAIN OPEN AND OFFER AN
IMMERSION PROGRAM WHICH IS NOT OFFERED AT THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL IN MORRISBURG. WE HAD
ASKED FOR THIS PROGRAM EVER SINCE IT WAS IMPLEMENTED AT IROQUOIS PUBLIC WHICH IS NOW
OVER CAPACITY TRYING TO SQUISH ALL STUDENTS IN TO 3 CLASSES. IT ISN'T ROCKES SCIENCE HERE
PEOPLE, ENFORCE THE BOUNDARIES FOR SCHOOL OFFER IMMERSION PROGRAM AT BOTH SCHOOLS.

1/10/2017 1:30 PM

98 Keep my kids at Seaway! Travel time to South Grenville is horrible, and they would loose all extra curricular
activities.There is NO way i can spend 2+ hours driving for them to participate in anything, being rural carpooling is not
really an option either. Change IPS to a k-4 program and SDHS to a 5-12 to fill classrooms

1/10/2017 1:23 PM

99 See Q4. 1/10/2017 1:18 PM

100 I would recommend the Separate and Public boards meet to discuss the possibility of students from both boards under
one roof. (Grades 7 to 12).

1/10/2017 1:09 PM

101 Keep Seaway DHS open. Make it a kindergarten to gr. 12 school if that helps. Otherwise, the citizens who were
guaranteed a downtown, including a school, will have to take legal action to ensure that the agreement is enforced.

1/8/2017 9:34 AM

102 The alternative to keeping Seaway open is to switch school boards. Hope that the CSBEO is bracing itself for a big
windfall. Since there are not a lot of jobs in the area, there are a lot of stay-at-home parents looking to home school.
Closing Seaway would be a shameful abandonment of community; UCDSB choosing money over people, especially
its young people. What about "Character always"?

1/8/2017 9:04 AM

103 Keep Seaway open as a JK-Gr 12 school. If renovations are required, make them. The government (represented in this
case by the UCDSB) has a responsibility to the families of the St. Lawrence Seaway to provide the infrastructure
necessary to support a community, including schools. Amalgamate to one big school where JK-Gr.12 can learn where
they live.

1/8/2017 8:57 AM

104 SDHS does not need to close...it is fully funded under the top-up formula. The seats are paid for. It would be ridiculous
to close it. Programming issues will not improve enough to justify sending these kids out of their communities and
enduring endless hours on buses. The negative impacts (there are many that have been discussed at length already)
far outweigh any slight positive gains that would be achieved with increased numbers at high schools outside of our
municipality. JK-3 at IPS and 4-12 at SDHS seems to be the best option with a lot of collaboration between the two to
maintain an elementary learning environment for the grades 4-6 age group. Would love to work with the board to
brainstorm options for programming improvements. As well as look to a more long-term solution to the decreasing
enrollment issue, such as a central high school build for NDDHS and SDHS or RO and SDHS. As silly as it is that we
are put in this position by the provincial government (because an amalgamation of Boards across the province is really
what is needed at this time), the UCDSB needs to compete with the Catholic Board or enrollment is going to continue
to decline. Removing SDHS from Iroquois would be a huge loss for the Board in this regard. The Catholic Board
doesn't have a HS any closer than Cornwall, Brockville, Kemptville...this is an advantage for the public board.

1/4/2017 11:28 AM
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105 I would support JK-3 at IPS and 4-12 at SDHS. It just makes sense to have elementary and high school close in
proximity for sharing of resources, logistics for families, busing, etc. The option of keeping MPS (JK-6), adding EFI and
enforcing the boundaries would only be acceptable if grandfathering was permitted. We are a boundary family that
chose IPS...we will not be switching to MPS with EFI or not. If my elementary age kids cannot be in the same school,
at least they should be in the same town.

1/4/2017 11:09 AM

106 First of all, EDUCATION QUALITY is my priority over all other reasons for schools. Having said that, we should aim to
have the BEST quality and options for those attending high school [9-12]. We need to have one excellent high school
for Dundas Cty and not split up the students from this area. Ideally, a new school would be built in the appropriate
area to accommodate this and allow for a broad range education options so students are exposed to all types of
opportunities for further education. Our students deserve a first rate education, not just a "good enough" rural
education. They must compete with those who have access to better facilities in large urban centres which have
broader course selections. A highly educated population will give us all a better life down the road. If a new school is
not an option, then send all Dundas students to North Dundas so as to not split up our municipality. As for the
elementary side of this review, I can offer nothing better than a concentrated effort to establish "one" school system in
Ontario. How does the Catholic "St. Mary-St. Cecilia" school grow by leaps and bounds when the public school [in
mainly a protestant village and area] is set to close. Either it says something about the quality of education within the
schools themselves [looks like it to me] or more Catholics are in our area [not from what I see when I go to the
Catholic church [I am Catholic].

12/19/2016 1:29 PM

107 I do not support the draft to move students other feeder areas in order to increase space there at the cost of losing a
most valuable local resource to our community. It seems the financial numbers do not justify such a drastic solution
which will severely impact both our students and community. It is important to explore all possible solutions and to
consider changing Seaway District High School to a grade 4 to 12 School. The building itself is suitable for this
accommodation at lower financial concerns and minimal structural changes. Lets explore other ways to populate our
school so that we can maintain the high quality we have enjoyed without hurting students, community and our future.

12/15/2016 10:39 AM

108 I believe Seaway has lots to offer by being changed to a Grade 4-12. By Joining Iroquois Public and Seaway to make
one school Gr. Jk to 3 at Iroquois Public AND 4-12 at Seaway. Iroquois is already set up and ready for these Grades
and Seaway the way it is set up would be able to meet the needs of Grade 4-12 with very little changes to Seaway
and Iroquois Public would not need to be changed just maintent. Seaway and Iroquois Schools both have awesome
programming in place already with opportunity to emprove and add new skills and programmes. Plus all the benefits
of the community recreation areas. Along with agricultural, historical and sporting options with a very high success of
students graduates and achievements. I trully believe this alternative would be the best for the students that are
attending or will attend. Seaway as a Grade 4-12 school with Iroquois Public left a Jk-3 and rename these two schools
and making it one school. These schools can be made into a Mega School with more to offer students, families and
community. By closing Seaway and making it a K-6 School will mean lots of renovations and changes and with all the
students I have talk to they would rather quit school then go to another school Seaway has a Great Reputation for
student success and achievements and Graduation rates along with a positive atmosphere for learning and social
support, two things students look for and need. I would like to pose a question to the School Board and all ARC
members. Do you really think closing Seaway and doing major renovations to change to a K-6 school is truly the best
financial choice or changing the two schools to a mega school K-12 with very little renovation changes would be a
better choice? As for Students success both these two schools have proven the students past, present and hopefully
future have, will and hopefully given a K-12 school future will continue to succeed and Graduate from Grade 12 at
Seaway's Elementary and Secondary School of the future. Plus it would mean the students would not have 3-4+ hours
a day bus rides. Only students from Morrisburg Public School would be affected by bus rides and even then the time
would not be different. Please consider this alternative for the students present and future. What it boils down to is
money where Seaway is concerned. The students are already receiving programs that a successful and character
building. Seaway has Awesome Students that don't want to lose their School. My suggestion means no major
renovations. Plus Seaway has already had new window and other renovations done.

12/15/2016 10:37 AM

109 don't close seaway !!!!!!! 12/14/2016 11:37 AM

110 Different boundaries 12/14/2016 11:37 AM

111 An alternative might be to shut down SGDHS (which has a poor reputation) and bus those students to Seaway and
BCI/TISS. A lot of Prescott students choose to attend school in Brockville to avoid going to SGDHS.

12/12/2016 6:32 PM

112 Do not close high schools but put Cardinal and Morrisburg in Iroquios. Put for example grade 5,6,,7,8 in Seaway.
Anything but close Seaway!!!

12/12/2016 6:06 PM
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113 I would support a JK-12 "campus" in Iroquois. 4-12 at SDHS, JK - 3 at IPS. My only concern with this solution is that
an elementary environment be maintained in the new building and that the 4-6 aren't treated as little high school
students. I am hearing of some issues with 7-8 transitioning. I think the school and the board have an obligation to
solicit feedback from parents and adjust culture accordingly. I don't believe this issue is isolated to SDHS. I don't
believe this would be resolved by shipping students to schools outside of the area. I also don't believe programming
will improve by following through with the proposal. Which is why I support keeping students at SDHS and perhaps
looking at a longer term solution of a larger high school combining students from SDHS with NDDHS or RO in a more
central location. In the meantime, I believe programming needs to be addressed at all struggling high schools. The
UCDSB could be leaders in the province for providing innovative programming solutions and I believe parents,
community members and municipal governments could help get you there. Our communities have shown how much
our schools mean to us, let us take this to the next level! There is so much we could all learn by looking outside of our
board, our province, the education sector. In health care, hospitals and other organizations solicit feedback by means
of "Patient/Client Satisfaction Surveys" to assist in making improvements and to ensure consumers/tax payers are
getting the best experience possible.

12/12/2016 12:50 PM

114 i believe it is just wrong to transplant children from the safe environment of their local school into areas where they do
not and will not feel comfortable. you, (government and school boards) will be held accountable for your actions if
anything happens to any of these children. this move could have an adverse affect on the childrens learning curve and
their own personal well-being. to move country kids to the city is ludicrous and separating the existing student body is
insane. take for example, 2 children who don't mix well with the mainstream group but are able to survive everyday
school life with each others friendship while attending seaway district high school. if they happen to live on the wrong
side of the tracks, your plan would be to send 1 child to prescott and the other to north dundas. consequently,
you(government and school boards) would be responsible for shattering 2 childrens lives and quite possibly, their
families lives as well. at the very least seaway and RO should join forces and possibly north dundas. if you have to,
send the prescott kids to brockville. on the other hand, just keep the seaway kids at iroquois and add the local public
school kids as well. it doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out how to reconstruct the school to make this feasible.
you would also have room for those morrisburg public schools kids who did not join the catholic system. there are
ways and means around this. don't jump at the governments recommendations. create your own. that woman in
toronto does not give a dam about eastern ontario. she has already made a disastrous decision regarding ontario
hydro and is about to make another concerning the school system.

12/11/2016 5:05 PM

115 Using a k-12 school model would help fill the extra spaces. 12/9/2016 2:19 PM

116 Seaway as a Gr 4 - 12 School 12/9/2016 5:10 AM

117 It is vital that Seaway District High School not be closed for the Grades 7-12 students. Closing the school is
detrimental to the students, community, businesses, housing, and economic growth. Programming is important but not
at the expense of what will be lost in the rural areas. Alternate methods of delivering programs need to be
implemented. With all the modern technology available there must be a means to provide quality programs to the
students in an non-traditional manner. Seaway should become a Grade 4-12 School and Iroquois Public a Jk-3
School. These two schools would house the students of South Dundas. A full French Immersion program should
continue for students in JK - 8 if the numbers indicate sufficient interest. Unfortunately, Morrisburg Public School would
close its doors. The Board continues to change School boundaries to accommodate an agenda. I have been directly
involved with rural school boundary changes three times and in all three cases small schools were closed and larger
schools were built only to later have the boundaries changed again to the detriment of the larger rural schools. If
necessary, Seaway District and North Dundas could have shared programs whereby certain programs are offered at
one site while other programs are offered at the other site. If necessary, the boundaries for Seaway could extend to
Cardinal in the west and the village of Ingleside to the east. To quote the Education Minister " the school is the hub of
the community".

12/8/2016 10:19 PM

118 Iroquois Public School be a JK to Grade 3 school for South Dundas. Seaway District High School be a Grade 4 to
Grade 12 School. A full immersion program offered from K-8 if there is sufficient interest. Morrisburg Public would
close. If necessary, the boundary area for Seaway could be extended to include Cardinal to the west and the village of
Ingleside to the east.

12/8/2016 9:41 PM

119 Have Seaway High School house grades 4 to 12 and Iroquois Public house Kindergarten to grade 3. 12/8/2016 9:02 PM

120 I agree that Morrisburg Public School does not have the numbers and may need to be closed. I, however, do not feel
that Seaway is the best place to put all K - 3 students. I believe that Iroquois Public is best suited for these needs and
that the remaining 4 - 12 students could function properly at Seaway. If Seaway were to close, it would have a
tremendous impact on all students attending public schools in south Dundas. I believe that you would see families
leave.

12/8/2016 8:26 PM

121 Grade 4-12 at Seaway and Iroquois K-3 It makes sense. 12/8/2016 3:24 PM

122 Close NDDHS and move them to Seaway. Or, make Seaway a 4-12 school. The 7-12 already works well there and
could be easily adjusted to house 3 more grades.

12/8/2016 2:51 PM

123 make Seaway into a grade 4-12 school. 12/8/2016 2:39 PM
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124 Move students from north dundas to seaway high school , there is room for expansion , renovations have been done .
Seaway is on municipality land

12/8/2016 1:34 PM

125 Iroquois K-3 Seaway 4-12 12/8/2016 5:53 AM

126 Seaway 4-12 school IPS and MPS combine for k-3 offering french immersion and core - this will help lessen the divide
between immersion and core school/students.

12/7/2016 9:57 PM

127 Could Seaway not potentially be renovated to house JK-grade 12 students? Surely there has to be a better solution
other than shipping our children out of our community!

12/7/2016 9:08 PM

128 To achieve this boundaries would need to be addressed and changed. High School students in Prescott and west
would be going to Brockville for schooling. East of Prescott would be come to Seaway. This would still close one high
school, increase population at Seaway, keep Seaway a 7 to 12 school. With this increase in the population, the
programming would also be changed, or increased to meet the new needs of the students.

12/7/2016 8:43 PM

129 Seaway could become a 4-12 school. Then decide whether to keep Iroquois or MPS open. I have heard in the
community that if Iroquois closed condos could be built in that space with a view of the water.the IPS is on valuable
land, more so than MPS or Seaway.

12/7/2016 7:48 PM

130 Seaway is suitable enough to be made into a grade 4-12 school.I also think that 3-4 hours on a bus is NOT
acceptable, not to mention it will put more busses on the road which equals extra costs for bussing. Closing Seaway
would be devastating to our whole community! Higher risk of obesity, mental illness, stress,anxiety, depression and
suicide rates. There will be no time for extracurricular activities, no after school jobs, earlier wake up times, and no
quality time for family. And nobody to run our amazing Ontario Farms! These children are our future, not pawns to be
used to save money!!!

12/7/2016 4:33 PM

131 Make Seaway a 4-12 School. 12/7/2016 4:23 PM

132 Since Seaway High School has recently undergone substantial renovations and upgrades, it would make sense to
keep it open and utilise it for younger grades through grade 12. Close Morrisburg School to send more students to
Iroquois Public School, perhaps just the kindergarten classes and grades 1-5. Not that I want Morrisburg Public School
but considering the options, Iroquois Public School is in a better location with the high school in the same area, with a
larger and new playgrounds, soccer fields and a full track. Also safe walking distance to beach and golf course for gym
and extra curricular activities for both Iroquois and Seaway High School. Then have students grade 6 to 12 attend the
Seaway High School. This way would increase attendance in Iroquois and Seaway. This would keep the students in
the same area their parents intended when they started a family here. It would reduce anxiety in students from having
to move to new school where they may not get as much attention from teachers, unable to make new friends because
they got split up from their old ones, and may not be able to participate in extra curricular activities because of lengthy
bus duration.

12/7/2016 3:26 PM

133 turn seaway into grades 4-12, close morrisburg public and combine Iroquois and morrisburg together from k-4 12/7/2016 1:22 PM

134 Make seaway hs into a 4-12 school. Allowing both iroquois schools to remain open and our children to remain in the
community! This is an acceptable option!

12/7/2016 12:21 PM

135 u need better planning the salarys are to high top management is paid to much. Educate the students. look at the
result of the Ont tests

12/7/2016 12:06 PM

136 Grades 4-12 at Seaway and K-3 at Iroquois Public This solution keeps kids together and close to home. As for
programming, being closer to home is more important than a very small possibility of extra programming. Even larger
schools have split grades. This is impossible to control.

12/7/2016 8:43 AM

137 I actually have 3 proposals 1. I may be mistaken but I understand South Grenville DHS is at 40%, they could be
closed and students split between Seaway and 2 Brockville schools-TISS and BCI 2. Have students from grade 4-12 at
Seaway and grades JK to grade 3 at Iroquois public 3. Have only one school board in Ontario instead of the several
that we have, I am fairly sure that all other provices do not have Public and Catholic, all schools could have a religion
class that covers all religion, that would eliminate alot of duplication and travel.

12/3/2016 1:30 PM

138 Introduce French immersion at Morrisburg Public. There are many families that Sent their kids to Iroquois because
MPS did not offer it.

12/3/2016 10:32 AM

139 I support closing Morrisburg Public and moving those students to Iroquois schools. Iroquois public could become a K-3
school, and Seaway a 4-12 school, or whatever grades necessary to fill IPS. I recommend that North Dundas be
closed, and boundaries changed so the students who live closest to Iroquois would fill the remainder of available
spaces in Seaway. The graveyard that surrounds North Dundas will not be bothered by the closing of the school, but
the village of Iroquois, will be adversely affected if Seaway is closed.

12/2/2016 10:54 AM

140 K-12 at Seaway site for Iroquois students, offering French immersion. Morrisburg Public remain open and students
presently attending IPS and RO return to Morrisburg (approx 100 students) and French immersion be offered. Parents
were told French would be offered beginning in 2015 and are still waiting.

12/2/2016 10:38 AM
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141 All of our children "must" be kept together, and as close to home as possible. Utilize Seaway District High School and
Iroquois Public School as a K-12 model. If you bring the children from Morrisburg to Iroquois all of the older siblings,
from Morrisburg, Iroquois, Williamsburg, Riverside, and South Mountain, will be able to ride the bus, or walk with, and
take care of younger siblings before and after school with this scenario. Bussing will only be an additional 10 minutes
for children attending Morrisburg Public. Perhaps coming to a school with better results will improve results for those
who are struggling at the Morrisburg school. Historical data reflects this possibility. Utilization will be approximately
90%. Portables won't be required. Major renovations won't be required. There will be benefits associated with dual
utilization. The nearly $850,000 paid for the upgrades at Seaway in the last two years, won't be wasted. Although
Morrisburg is near and dear to my heart, Iroquois Public also has a lower FCI than Morrisburg. Also, just curious, how
are you possibly reducing bussing costs of $110,000 with option 5? The bussing companies stated that they would
definitely be making more $. Perhaps this is another mistake that has been overlooked. You may also want to look into
carbon costs associated with bussing. Trudeau's announcement came after your report was published. This is another
drastic cost that must be take into consideration. With the error regarding the under-calculation of grant funding we
would receive, there is now only a difference between the status Quo and Scenario 5 (cumulative by 2024-2025) of
$1,926,361. That's $214,040.11 on average per year. Morrisburg will require renewal needs over the next 5 years
totaling $3,460,176. That's approximately an average of $692,035.20 per year that now, won’t be required. Iroquois will
require renewal needs over the next 5 years of only $2,792,221. That’s an average of approximately $558,444.20 per
year. The estimated top-up funding that would be missed by Morrisburg would be approximately an average of
$164,779.54 per year. ($1,483,015.84 accumulation-2024-2025). I estimate that approximately 3/8 (grades 4, 5, and 6
of Jk-6) of this will now be provided to Seaway being that it is considered a school that would receive enhanced top-up
funding. This is approximately $61,792.13 that would be allocated to Seaway. This is an assumption of course. So,
financially if Seaway receives the top-up funding that Morrisburg would have received, then keeping Iroquois Public
and Seaway, would financially, be the best scenario. Please note that the calculations above are based on the
differences between the original report and the new Appendix A3- Page 42 (rev 2016 11 24). I utilized Seaway-411
students, Iroquois-324 students and Morrisburg-146 students. Please note again, these are estimates.
PROGRAMMING We asked about extra programming at South Grenville and North Dundas and we were told that with
our numbers and the split, there wouldn't be any additional programming. The survey from a previous year didn't
include the following when questions were asked. Perhaps a new, 1 question survey as follows would aid in decision
making. If there were no additional costs associated with extra programming, of course we would want it!!! However,
take a look at the costs. Do you want extra programming and/or possibility of a fancy new super school at the cost of
all of the below? 1- 3-4 hours a day on a bus 2- Harm to our environment with additional bussing 3- Extra costs for
bussing 4- Devastation to your whole community 5- Higher Risk of Obesity 6- Higher Risk of mental illness, stress,
anxiety, depression, suicide rates 7- No time for extracurricular activities 8- No time for after school jobs 9- No time for
sleep 10- No time for play 11- No quality time for family 12- Nobody to run our amazing Ontario Farms. Please circle
yes or no. I think the answer is obvious. I would certainly prefer my children to be closer to home than extra
programming when you look at the negative impact. Let's concentrate on teaching our kids the basics before worrying
about fancy programming. Reading, writing and mathematics are imperative! Also, a little historical data with regards
to shuttering schools found at http://www.ruraledu.org/articles.php?id=2042 “The authors concluded that “there is no
evidence to suggest that consolidation of small school districts into larger ones will necessarily reduce expenditures
per student, increase standardized test scores, or reduce dropout rates. Most recently, Streifel et al (1991) analyzed
the revenue and expenditure changes for three years before and after 19 school district consolidations, comparing the
rate of change to the state average rate of change. The 19 were selected from information supplied by state
departments of education. Five of the 19 were in Arkansas. He found a no statistically significant relationship between
changes in the total cost per pupil of the consolidated districts and the other districts in the same states and
concluded that “…there appears to be no overall basis for expecting that significant financial advantage or increased
revenue are necessary outcomes of consolidation.” And most recently, the Charleston Gazette, in a national award
winning series of articles on the cost of school closings in West Virginia, found that over a ten year period the state
closed 325 schools in pursuit of economies of scale, and in doing so substantially increased the number of central
office administrators, despite the fact that the number of students being served by the system declined by 41,000 in
this period. Meantime, per pupil transportation costs more than doubled (Eyre and Finn 2003).”

11/28/2016 1:24 PM

142 Overview: This is an alternative proposal to address the needs of elementary and secondary school students in South
Dundas and South Stormont. This presentation recognizes the challenges the Board is faced with related to
demographics, excess capacity, inadequate programming at the secondary level and insufficient funding to maintain
the status quo. It also deals with the challenges of offering Core and French Immersion programs in elementary
schools. Secondary School Proposal: As an alternative to busing students to schools outside the boundaries of South
Dundas and South Stormont and leaving an 80 km stretch along the 401 from Cornwall to Prescott without a
secondary school this proposal call for the construction of a new secondary school close to the border of South
Dundas and South Stormont. The rationale for this location includes the following: • It recognizes the historical ties and
shared history of Iroquois, Morrisburg, Ingleside and Long Sault. > Iroquois was relocated 1 to 1.5 miles north of its
original location at the time of the Seaway. > Approximately one third of Morrisburg including the business section was
flooded during the Seaway construction. > Ingleside and Long Sault were new communities created by the
consolidation of several small communities and hamlets between Morrisburg and Cornwall known today as the “Lost
Villages”. • The four main communities within the South Stormont/South Dundas area are located on County Rd. #2. >
There is a greater commercial and cultural connection east and west for these communities than north and south. >

11/28/2016 9:22 AM
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The main population centers are on the east-west corridors of County Rd. 43 and County Rd. 2. > It is expected that
aligning schools east and west rather than north and south will result in lower busing costs (TBD). > South Stormont
and South Dundas have partnered in recent years and adopted the brand "Upper Canada Region" which is now
recognized on exit signs along Hwy. 401 on all exit signs for South Stormont and South Dundas. > The combined
population of South Dundas and South Stormont is close to 24,000. Even with moderate growth the population should
justify a dedicated high school for the region which would ensure a high school is centrally located along the 80 km
stretch between Cornwall and Prescott. > By building a new school in this location all students will remain in the United
Counties of Stormont Dundas and Glengarry. The students and communities will be aligned and share common social
service agencies, the St. Lawrence Medical Clinic as well as county, provincial and federal representation. Other
advantages this location provides include: > Minimal busing distances (Iroquois is located at #401 exit 738 and Long
Sault is located at exit 778. This is only 40 km. which means the majority of students will have no more than a 20 km
bus ride. (The exit for Upper Canada Village is #758) > Building adjacent to or close to Upper Canada Village and the
St. Lawrence Parks will provide great opportunities for experiential learning and outdoor education. The land, the
Village, the river and a professional golf course would all be available to the students. > The school could become a
“centre of excellence” for teaching traditional artisan crafts in partnership with Upper Canada Village. This could
appeal to international students and draw students to summer programs that could be offered in cooperation with the
St. Lawrence Parks. This would be similar to the high school credits offered by the Canadian Ecology Centre in
Mattawa. http://www.canadianecology.ca/highschool-credit-courses/ The Canadian Ecology Centre partners with the
Near North District School Board and the Simcoe County Board of Education. http://www.canadianecology.ca/meet-
our-staff/ and offers a variety of Geography and Science credits over the summer. > Credits such as Canadian History,
Technology (traditional trades) credits could be offered that include hands-on experience in programs already
established and operating such as Time Travellers at the Village. > The school could provide opportunities to learn
artisan trades with a close association with the Village and complement this by offering programming in automation
with new technology that uses CNC (Computer Numeric Control machines) that drive today's manufacturing. This is
critical as we move forward based on the expected repatriation of manufacturing jobs from overseas (technology
driven) and the need for people to replace retiring baby-boomers in trades. > Small projects such as having students
construct cabins for the St. Lawrence Parks would benefit students and the St. Lawrence Parks. > Any new facilities
constructed with the new school including sports facilities would be centrally located and therefore available to the St.
Lawrence Parks, South Stormont and South Dundas. Locating a school adjacent to or close to Upper Canada Village
is also consistent with projected growth based on the County Official Plan. For example, the state-of-the-art water
plant built in Morrisburg a number of years ago provides water to Iroquois and only operates at about 30% capacity.
The last South Dundas Council expanded boundaries for residential development to the west of Morrisburg and this is
now part of the County Official Plan. This includes land from Steward Drive to Coyle Drive which has the potential to
increase the population of Morrisburg by 50 to 100%. The first phase of this development was recently announced that
is to include 200 housing units. There is room for much more and a new high school a short bus ride away could be
instrumental in attracting more families and businesses to the area. Iroquois has limited opportunities for growth
based on the official plan so most future growth will take place between Morrisburg and Iroquois, Ingleside and Long
Sault. South Stormont is the fastest growing community in the counties. The numbers justify a dedicated high school
for South Stormont and South Dundas. The current enrollment at Seaway is 407 and at RO is 128. However it is my
understanding that there are at least 200 to 250 students from South Stormont that are attending other Board schools.
I assume the main reason for this is the lack of adequate programming available at RO. If you combine all 7-12
students in South Stormont and South Dundas you have the potential for a school that can accommodate the current
700 to 800 students. This does not include the many students who have chosen to attend Catholic schools that I am
sure would return to the public system if a new school was built. Elementary School Proposal: Under the scenario of a
new shared high school for SS and SD suggests that redefining IPS, MPS, ROPS and LSPS as a “family of schools”
that feed the new secondary school makes sense. Based on a review of the published numbers this would mean all
four elementary schools would be at 80-100% capacity with 2250 -300 students each. The recommendations for these
schools is as follows: • For now, maintain or restore French Immersion programs in all four schools and operate them
as JK to 6 schools. This will minimize busing time for young children and help build support from all the communities
for the consolidation of the high schools. The savings on busing should offset some of the additional operating costs. •
Do not proceed with the consolidation of elementary schools at this time. Since Ministry guidelines only allow for an
excess capacity of only 5% when building new schools, delay any further action in South Stormont / South Dundas
until at least the next review or possibly in ten years. By doing this the Board will have the flexibility down the road to
move 7/8s back to the elementary schools if capacity at the secondary level is needed at the (new) secondary school
depending on population growth. At a later date the board could provide a proposal to construct two, three or four new
elementary schools to replace the four existing schools depending on community support and funding. As Morrisburg
and Iroquois grow together, for example, it may be preferred by residents to have one new school that is only a five
minute bus ride for most students. This may very well be the case for Ingleside and Long Sault as well since they are
only eight km apart. It would be easier to gain community support after residents have experienced the benefits of a
new and larger high school and be delaying it would be more likely that the solution going forward would be a new
building rather than renovating a building that was built 60 years ago as a secondary school. New makes sense. •
Maintain pre-school and day care operations in each school if space permits. • The four schools should be viable with
the projected numbers recognizing that some classrooms will have more than one grade. I believe all four schools
have had major additions and renovations in recent years. To avoid maintenance costs for unnecessary space such as
may exist in schools such as RO the school could be partially demolished and physically “right-sized”.
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143 We have healthy things right here for kids to participate in: golf,tennis, lawn bowling. Skating, swimming at local beach,
bike path, track and right beside public school for older siblings to help with younger brothers and sisters.

11/26/2016 8:29 PM

144 Morrisburg Public School would close and be amalgamated with IPS which would be retrofitted as need be. Seaway
District High School would be remain open as the only high school in Dundas Co. NDDHS would eventually close and
students in Dundas Co. would be bused to SDHS. This would create a 'campus' from K-12 in Iroquois. Iroquois has
the recreation facilities, is centrally located and the business core of Dundas Co. The closing of SDHS would be
detrimental to Dundas Co. on unimaginable scale and would kill Iroquois. Seaway must remain open.

11/26/2016 6:39 PM

145 I feel Seaway was chosen to be closed because it was the smaller of the 3 high schools involved and the Board is
looking at using to it as they modified IPS, but if looking at geographical location South Grenville makes more sense. It
is located in close proximity to 3 other high schools which would mean students bus routes would not be dramatically
increased and students would be diverted to schools which have a higher Fraser Report ranking. Students in Prescott
and west of 416 hwy. could be sent to one of the Brockville high schools, 10-15 minutes direct drive, shorter than ride
being put forth for the students on the most eastern part of Seaway's boundary, Nudell Bush road, 25 minutes drive to
Seaway plus an additional 20 minutes direct drive to Prescott. The Spencerville students could be directed toward
North Grenville, almost a similar commute as they currently have to Prescott, and the students east of 416 hwy would
go to Seaway. Cardinal is actually closer to Iroquois than Prescott and the ride for the Johnstown student is no further
than the ride the Cardinal students have done for years. South Grenville has on of the lowest ranking in the Frasers
reports of the 3 schools involved. Also the current busing of primary and secondary students north of 401 and
Morrisburg could still be maintained and keeping transportation cost down.

11/26/2016 9:36 AM

146 Has anyone considered moving the MPS and IPS students into RO which is another school mentioned in the Draft
Recommendations as being closed and those students being bussed to Cornwall. RO is already a JK-8 school so no
renovations would be needed to house the younger students. I'm not sure what the student poplation is but you could
then bus the other older students to Seaway and in the future the Super School could be built somewhere between
these two communities. Therefore the students don't have as far to go, can still have schools in their communities
without having to go to another area/town/city. We moved here and looked at houses in Cornwall and decided on a
smaller community so I think the Board should be aware people do move into small communities because there is a
school that meets their needs in them. Without schools people will not move to these rural locations. That is a #1
priority, and even though my children are in High School I would never want them on a bus for longer than 30 minutes.
We say we care about the children, then lets make this about the children and not money.

11/23/2016 1:04 PM

147 IPS - K to 3, close MPS SDHS - 4 to 12 11/23/2016 1:03 PM

148 Closing North Dundas would be much more beneficial and cost effective. Instead, send NDDHS students to Seaway.
NDDHS is an older building with less students. They are surrounded by 3 graveyards and a single barely used building
across the street (old closed public school). There would be NO town, no community, or businesses being affected by
this. If you close SDHS, you are taking basically everything away from the full town of Iroquois, a full community, and
MANY businesses. Iroquois is also growing drastically, with so many new homes and families coming in. Many new
house projects have already been started. There is nothing being built in around NDDHS. No families coming in, no
new houses. Nothing. If Seaway closes, many families have decided to move altogether - including my family. So far, I
have heard of 4 full families choosing to move away from this entire area. I have students in SDHS now. If it does, you
lose us. My kids will not be going to neither of your options (NDDHS/SGren). No one here can accommodate that
drive, allow our students to attend any extras after school, or sit here and watch our kids not be able to join certain
teams or programs because of the crazy student numbers and lack of room for them all to play. Close NDDHS. That
school has been a 'dump' for years. Not Seaway. Too much at stake with numerous towns and businesses that
depend on Seaway.

11/23/2016 12:54 PM

149 Close MPS and have all JK-3 students in the area go to IPS (or visa versa) and then have all 4-12 students go to
Seaway. This would boost the numbers at Seaway and prevent the use of portables to accommodate our primary
students and keeps the JK and SK students in classrooms designed to accommodate them. It also keeps our students
in an area with ample grounds for recess and sporting needs. This would also cut down on the busing costs that would
be required if our students were to be moved to SGDH or NDDH as well as the time spent on buses. In Canada 29%
of our youth from age 12-17 are overweight or obese and this has been steadily increasing. Spending increased time
sitting each day on a bus can only further increase this serious health issue. Poor posture has been linked to mental
and physical ailments and this is an increasing problem in our youth since the advent of personal devices. As a former
student who rode a school bus for 90 minutes each way to high school I can personally attest to the negative impact it
had on my posture and I suffered frequent headaches all through high school. I can attest to the increase in young
patients for issues such as back and neck pain, headaches, and nerve impingement all related to poor posture. I do
not want my children on a bus for 2-3 hours a day as I feel this will directly impact their health.

11/23/2016 12:53 PM
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150 Instead of dividing the community of high school students to South Grenville and North Dundas, leave the students at
Seaway (as the building was just renovated over the summer of 2016) and house the Junior level students grades 4-6
or the 5's and 6's (from IPS and Morrisburg) at Seaway which would make room for the Morrisburg PS students in
grades K-3/4 to fill the IPS building. This would also reduce the long bus drive for high school students to South
Grenville and North Dundas, and keep kids in the Iroquois/Morrisburg communities to have after school jobs. If you
close Seaway I already know of a lot of families that will be leaving the Upper Canada Board and transferring to the
Catholic School Board which does not help declining enrollment and empty spaces in our buildings. Personally I am
affected as I have a child at Seaway I would like to also see some more consideration towards students with
exceptionalities for example the timeline of March 23rd to decide and closing schools in June is too tight of a timeline
for transition plans for many of our special needs students. My child started a transition plan to the Seaway building
from IPS over a year before changing, if we have to move to North Dundas and we have only 3 school months to
prepare this is not supporting student success.

11/23/2016 12:51 PM

151 Close Morrisburg PS and use both Iroquois facilities for grades k to 12. 11/21/2016 9:41 AM

152 I would think that having the students from Grades 5 -12 go to Seaway and turn IPS into a K-4 school should fill all of
the available (or very nearly fill) seats

11/18/2016 12:20 PM

153 Make Seaway district highschool a combination of primary and secondary school offering grade 4 to 12 to utilise the
unused infrastructure and keep the local children in the area, near their families.

11/17/2016 7:23 PM

154 Close Morrisburg PS, bring the students to Iroquois. Make IPS a school for JK - grade 3, and put grades 4-12 in
Seaway. Correct the boundaries to bring back the students who used to attend Seaway, but got changed to North
Dundas in the previous school closures. South Dundas students should attend South Dundas schools. simple. Why
not close North Dundas, and send those students to the closest surrounding schools? Not to put another school
community out, but South Grenville has issues. Physical, reputational. Expand the west boundary for Seaway to
include some students from there. Expand Brockville boundaries east to include the rest of the students. Just keep
Seaway open.

11/17/2016 4:51 PM

155 Make Seaway a K-12 school and close MPS and IPS. There are current students attending RO School that are from
South Dundas. Send them to Seaway! Close RO. It has less than 100 high school students and has been suffering
declining enrollment and lack of programming for years. In fact, more students would stay in the UCDSB if RO closed
as students would more than likely go to Seaway, Tagwi, or CCVS if they could get bussing there from Ingleside.
Instead RO loses many students out of Grade 8 to the Catholic system. I do not think it is unreasonable to close what
has been the smallest high school in the UCDSB for over 10 years.

11/16/2016 11:31 PM

156 I am not in favour of community school closures, but if the closure of one public school would make a difference in
keeping Seaway as a high school in our community, my opinion would be to close Morrisburg Public. South Dundas
needs a high school now and for its future viability, so in order to keep Seaway I would be fully supportive of moving all
South Dundas elementary school students to Iroquois Public School in either a K-3 model or keeping K-6 with
portables in order to visually demonstrate the need for a capital project at that school or neighbouring Seaway. As a
parent I am not concerned with my children being educated in portables as I understand fully that education is not
about the building it's about the quality people that work inside those walls. Seaway needs to remain a high school, no
matter the circumstance be it in whatever form is most appropriate, perhaps a 4-12 model, which would then provide
the long term option of making it K-12 in the long term if needed. However, recent economic trends are predicting 5
per cent growth for South Dundas, so should that shift occur the school models could be fairly easily shifted to meet
the community's needs at the Iroquois/Seaway campus. That would allow better asset management opportunities for
the board in the long term. As we are at the tail end of the enrolment decline, it seems nonsensical to undertake such
drastic and detrimental measures now of robbing rural communities of their high schools.

11/16/2016 11:25 AM

157 My alternative is mentioned above either close South Grenville and move those students. Or keep Seaway open as a
grade 4-12 school. With the primary at Iroquois Public school.

11/15/2016 2:46 PM

158 I think people are willing to live with closing Morrisburg Public School, as long as Seaway High School is kept open. I
have even heard people comment that they would accept portable classrooms for the public school in this case. I think
a better alternative to closing Seaway High School, would be to close North Dundas District High School, as that would
not be nearly as disruptive to the communities involved. I definitely believe Seaway High School should remain open.

11/14/2016 1:51 PM

159 Seaway District High School has the capacity to accommodate a 4-12 model. IPS would then be the ideal location for
a JK- 4 School. This would allow children to stay within their communities with true continuity of education for the
duration of their public school education.

11/14/2016 10:38 AM

160 Make MPS a dual tract immersion school for K-3, IPS 4-6 and Seaway 7-12. Market yourselves better. We lose all
kinds of kids to the Catholic board. Many parents send their kids to St Mike's or St Joe's because they are considered
"better" schools. You need to do a better job promoting yourselves from the moment the kids are in jk right up to grade
12. You need to get your staff member across the board to actively promote our public schools. I know of families with
both parents working for UCDSB and they choose to send their kids to the catholic board (that should tell you
something...). Try to get the unions on board to promote our schools.

11/10/2016 10:17 PM
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161 Seaway High is imperative to the economic value of the community. To draw industry and business along with families
and jobs to this area, we can offer education from JK through high school to potential investors and subsequently,
families who would relocate to our municipality.This helps grow the economy as well as providing a small community
atmosphere for our young people to grow up in. The education system is more than academics. It is readying young
people to meet the challenges of this world with a combination of skills and community living that builds confidence
and self worth. I do not believe that sending young people off to schools with bulging capacities to supposedly justify
the numbers/dollars ratios is in the best interest of our next generation. We need to invest in their characters and
abilities to cope with real life challenges and gain the knowledge that will lead them to the next level of life's education
be it college, university, trade, vocation or calling to the ever demanding work force. The building of good people
requires investment....in schools and programs to help them grow in through their informative years into healthy
contributing members of society. Do we really need to sacrifice the youth of this municipality to justify the budgets and
self-interest of those who have decided to close the doors on the most important opportunity our young people have.
These fascinating up and coming citizens of our municipalities, provinces and country as a whole, need to be protected
from the big business mentality that now seems to be governing our school boards and politicians.....bigger is not
necessarily better.....our country was built by people who were raised in environments that helped them to grow as
people first so they could go on to build their dreams with a confidence that drove them to their next level of
achievement.

11/5/2016 4:26 PM

162 I really think the schools should stay status quo. Morrisburg is a growing town that needs a local school. As well
Iroquois is a beautiful town along the Seaway that needs a high school and public school. Our community and
businesses need the schools to stay open. Students need after school jobs to teach them responsibility and a sense of
community. Businesses depend on students for them to turn a profit. If there is no school, young families will not move
to these towns. If something does need to happen, I would suggest closing Morrisburg PS, moving Grades 4-6 into
the high school as it would require minimal renovations, and the primaries JK-Grade 3 stay in Iroquois. South Dundas
needs their schools. I am in shock it was even proposed to close Seaway DHS. This is the most important time in a
child's life. Parents need to be involved and know who their kids are hanging out with. Their whole future depends on
this time in their life and they need support. We NEED to keep our local schools open so our kids do not get lost.

11/4/2016 2:15 PM

163 Combine MPS and IPS in the current IPS building. Turn Seaway into a 4-12 or 5-12 school. The need to consolidate
some elementary schools, especially chronically underutilized AND geographically close ones is understandable.
Closing the ONLY high school in the township, and the only high school on the 401 corridor between Cornwall and
Prescott is NOT acceptable. It would do irreparable harm to South Dundas as a community and would force our
children into 2 hours plus on the bus each day. Seaway has the best standardized test scores among the high
schools slated for closure, and South Dundas taxpayers share of the education fund is the second highest amongst all
municipalities in SD&G. Furthermore, the school board is well aware that S. Grenville is a problem school with poor
standardized test scores, and a very poor retention rate. Even many Prescott parents don't want to send their kids
there.

11/3/2016 10:16 AM

164 I do NOT support the closure of Seaway. This school is vital to our community. Closing it would be devistating.I
strongly urdge your reversal of this!

11/3/2016 10:07 AM

165 Why are we still segregating students by age? What would be wrong with having all JK through 12 students in one
school? Keep SDHS open, make it a JK - 12 school for students from Iroquois, and a high school for students from
Morrisburg? If you are going to build a new school in Iroquois, why not just put that money into improving SDHS?
Further, why does Morrisburg Public have to close? Sure, if the building costs too much to upgrade, why not just have
the school of JK - 6's (or JK - 8's) in a one room schoolhouse somewhere in Morrisburg?

11/3/2016 6:11 AM

166 Close south Grenville and send those students to Brockville. Would only be approximately 20 minute bus ride from
Prescott to Brockville, instead of an hour or more long bus ride for students from Seaway school district. Close
Iroquois Public and merge it with Seaway High School to create a grades K - 12 school with option to leave Morrisburg
Public open.

11/2/2016 10:15 PM

167 I believe that the students who have begun school at Seaway should be allowed to finish high school there. Meaning
that next year, the grade 7 students in our area would be sent to South Grenville or North Dundas, but the students
who are currently enrolled in grade 7 at Seaway, and anyone in the grades above, would be allowed to finish there.
This would cause a considerably smaller disruption.

11/2/2016 10:14 PM

168 You could close off the upper portion of Seaway DHS to remove some space and accommodate all grades on the
main floor. Students will be transported too far if they are required to attend another school and there will be a loss of
a community space. Maybe open up some of the free space in IPS or MPS as day care spaces.

10/28/2016 4:10 PM

169 I think taking Gr. 7-12 out of Seaway will affect our students, community and board greatly. Yes, I agree changes need
to be made but removing 7-12 is not the answer think about repairs and renovation for temporary use to house k-6 will
cost. My opinion close MPS and combine with Iroquois schools make IPS Grades K- 3 Seaway upstairs 4-6 and 7-12
downstairs. Rename the school: Example: Seaway Iroquois School. Besides the emotional upset the students are
feeling about busing, sports, jobs, other stuff these children and their families are involved in. Look at how the money
is being spent in all areas. I really feel their are good ways to meet financial concerns of the board and keep the
students learning where they feel comfortable and happy.

10/26/2016 2:08 PM
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170 At this time, with the VERY limited information we have been provided, I would support option 4 from the report (k-3 at
IPS, 4-12 at Seaway). This would improve efficiency in the short term and keep South Dundas students in South
Dundas while we have a longer term discussion about the best ways to deliver a RURAL education to RURAL
students.

10/26/2016 12:09 PM

171 Close the school 10/25/2016 9:20 PM

172 Having a 4-12 school at seaway district high school and have Iroquois public school shut down and have children that
are in k-3 go to morrisburg public or vice versa.

10/25/2016 4:43 PM

173 Move the boundary to increase student numbers at seaway. It is a good school and obviously can handle more
students.

10/25/2016 2:25 PM

174 Would like to see SDHS stay as gr.7-12 school with NDDHS closing and sending its students to SDHS because of the
impact on the Iroquois business community. The IPS students could be bused to MPS and do renovations to that
school to accomodate all students and they could(the UCDSB) work with South Dundas Municipality to make this
happen. The location of a high school in Iroquois has benefits for students because they can use the beach area for
swimming as well as for canoeing, kayaking, paddle boarding. There is also the golfing program for students to learn
golf at the Iroquois Golf Club. They can make use of the tennis courts, track and soccer fields as well as supporting the
local businesses when they grab snacks and lunches. There are areas for cross country sports as well as snow
shoeing. There is also an outdoor rink in town for hockey, skating, and broomball activities. No offensive to the
NDDHS and North Dundas community but their high school is surrounded by fields and graveyards and it does not
have businesses that are right beside the school. The effect on the Iroquois economy, as well as the effect on the high
school students, if SDHS were to close would be drastic!! The South Grenville HS students could be bused to
Brockville or some different conjunction could be manipulated for some other small school closures.

10/23/2016 6:29 PM

175 work with the municipality to find a way to keep Seaway High School opening. Perhaps they could lease some space
and have an incubator or something like that for small businesses

10/23/2016 3:48 PM

176 Seaway High School could be changed to accommodate kindergarten to grade 12. Morrisburg Public needs to have
the French Immersion Program.

10/21/2016 8:36 PM

177 I recommend K-3 at IPS or MPS with one of those schools closing. Seaway District High School would then house
grades 4-12.

10/21/2016 7:08 PM

178 My alternative to the Draft Recommendations is to move grades 4,5,6, from the Iroquois elementary school and the
Benson elementary school in Cardinal to Seaway District High School to fill vacant space. Pre-school and grades
1,2,3, from Morrisburg and Cardinal would be moved to the Iroquois elementary school. This action would allow the
U.C.D.S.B. to close both Morrisburg and Cardinal schools which are much older schools. Both schools in Iroquois are
much newer and more modern and would remain open providing schools approximately mid-way in a 90mile corridor
thus eliminating excessive busing distances. Accommodations can be made easily in the Seaway District High School
for the younger students. Cost to do this would be minimal.

10/20/2016 11:24 AM

179 Will present at a later date 10/19/2016 6:39 PM

180 Grades 4-12 at SDHS Grades 1-3 at either IPS or MPS with either closing 10/18/2016 6:44 PM

181 Leave Seaway District high school open. South Grenville in Prescott could be split up and closed with some students
going to Brockville, Seaway, and/or North Grenville. Taking away all of our schools in South Dundas will not only affect
students, it will ruin our economies. When you renovate Iroquois Public School you will most likely run into asbestos
which is going to drive the cost up. I don't have a problem with sending Morrisburg Public students to Iroquois, they go
there for gr 7& 8 already.

10/18/2016 10:58 AM

182 Keep MPS open, bring back French Immersion to that school, thus decreasing the overflowing population at IPS and
increasing enrollment at MPS. Keep Seaway open, close South Grenville and send them to Seaway. Or keep both
high schools open, rent out extra space to the communities-Day Care Groups, Senior Groups.

10/16/2016 1:14 PM

183 An option to consider would be to close North Dundas High School and transport them to Seaway. Benefits would
include more access to outdoor education opportunities such as access to the Iroquois Golf course program and
science inquiries with the St Lawrence River. As well students would have an increased opportunity to complete their
40 hours of community service within the village of Iroquois. North Dundas is limited for opportunities due to location in
the "middle of nowhere" and surrounded by a cemetery. However the North Dundas building is large and could be an
opportunity to amalgamate Chesterville PS and Winchester PS. Winchester PS is bursting at the seams, instead of
adding more portables and taking up the limited green space and reducing playground area, perhaps driving students
to North Dundas is a possibility. I am sure Winchester Hospital would love to buy the Winchester PS building to
expand their medical facilities and more parking.

10/16/2016 10:16 AM

184 I think we need to keep se away open as a high school. If morrisburg and Iroquois have to share a school so be it. But
I would be careful we don't want to lose business in these 2 small areas people will move and alot of people will lose
their jobs. Morrisburg public school does alot for the cumuity like visiting seniors and etc

10/15/2016 9:17 AM
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185 New k to 3 school in Iroquois or Morrisburg. Seaway becomes 4 - 12 school. 10/15/2016 8:04 AM

186 Morrisburg has a subdivision in the planning stages that would house 200 families . Attracting young families to
Morrisburg will be more difficult without a Public School or a close high school.

10/15/2016 7:58 AM

187 1) Move all the elementary schools to Seaway - Nationview, Morrisburg, and Iroquois. All these students would be
bussed there for high school anyway. This allows 1 school operating costs instead of your proposed 2, plus a rebuild.
You may be able to keep the 7 and 8 students there. ??? 2) Then, move Seaway's secondary students into the
elementary school. Spend the money to remodel Seaway for long term use rather than for one year! If the 7 & 8's can
be accommodated at Seaway, then help fill up the existing elementary school by rezoning South Grenville HIgh
School, sending part to Seaway and Part to TISS. Thus, you would have 1 elementary school + 1 high school rather
than your proposed 2 elementary + 1 high school. It may mean more students will require bussing, but at least the
buses would be full so perhaps it wouldn't be that many extra buses. Also, I feel that the loss of SGDHS may not be
as detrimental to the surrounding businesses as it will be in Iroquois. Also, it spaces out the high schools along the St
Lawrence so that students are not on the bus for excessive amounts of time. 3) Address busing as another cost saving
method. STEO was suppose to be an amalgamation of the two school board's transportation needs designed to save
money, yet as a parent I have NEVER witnessed a bus that combines both the catholic students and UCDSB students.
Instead I see MANY half empty buses going by my house along with special needs vans. We also need to STOP
transporting students to schools outside of their immediate area. Why are we paying to transport a student that lives
on Glen Becker Road to Tagwi? We are providing too much choice. It is encouraging parents to send their children
away from their local schools and now our local schools are half empty, our transportation costs are astronomical, and
we are thinking of closing schools!

10/15/2016 1:05 AM

188 No alternative though I fail to understand why these proposals launch so suddenly with input sought after the fact as
opposed to being up front & honest about financial situation & needs, about what may need to be done & then asking
for help in the way of creative solutions discovered cooperatively and collectively...if education is a business we are
failing miserably at using our collective minds to find solutions...and if we are aiming for service excellence and
customer satisfaction then we are so far off the mark now that the target has been lost. I love my job and I love my
community but I love my child most of all. I will always do what's best for my child and at the moment what appears
best for my child is taking my education business elsewhere which is exactly what I will do come Sept 2017 regardless
of what happens with local schools. But we won't be headed for the CDSEO either...I fully intend to pay for private
education! Its a huge cost, especially for a single parent, but I love the small class sizes, the project based learning
and strong community connections and I know my child won't get lost in the crowds or this massive chaotic shuffle
coming when all these schools close. I no longer trust that my child, your customer, is being served/educated well and
the atmosphere in UCDSB schools this coming fall (given the loss of more teachers and support staff) isn't likely to be
overly positive nor conducive to learning. It is your customers, your students, who will be most affected by these
changes yet I don't know that anyone has thought to approach those same customers in a search for
solutions...enough said.

10/14/2016 11:10 PM

189 Keep Seaway DHS open as 7-12, keep IPS open as K-6, with French immersion available . SDHS is a building in
good repair. Having elementary and secondary schools next to each other provides efficiencies with athletic facilities ,
busing , and allows shared use of shops and facilities. Having no public high school from Cornwall to Prescott is a
great injustice to rural Eastern Ontario. Close MPS. Close South Grenville DHS, send eastern students to Seaway.

10/14/2016 10:59 PM

190 You could add the 4, 5, 6 to the highschool. Leave Iroquois Public as a Jk to 3 adding Morrisburg Public students to
the numbers. You could bus the kids from R.O. to the The high school and public school , which is a shorter bus ride
than to Cornwall. There are alot of alternatives to this draft. Lesser bus rides and cost but you have to be open to other
suggestions, not just the one and only one being put on the table.

10/14/2016 10:53 PM

191 The loss of schools in our community will affect us poorly with the loss of families leaving to move closer to the other
schools. IPS and MPS have enough students if the French immersion is in IPS and the remainder in MPS. Move the
boundary north some as there are students from South Dundas that go to North DundasHS. They can come to
Seaway. If a school needs to be closed, why not North Dundas as it's in the middle of nowhere. Another option is build
a school central to the north and south Dundas. We need community growth and that can't happen without schools,
businesses will suffer if students are gone. We need to attract more doctors and that means young doctors with
starting or growing families. We need local schools for that. We may lose many families to the Catholic board.

10/14/2016 10:45 PM

192 Amalgamate Morrisburg and Iroquois Public Schools and keep Seaway intact as a high school, whether Gr. 7-12 or Gr.
4-12.

10/14/2016 10:31 PM

193 Make Seaway 4-12 . Keep high school in SD. Make either IPS or MPS a k-3 school. A community needs elementary
and secondary representation. People will not stay with such a community nor will they support a board that is willing
to take their children out of the community. We choose to live in these communities for a reason and the reason is
great schools, access to extra curricular and a great community feel for special needs children.

10/14/2016 10:22 PM
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194 Morrisburg Public School should have remained a K-8 school with French Immersion. Morrisburg lost students to
Iroquois Public School due to no French Immersion and lost students to St Mary/ St Cecelia school in Morrisburg as it
is a K- 8 school, in town, convenient, no bussing. I believe with the closure of MPS and Seaway High school there will
be more children attending separate board elementary and high school. Perhaps we could just have separate schools
because this is what you have created!!! Building new schools while closing schools is going to save money??

10/14/2016 9:56 PM

195 I would like to see alternate accomodations looked into. A 4-12 a Seaway, k-3 at Iroquois. Or immersion added to
morrisburg which should help Alleviate the surplus in Iroquois. I also believe that the children currently crossing
boundaries that should be attending Seaway should be taken into account. Why is this being allowed if numbers are
needed at Seaway? Move those students to where they should be.

10/14/2016 9:24 PM

196 As a parent of a SDHS student and a IPS student, i DO NOT AGREE with the closure of SDHS!!! I also do not agree
with the expansion of IPS when there is room at SDHS to accommodate more students. I would recommend that the
grades 5&6 be moved to SDHS, like the 7&8 were. Keeping SDHS open as a grade 5-12 school! I would also
recommend grade that the JK-grade 4 from MPS and IPS be combined as a french immersion school in Morrisburg
with the closure of IPS! This way there is still a school in each of our communities! The closure of these schools will
impact our communities tremendously! We in Iroquois have so little to start with. Our small businesses will be affected
by this as well as our children. Allot of our kids have after school jobs within our community that they are able to walk
to after school. New subdivisions are being built within our communities, and no one will want to move here with their
kids having to be bused 2-3 hours a day...that is ridicules and just not acceptable!!! I live in Iroquois near the 401...i'm
not 100% sure exactly where my kids will be sent if you close SDHS. But i WILL NOT and i repeat WILL NOT send my
kids to SGDHS!!! Please reconsider the closure of SDHS and MPS and maybe think of the recommendations of
splitting IPS between the two. This way both of our communities will have a school and the board still benefits from the
closure of 1 school. Our children will benefit the most with keeping them in their own area with the people they know.
Thank you

10/14/2016 9:22 PM

197 See above 10/14/2016 9:17 PM

198 Keeping at least 1 high school and 1 elementary school in each community area should be kept as a priority. There is
more than "pupil spaces" and "money" involved in the process of educating our children. There is community and
family values and participation, sports, girl guides/scouting and innumerable other assets to keeping smaller schools
open. Also less travel and bus costs. Our children are stressed enough without pushing hour long bus rides to/from
school. Re: Seaway/Iroquois schools - ALTERNATIVE PLAN: Both schools currently abut each other. Amalgamate
both schools into the one larger building, with a senior student area and elementary student area, adding an expansion
as needed to fill the building to 90%+ capacity. Sell the small public school or better yet, tear it down (which is what
you were going to do anyway) and use it to expand as needed, or for parking, playground, whatever. This same
scenario would also work for Char Lan & Williamstown Public Schools. Our kids have great pride and flourish in these
community schools. KEEP THEM by being creative; not by closing and "herding" them all into overcrowded city
schools!

10/14/2016 8:12 PM

199 Seaway is in the heart of a community. If you need to close a secondary school, why not close North Dundas, which is
not located in any town, and move some of those students to Seaway. Make IPS a K-3 school, 4-12 at Seaway
Seaway a K-12 school

10/14/2016 7:57 PM

200 Change Seaway to a 4-12 school as proposed by the support group 10/14/2016 7:47 PM

201 Leave Gr. 7-12 at Seaway. Move grades 4, 5 and 6 to Seaway. Close Morrisburg Public and merge those students
with Iroquois Public/Seaway District High School.

10/14/2016 6:48 PM

202 Iroquois K-3 Seaway 4-12 10/14/2016 6:31 PM

203 As North Dundas District High School, does not exist within a community, I would suggest that they be moved to
Seaway and/or RO. Morrisburg and Iroquois, are planning a subdivision outside of Morrisburg. It can possibly draw
more families to rural South Dundas.

10/14/2016 5:05 PM

204 See above. Already done. Option 3, put portables and close/demolish Morrisburg Public. 10/14/2016 4:30 PM

205 4-12 at seaway k-3 at the IPS building 10/14/2016 4:28 PM
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